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SUMMARY  

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia, mainly characterized by episodic 

memory disturbances among other disabling symptoms. Despite great efforts put in AD research, 

at present there is no treatment able to cure or stop the progression of the disease. In this situation, 

electrical stimulation of deep brain areas (deep brain stimulation, DBS) has been suggested as a 

novel neuromodulatory approach to restore memory circuits in AD. Although the biological 

mechanisms underlying this treatment are not completely understood, DBS aimed at different 

brain targets has shown promising results of cognitive efficacy in AD context, both in studies using 

experimental animals as well as in initial clinical trials. However, the election of the target region 

remains a critical controversial issue.  

Our group has consistently demonstrated that stimulation of the medial forebrain bundle (MFB), 

an area part of the neural substrate of reward, by means of intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS), 

facilitates learning and memory in healthy adult rodents, as well as in rats with aged or lesion-

related memory impairment. At a molecular level, MFB-ICSS has been found to regulate the 

expression of synaptic plasticity proteins in memory-related brain areas, such as the hippocampus. 

These previous results suggest that the MFB could be a promising stimulation target in AD 

treatment. Nevertheless, MFB-ICSS effects have never been evaluated in AD condition, not even 

in relation to the main molecular correlates of AD pathology. This thesis approaches for the first 

time this situation, aiming to assess the potential use of rewarding stimulation of the MFB (referred 

as “ICSS” in the context of this dissertation) as a treatment for AD in a rat model, focusing on its 

effects on molecular markers of AD pathology. 

In a first study, the acute effect of three ICSS sessions on molecular correlates of AD was assessed 

in a physiological context. Despite no modulation in the levels of amyloid precursor protein (APP), 

phosphorylated tau (ptau) and synaptic protein drebrin (DBN) has been demonstrated, the effect 

of ICSS on specific microRNAs and SIRT1 regulators is described for the first time. In particular, 

ICSS upregulated miR-132 in DG and CA1 hippocampal subfields, and miR-181c, miR-495 and 

SIRT1 in DG, 90 minutes after stimulation. ICSS modulation of these molecules, all of them 

related to synaptic plasticity and altered in AD, provide evidence of overlapping regulatory 

mechanisms with AD and, so, a mechanistic rationale to the use in this context. Moreover, serum 

miR-132, which was found upregulated after ICSS treatment, and serum SIRT1 arose as potential 

non-invasive DBS treatment biomarkers to further explore in AD condition. 
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Thus, subsequent studies aimed to assess the effects of ICSS treatment in an AD rat model, 

especially regarding the molecular markers of early pathology but also relating with memory 

improvement. To this end, two different sporadic onset models obtained by 

intracerebroventricular injection of amyloid-β (Aβ) and streptozotocin (STZ), respectively, have 

been characterized based on the evaluation of neurodegeneration, synaptopathology, taupathology 

and amyloidpathology markers, together with spatial learning and memory in the Morris water 

maze. Both models showed cognitive and neuropathological alteration in different areas referable 

to AD. However, Aβ model failed in reproducing AD progression. Specifically, AD-like memory 

deficits were evident when evaluated at days 15-22 after Aβ injection, but marginal at days 26-33, 

suggesting a transient affectation. Moreover, localization of neuropathological alterations, 

consisting of neurodegeneration, decreased DBN levels and increased ptau levels, presented a 

regional transition from frontal regions (at day 22 after Aβ injection) to temporal-parietal structures 

(at day 33), inverting the expected progression for AD. For these reasons, Aβ model was 

considered inappropriate to assess long-term treatment effects in future studies. Instead, STZ 

model evaluated at days 33-40 after injection, evidenced long-lasting coexistence of behavioural 

and early neuropathological affectation. Administration of five ICSS sessions contingent with 

Morris water maze acquisition phase on days 33-37 after STZ injection results in alleviation of 

memory dysfunction and the underlying neuropathological alterations displayed at day 40. 

Remarkably, ICSS induced an increase in neuronal density and a decrease in APP and ptau levels 

in hippocampal subfields, recovering control levels. Moreover, levels of miR-146a in DG tend to 

be compensated by ICSS. ICSS treatment also increased SIRT1 serum levels, which were reduced 

in STZ model correlating with AD hallmarks. Therefore, the use of SIRT1 as a promising serum 

biomarker is further encouraged for DBS treatment in AD-like conditions.  

Overall, MFB-ICSS mechanisms have shown to intercede with molecular markers of AD 

pathology. In this sense, ICSS has demonstrated to modulate the levels of plasticity and AD-related 

miRNAs and SIRT1, both in physiological and STZ-induced pathological context. Upregulation 

of serum miR-132 observed in physiological condition, and serum SIRT1 in pathological 

conditions boost the suggestion of their use as promising non-invasive biomarkers in DBS 

treatments for AD. Furthermore, ICSS treatment has demonstrated to mitigate neuropathological 

hallmarks of early AD and improve behavioural impairment in a well characterized sporadic AD 

rat model. Altogether, these results sustain the promising potential of electrical stimulation of the 

MFB for the treatment of AD and set interest in novel treatments for AD with rewarding 

approaches.  
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RESUM  

La malaltia d’Alzheimer (AD) és la causa més comuna de demència, caracteritzada, entre altres 

símptomes neuropsicològics, per la presència d’alteracions en la memòria episòdica. Malgrat els 

grans esforços destinats a la recerca de l’AD, en aquest moment no existeix cap tractament capaç 

de curar o aturar la progressió de la malaltia. En aquesta situació, s’ha proposat l’estimulació 

elèctrica d’àrees cerebrals profundes (DBS, de l’anglès “deep brain stimulation”) com una 

estratègia neuromoduladora per restaurar els circuits de la memòria afectats en l’AD. Si bé és cert 

que els mecanismes biològics subjacents a aquest tractament no són del tot coneguts, la DBS 

dirigida a diferents regions cerebrals ha mostrat resultats prometedors en relació a la seva eficàcia 

cognitiva en un context d’AD, tant en estudis amb animals d’experimentació com en assajos clínics 

inicials. Tot i això, l’elecció de la regió a la qual dirigir l’estimulació continua generant controvèrsia.  

El nostre grup ha demostrat consistentment que l’estimulació del feix prosencefàlic medial (MFB), 

una regió que forma part del substrat nerviós del reforç, mitjançant autoestimulació intracranial 

(ICSS), facilita l’aprenentatge i la memòria en rosegadors adults sans, així com també en rates 

envellides o amb dèficits de memòria causats per lesions. A nivell molecular, s’ha vist que la MFB-

ICSS regula l’expressió de proteïnes associades amb la plasticitat sinàptica en àrees cerebrals 

relatives a la memòria, com ara l’hipocamp. Aquests resultats previs suggereixen que el MFB pot 

ser una diana d’estimulació prometedora per al tractament de l’AD. No obstant, els efectes de la 

MFB-ICSS no s’han avaluat mai en la condició d’AD o ni tan sols en relació als correlats moleculars 

de la patologia. Aquesta tesi aborda per primera vegada aquesta situació, amb l’objectiu d’avaluar 

la utilitat potencial de l’estimulació reforçant al MFB (designada com a “ICSS” en el context 

d’aquest treball) com a tractament per l’AD en un model en rata, atenent principalment als efectes 

sobre marcadors moleculars de la patologia.  

En un primer estudi, els efectes aguts de tres sessions d’ICSS sobre els correlats moleculars de 

l’AD van ser valorats en un context fisiològic. Malgrat que els nivells de la proteïna precursora 

d’amiloide (APP), tau fosforilada (ptau) i la proteïna sinàptica drebrina (DBN) no es van mostrar 

modulats, es va demostrar per primera vegada l’efecte de l’ICSS en microRNAs específics i la 

proteïna SIRT1. En concret, l’ICSS va incrementar els nivells de miR-132 en les subregions 

hipocampals de DG i CA1, així com també els de miR-181c, miR-495 i SIRT1 en DG, 90 minuts 

després de l’estimulació. El fet que l’ICSS moduli aquestes molècules reguladores, totes elles 

relacionades amb plasticitat sinàptica i alterades en l’AD, evidencia l’existència de mecanismes 

reguladors convergents amb els de la patologia. Per tant, aquests resultats van esdevenir un 

fonament mecanístic per plantejar l’ICSS en context d’AD. A més a més, els nivells sèrics del miR-
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132, que també es van trobar augmentats després del tractament d’ICSS, així com els de SIRT1 es 

van erigir com a biomarcadors no-invasius potencials per a tractaments DBS, que calia seguir 

explorant en condició d’AD.   

Així doncs, els estudis consegüents pretenien avaluar els efectes del tractament d’ICSS en un model 

d’AD en rata, amb especial atenció als marcadors moleculars de patologia inicial però també en 

relació amb la millora de memòria. Dos models d’AD esporàdic obtinguts per injecció 

intracerebroventricular de β-amiloide (Aβ) i estreptozotocina (STZ), respectivament, van ser 

caracteritzats en base a l’avaluació de marcadors de neurodegeneració, sinaptopatologia, 

taupatologia i amiloidpatologia, així com també de l’aprenentatge i la memòria en el laberint aquàtic 

de Morris. Ambdós models van mostrar alteracions assimilables a l’AD, tant a nivell cognitiu com 

neuropatològic en diferents àrees relacionades amb la memòria. Tanmateix, el model Aβ va 

mostrar limitacions pel que fa la seva similitud amb la progressió de l’AD. D’una banda, els dèficits 

de memòria assimilables a l’AD van resultar evidents en l’avaluació als 15-22 dies després de la 

injecció d’Aβ, però eren molt reduïts als dies 26-33, suggerint una transitorietat dels efectes. D’altra 

banda, les alteracions neuropatològiques consistents en neurodegeneració, disminució de DBN i 

augment de ptau van presentar una evolució des de regions frontals (als 22 dies) cap a estructures 

parieto-temporals (als 33 dies), invertint la progressió descrita per a l’AD. Per aquests motius, el 

model Aβ es va considerar inapropiat per avaluar efectes a llarg termini en estudis futurs. En canvi, 

el model STZ va presentar alteracions conductuals i neuropatològiques concurrents 40 dies després 

de la injecció. L’administració de cinc sessions d’ICSS contingents amb la fase d’adquisició del 

laberint de Morris els dies 33-37 post-injecció va provocar una millora en les afeccions de la 

memòria així com en les alteracions neuropatològiques subjacents. Notablement, l’ICSS va induir 

un increment de la densitat neuronal i una disminució dels nivells d’APP i ptau en subregions 

hipocampals, recuperant els nivells propis de les rates control. A més, els nivells del miR-146a en 

DG van tendir a ser compensats per l’ICSS. El tractament ICSS també va provocar un increment 

en els nivells de SIRT1 a sèrum, que es trobaven reduïts en les rates STZ correlacionant amb els 

marcadors neuropatològics. Aquests resultats van reafirmar el potencial de SIRT1 en sèrum com 

a biomarcador prometedor en tractaments de DBS per a AD.  

En general, doncs, en aquesta tesi s’ha evidenciat que els mecanismes d’ICSS al MFB intercedeixen 

amb els marcadors moleculars de l’AD. En aquest sentit, s’ha demostrat que l’ICSS modula els 

nivells de determinats miRNAs i de SIRT1, relacionats amb plasticitat i amb l’AD, tant en 

condicions fisiològiques com en condicions patològiques induïdes per l’STZ. L’augment del miR-

132 sèric observat en un context fisiològic, com també del SIRT1 sèric en condicions patològiques 
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suscita el seu ús com a biomarcadors no-invasius de tractaments de DBS per l’AD. A més a més, 

s’ha comprovat com el tractament d’ICSS ha mitigat les alteracions neuropatològiques i cognitives 

en un model ben caracteritzat d’AD esporàdic, en rata. En conclusió, aquests resultats emparen el 

potencial prometedor de l’estimulació elèctrica al MFB com a tractament per a l’AD, i al·ludeixen 

a l’interès per possibles nous tractaments amb aproximacions reforçants.  
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RESUMEN  

La enfermedad de Alzheimer (AD) es la causa más frecuente de demencia, caracterizada, entre 

otros síntomas neuropsicológicos, por alteraciones en la memoria episódica. A pesar de los grandes 

esfuerzos destinados a la investigación del AD, actualmente no existe ningún tratamiento capaz de 

curar o detener la progresión de la enfermedad. En esta situación, la estimulación eléctrica de áreas 

cerebrales profundas (DBS, del inglés “deep brain stimulation”) se ha sugerido como estrategia 

neuromoduladora para restaurar los circuitos de la memoria afectados en el AD. Si bien es cierto 

que los mecanismos biológicos subyacentes a este tratamiento no son completamente conocidos, 

la DBS dirigida a diferentes regiones cerebrales ha mostrado resultados prometedores en relación 

a su eficacia cognitiva en un contexto de AD, tanto en estudios con animales de experimentación 

como en ensayos clínicos iniciales. Sin embargo, la elección de la región objeto de la estimulación 

continúa generando controversia.  

Nuestro grupo ha demostrado consistentemente que la estimulación del haz prosencefálico medial 

(MFB), una región perteneciente al sustrato nervioso del refuerzo, mediante autoestimulación 

intracraneal (ICSS), facilita el aprendizaje y la memoria en roedores adultos sanos, así como 

también en ratas envejecidas o con déficits de memoria causados por lesiones. A nivel molecular, 

se ha observado que la MFB-ICSS regula la expresión de proteínas asociadas a la plasticidad 

sináptica en áreas relativas a la memoria, como el hipocampo. Estos resultados previos sugieren 

que el MFB puede ser una diana de estimulación prometedora para el tratamiento del AD. No 

obstante, los efectos de la MFB-ICSS nunca antes se han evaluado en la condición de AD, ni 

siquiera en relación a los correlatos moleculares de la patología. Esta tesis aborda por primera vez 

esta situación, con el objetivo de valorar la utilidad potencial de la estimulación reforzante en el 

MFB (designada como ICSS en el contexto de esta disertación) como tratamiento para el AD en 

un modelo en rata, atendiendo principalmente a los efectos sobre marcadores moleculares de la 

patología.  

En un primer estudio, los efectos agudos de tres sesiones de ICSS sobre los correlatos moleculares 

del AD fueron evaluados en un contexto fisiológico. Pese a que los niveles de la proteína 

precursora de amiloide (APP), tau fosforilada (ptau) y la proteína sináptica drebrina (DBN) no se 

vieron modulados, se demostró por primera vez el efecto de la ICSS en microRNAs específicos y 

la proteína SIRT1. En concreto, la ICSS incrementó los niveles de miR-132 en la subregiones 

hipocampales de DG y CA1, así como también de miR-181c, miR-495 y SIRT1 en DG, 90 minutos 

tras la estimulación. El hecho que la ICSS module estas moléculas reguladoras, todas ellas 

relacionadas con plasticidad sináptica y alteradas en el AD, evidencia la existencia de mecanismos 
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reguladores convergentes con los de la patología. Por lo tanto, estos resultados proporcionaron un 

fundamento mecanístico para plantear la ICSS en contexto de AD. Además, los niveles séricos de 

miR-132, que también se vieron aumentados después del tratamiento de ICSS, así como los de 

SIRT1 se erigieron como potenciales biomarcadores no-invasivos para tratamientos de DBS, que 

cabía seguir explorando en la condición de AD.  

Por lo tanto, estudios subsiguientes pretendían evaluar los efectos del tratamiento de ICSS en un 

modelo de AD en rata, con especial interés en los marcadores moleculares de patología temprana 

pero también en relación con la mejora de memoria. Dos modelos de AD esporádico generados 

por inyección intracerebroventricular de β-amiloide (Aβ) y estreptozotocina (STZ), 

respectivamente, fueron caracterizados en base a la evaluación de marcadores de 

neurodegeneración, sinaptopatología, taupatología y amiloidopatología, así como también de 

aprendizaje y memoria en el laberinto acuático de Morris. Ambos modelos mostraron alteraciones 

asimilables al AD, tanto a nivel cognitivo como neuropatológico en diferentes áreas relacionadas 

con la memoria. Sin embargo, el modelo Aβ manifestó limitaciones referentes a su falta de 

semejanza con la progresión del AD. Por un lado, los déficits de memoria asimilables al AD 

resultaron evidentes en la evaluación a los 15-22 días tras la inyección de Aβ, pero se encontraban 

muy reducidos a los 26-33 días, sugiriendo una transitoriedad en los efectos. Por otro lado, las 

alteraciones neuropatológicas consistentes en neurodegeneración, disminución de DBN y 

aumento de ptau presentaron una evolución des de regiones frontales (a los 22 días) hacia 

estructuras parieto-temporales (a los 33 días), invirtiendo la progresión descrita en el AD. Por 

consiguiente, el modelo Aβ se consideró inapropiado para evaluar efectos a largo plazo en estudios 

futuros. Por el contrario, el modelo STZ presentó alteraciones conductuales y neuropatológicas 

concurrentes, 40 días después de la inyección. La administración de cinco sesiones de ICSS 

contingentes con la fase de adquisición del laberinto de Morris los días 33-37 post-inyección 

provocó una mejora en las afecciones en la memoria así como en las alteraciones neuropatológicas 

subyacentes. A destacar, la ICSS indujo un incremento de la densidad neuronal y una disminución 

de los niveles de APP y ptau en subregiones hipocampales, restableciendo los niveles propios de 

las ratas control. Además, los niveles del miR-146a en DG tendieron a ser compensados por la 

ICSS. El tratamiento ICSS también provocó un incremento de los niveles de SIRT1 séricos, que 

se encontraban reducidos en las ratas STZ correlacionando con los marcadores neuropatológicos. 

Estos resultados reafirmaron el potencial de SIRT1 en suero como biomarcador prometedor en 

tratamientos de DBS para AD.  
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En definitiva, en esta tesis se ha evidenciado que los mecanismos de la ICSS al MFB interceden 

con los marcadores moleculares de AD. En este sentido, se ha demostrado que la ICSS modula 

los niveles de determinados miRNAs y de SIRT1, relacionados con plasticidad y AD, tanto en 

condiciones fisiológicas como en condiciones patológicas inducidas por STZ. El aumento de miR-

132 sérico observado en un contexto fisiológico, así como el de SIRT1 en condiciones patológicas 

suscita su aplicación como biomarcadores no-invasivos de tratamientos de DBS para AD. 

Asimismo, se ha comprobado que el tratamiento de ICSS mitigó las alteraciones neuropatológicas 

y cognitivas en un modelo bien caracterizado de AD esporádico, en rata. En conclusión, estos 

resultados avalan el potencial prometedor de la estimulación eléctrica al MFB como tratamiento 

para el AD, e inspiran el interés para posibles nuevos tratamientos con aproximaciones reforzantes.  
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INTRODUCTION | 

PART I. ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE: A MULTIFACTORIAL DISORDER 

WITHOUT TREATMENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In November 1901, a 50-year-old woman entered the Frankfurt Psychiatric Hospital 

showing an unusual complex and progressive symptomatology including disturbances of 

memory, aggressiveness and confusion. Dr. Alois Alzheimer became interested in the 

course of this case up to her death 5 years later. Upon autopsy, he reported two kind of 

particular aggregates that characterise her brain: plaques between brain cells and tangles 

inside neurons. The resulting long-term study of the patient Auguste D. by Dr. Alzheimer 

transcended as the first described case of the subsequently named Alzheimer’s disease 

(Stelzmann et al., 1995; Hippius and Neundörfer, 2003). Nowadays, Alzheimer’s disease 

(AD) represents the most prevalent cause of dementia syndromes, constituting 60-80% of 

all cases. 
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1. EPIDEMIOLOGY AND CLINICAL PRESENTATION OF AD  

1.1. Epidemiology  

According to the latest available world report, dementia is estimated to affect 47 million 

people worldwide and 7.4 million people in Western Europe (Prince et al., 2015). Dementia 

prevalence in the world is estimated to be between 5 and 8% in people aged over 60, 

depending on the geographic area (Prince et al., 2013), showing an almost exponential 

increase with age doubling every 6.5 years in Western Europe (Prince et al., 2015)(Fig. 1). 

Spanish and Catalan estimations are in line with this general trend (Rodríguez-Sánchez et al., 

2011; Tola-Arribas et al., 2013; Ponjoan et al., 2019).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1| Prevalence of dementia by age-group in Western Europe, based on data from Prince et al., 2015.  

 

Although dementia syndrome can arise from different causes, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is 

the most common type constituting 60-80% of all cases (Garre-Olmo, 2018). Two different 

forms of AD are described: familial and sporadic. The former, also known as early-onset 

AD, is diagnosed before the 65 years of age in individuals with inherited mutations. In 

contrast, sporadic AD (sAD), which accounts for 95% of the cases, presents different 

modifiable and non-modifiable risk factors associated, being the age the most significant 

(Amakiri et al., 2019). Thus, in the current ageing population, AD is predicted to achieve 

epidemic proportions, being already the third leading cause of death, only preceded by 

cerebrovascular diseases and cancers (Takizawa et al., 2014). Moreover, social impacts of the 

disease are especially considerable as AD patients become increasingly dependent of 

caregivers in emotional, psychological and physical terms (Brodaty and Donkin, 2009). 

Overall, estimated economic cost of the disease according to World Alzheimer Report 2015 
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is 818 billion dollars, with a marked increasing trend (Prince et al., 2015). The growing 

incidence of AD and its current lack of cure or effective treatment, together with its social 

and economic impacts, gives AD research a particular importance.  

 

1.2. Clinical affectations and neuroanatomical correlates  

Apart from the age of onset, familial and sporadic forms of AD cannot be distinguished by 

any clinical or neuropathological feature. Both show progressive and cumulative cognitive 

symptoms resulting from a selective and gradual neuronal loss in sequential brain areas (Fig. 

2A). AD clinical progression can be classified in three stages: early, intermediate and later 

phase (dos Santos Picanço et al., 2018). It is also believed that a long presymptomatic stage 

precedes clinical outcomes. In this continuum progress, mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is 

thought to be a putative prodromal stage. 

Brain pathology starts in areas located in the medial temporal lobe (MTL), especially the 

entorhinal/transentorhinal cortex and parts of the hippocampus (Braak and Braak, 1991a; 

Whitwell, 2010; Serrano-Pozo et al., 2011), being the latest a critical structure for specific 

types of memory. As the whole hippocampus is progressively affected, early symptoms arise. 

At the time of the diagnosis, hippocampal atrophy is estimated to be 23% (Shi et al., 2009), 

evolving at a rate of 4-5% per year (Barnes et al., 2009). In the intermediate stage, 

neuropathology spreads all through the structures traditionally classified in the limbic system, 

involving subcortical areas of the lateral temporal lobe, parietal and frontal lobe. Final stages 

include widespread areas in all the cerebral cortex, including association cortices. 

Additionally, damage to the brain stem also progresses over the course of the disease 

affecting, in final stages, the most vital functions (Rüb et al., 2016).  

Overall, the whole brain results in a significant loss of matter, which is more pronounced in 

the hippocampus, and a resulting expansion of the ventricles (Whitwell, 2010; DeTure and 

Dickson, 2019) (Fig. 2B) visible by computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) (Blennow et al., 2006). 
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Fig. 2| Brain affectation in AD. A. Progression of neuropathology according to Braak & Braak stages (Braak 

and Braak, 1991a). First row of pictures show cortical views of the brain, while second row are sagittal sections. 

General neuroanatomic areas are depicted in the first column. Following pictures indicate progressive 

degenerating brain areas in each stage of AD, with darker shades representing higher affection. Abbreviations: 

Amyg: amygdala; Cg: cingulate; ENT: entorhinal cortex; HP: hippocampus; MC: motor cortices; PFC: 

prefrontal cortex; VC: visual cortices. Adapted from Serrano-Pozo et al., 2011. B. Coronal sections of an AD-

affected brain compared to a normal brain, showing widening of sulcal spaces and narrowing of gyri 

(arrowheads), accompanied by enlargement of the frontal and temporal horns of the lateral ventricles (arrows). 

Adapted from DeTure and Dickson, 2019. 

 

Thus, it is at later stages, usually 8-10 years after diagnose, that AD is a totally dementing 

illness and patients become fully dependent and unable to perform daily activities (Sweatt, 

2010). Dementing symptoms consist on wide-ranging cognitive and perceptual effects, 

including impaired judgment, decision-making, aphasia (inability to comprehend or 

formulate language), apraxia (inability to plan or perform purposeful movements), agnosia 

(inability to recognize objects by use of the senses), impaired olfactory sensing and 

visuospatial processing and orientation. Neuropsychiatric symptoms, ranging from irritability 

and anxiety to apathy and depression, accompany the disease through all its time course 

(Robert et al., 2006; Lyketsos et al., 2011). However, consensus exists that, from the earliest 

phase, memory deficits are the main identity sign of AD, which worsen as the disease 

progresses.  
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Memory function and memory dysfunction in AD 

Memory is defined as the process of encoding, storage and retrieval of information (Stuchlik, 

2014). Different categories of memory have been defined, which also rely on different 

neuroanatomical and neurophysiological systems within the brain (Brem et al., 2013; Gupta 

et al., 2018). 

Depending on the duration of its accessibility, short-term memory (STM) and long-term 

memory (LTM) are distinguished. On the one hand, STM allows the retention of information 

from seconds to minutes. STM is closely related to the concept of working memory, which 

refers to the online maintenance and manipulation of information in an easily accessible state 

over brief periods of time, enabling the course of conscious everyday tasks, such as writing 

or computing. However, working memory also involves other processes like attention and 

retrieval of information stored in the LTM (Eriksson et al., 2015). In AD patients, deficits in 

attention and working memory associated to damage to the frontal lobe influence also 

executive functions, such as planning, problem solving, and goal-directed behaviour (Gold 

and Budson, 2009). On the other hand, in LTM, information is further consolidated 

persisting from minutes to years. The transition from STM to LTM depends on the 

occurrence of events to fix the neural representation of the memory through neuroplastic 

mechanisms including long-term potentiation (LTP), which results from the strengthening 

of synaptic connections, requiring gene expression changes and synthesis of new proteins. 

Memory representations formed in the hippocampus are thought to be reorganized for 

further permanent storage in neocortical areas in a process known as systems consolidation 

(Squire et al., 2015). Thus, because of early hippocampal affectation, impossibility to encode, 

store and retrieve new hippocampal-dependent memories is a main feature of the first stages 

of AD (Jahn, 2013). However, remote long-term memories, thought to be stored in the 

cortex, are vivid until latest phases of the disease, as their retrieval is hippocampal-

independent.   

Regarding the nature of the information, memory has been traditionally subdivided 

depending on whether it can be verbalized or not (Squire and Zola, 1996; Squire, 2004). On 

the one hand, non-declarative or implicit memory does not require conscious awareness and 

refers to procedural skills, such as perceptual and motor memory. This type of memory, that 

depends on different systems including associative cortices as well as diverse subcortical 

structures, is found relatively intact compared to other forms of memory in AD patients 

(Gold and Budson, 2009). On the other hand, declarative or explicit memory refers to the 
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knowledge that can be consciously recalled and verbalized (Squire and Zola, 1996). This 

memory can be further divided into episodic memory, for personal facts and events 

experienced at a specific time and space (and so including spatial memory), and semantic 

memory, referring to knowledge of the world, rules and concepts, independent of the 

spatio/temporal context (Squire, 2004). Semantic memory is disrupted in early to 

intermediate AD, attributed to pathology in the anterior and inferolateral temporal lobes, and 

the frontal lobes (Gold and Budson, 2009; Weintraub et al., 2012; Martínez-Nicolás et al., 

2019). It is expressed through impaired language and verbal fluency together with difficulty 

in recognizing and naming people and objects (Bayles, 1982; Martin and Fedio, 1983; Becker 

and Overman, 2002; Aronoff et al., 2006). However, episodic memory, which is mainly 

supported by the MTL, especially by the hippocampus, is the most relevant memory type 

affected in AD and among its earliest symptoms (Gold and Budson, 2009; Weintraub et al., 

2012). Spatial disorientation is pronounced, both in the sense of navigation and also in place 

recognition (Kalová et al., 2005; DeIpolyi et al., 2007; Kessels et al., 2010; Bird et al., 2010).  

 

Thus, impairment in episodic memory has been the classical initial suggestion for early AD 

detection. Cognitive and neuropsychiatric tests are still the main tools for a probabilistic 

clinical diagnosis. Nevertheless, clinical observations are not unique and specific for AD 

(Dubois et al., 2007). Therefore, a definite diagnosis from initial phases, when disease-

modifying therapies are likely to be more effective although behavioural affectations are 

limited to subjective memory complaints if any, should rely on distinctive markers of AD 

associated with specific characteristics of the disease. New criteria stipulate that clinical 

diagnosis should be complemented with imaging techniques, including structural MRI or 

positron emission tomography (PET), and analysis of specific molecular markers, examinable 

in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and in post-mortem tissue (Dubois et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2019), 

which will be addressed in the next section.  
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2. CELL AND MOLECULAR MARKERS OF AD PATHOGENESIS  

Research following Dr. Alzheimer’s observations identified the proteins that made up the 

peculiar aggregates observed in Auguste’s brain, which became the two main hallmarks that 

define AD: extracellular senile plaques consisting on insoluble amyloid-β (Aβ) peptide 

(Glenner and Wong, 1984) and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles composed of 

hyperphosphorylated tau (ptau) protein (Grundke-Iqbal et al., 1986a, 1986b) (Fig. 3).  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3| Plaques and tangles in AD. Extracellular senile plaques consisting of insoluble amyloid-β (Aβ) 

peptide and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles composed of hyperphosphorylated tau (ptau) protein in the 

cerebral cortex of a brain affected by AD. From Blennow et al., 2006. 

 

Since their identification, a hypothetical causative role for the pathogenesis of AD has been 

imputed to these molecules. However, multiple additional cell and molecular changes co-

occur in AD brains, including loss of neurons, synaptic damage, oxidative stress, 

mitochondrial dysfunction, neuroinflammation and glucose hypometabolism, among others 

(Serrano-Pozo et al., 2011; Sanabria-Castro et al., 2017; Tönnies and Trushina, 2017; Kinney 

et al., 2018). Some of these features, though not being specific for AD, correlate with 

cognitive decline and are suggested to play important roles in the pathology cascade. Still, 

their causality link and the underlying hierarchy is not fully understood. Some cell and 

molecular features of AD, their hypothetical contribution to disease process according to 

different theories, and their potential value as therapeutic and diagnostic targets will be 

reviewed in this section.  
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2.1. Amyloid pathology  

Abnormal accumulation and deposition of amyloid-β (Aβ) in extracellular plates is the most 

evident hallmark of AD brains. Aβ is an aggregation-prone and toxic polypeptide, derived 

from the amyloid precursor protein (APP) proteolysis process. 

APP is a transmembrane glycoprotein found in dimers at the cell membrane (Chen et al., 

2017), which can undergo two different proteolytic pathways distinguished by whether it 

yields Aβ peptide formation or not (Qiu et al., 2015) (Fig. 4). In the amyloidogenic pathway, 

APP is cleaved in its extracellular N-terminus by β-secretase BACE1, causing the excision of 

sAPPβ fragment and leaving behind a C99 fragment. Then, the 4 kDa Aβ peptide is produced 

from the cleavage of C99 by γ-secretase, a protease complex including presenilin (PS) in the 

catalytic subunit. Excision at different positions leads to the release of Aβ peptide with 

varying number of residues between 37 and 49, being Aβ40 and Aβ42 the two prominent 

isoforms (Chen et al., 2017). While similar in structure, Aβ42 is less abundant but more toxic, 

and it is the main Aβ variant that accumulates in the brain of AD patients (Qiu et al., 2015). 

In the non-amyloidogenic proteolytic pathway, APP is cleaved by the α-secretase instead, 

leaving a C83 peptide unable to form a complete Aβ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4| Two possible proteolytic pathways of APP and the production of Aβ40/42. In the amyloidogenic 

pathway (red background in the right), APP is first cleaved by β-secretase and then by γ-secretase, leading to 

generation of Aβ peptide (mainly Aβ40 and Aβ42 forms) and its subsequent aggregation. In the non-

amyloidogenic pathway (green background in the left) instead, APP is cleaved by α-secretase and unable to 

form Aβ. Adapted from Makin, 2018. 
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Under physiological conditions, APP expression is enriched in the brain, where it is found 

in pyramidal neurons of the cortex and the hippocampus (Lorent et al., 1995), suggesting 

that it could have a role in neural plasticity. Different evidences insinuate the involvement of 

APP and their fragments in mediating synaptic contacts and increasing both presynaptic and 

postsynaptic plasticity (see Ludewig and Korte, 2017 for a review). Presynaptically, APP 

dimers were suggested to function as a G-protein coupled receptor activated by Aβ 

monomer, which initiates calcium signalling contributing to glutamate release (Fogel et al., 

2014). Thus, far from the view that Aβ is an undesirable by-product of APP metabolism, 

some evidences support a positive role of Aβ for plasticity and memory, when present at 

picomolar range concentration (Puzzo et al., 2008). This low concentration is maintained by 

an equilibrium between Aβ peptide production and clearance.  

However, in AD an increased production of Aβ peptide is caused by an imbalance between 

amyloidogneic and non-amyloidogenic or Aβ clearance pathways, resulting in the opposite 

effect on synaptic plasticity (Blennow et al., 2006). In familial AD, this imbalance is triggered 

by mutations on APP and PS genes, transmitted with an autosomal dominant pattern, which 

give rise to the overproduction of aggregation-prone forms of Aβ. In sporadic forms, the 

cause of the imbalance is not known. Yet, apolipoprotein E (ApoE) ε4 allele, which is the 

main genetic risk factor known to increase predisposition to AD, is involved in Aβ clearance 

and homeostasis (Chen et al., 2017). 

High levels of Aβ have shown to induce postsynaptic depression in vitro and in vivo, by altering 

glutamatergic transmission and causing loss of dendritic spines (Mucke and Selkoe, 2012). 

Moreover, the accumulation of Aβ monomers is followed by its progressive aggregation into 

oligomers, which are believed to amplify this pathogenicity acting on both neurons and glial 

cells by inducing inflammatory cascades, oxidative stress, deregulation of calcium 

metabolism, synaptic dysfunction, tau phosphorylation and neuronal apoptosis (De-Paula et 

al., 2012; Mucke and Selkoe, 2012). These deleterious events to the neuronal cells lead to 

dysfunction of APP metabolism and further production of Aβ peptides, in a positive 

feedback loop (De-Paula et al., 2012). Aβ can also further aggregate into protofibrils and 

larger β-sheet fibrils, which are insoluble and finally deposit originating the characteristic 

amyloid plaques in the extracellular space (Chen et al., 2017) (Fig. 4).  

Because of their visibility in AD brains, Aβ plaques have focused the attention of Aβ 

pathogenicity. However, plaques did not correlate with cognitive impairment, and they can 

be present in individuals with normal cognitive function (Amakiri et al., 2019). Low 
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molecular weight soluble oligomers (dimers, trimers and tetramers), which may spread 

throughout the brain, are believed to be the most toxic species. In this sense, plaques might 

act as relatively inactive reservoirs of these smaller aggregates delivering oligomers to the 

surroundings, as a result of an established equilibrium (Mucke and Selkoe, 2012). Still, the 

structure of Aβ aggregate forms and the aggregation pathways, as well as their exact role in 

pathology, remain challenging research issues (see Chen et al., 2017 for a review). 

Altogether, the high visibility of Aβ plaques in AD brains and the proved toxicity of Aβ 

oligomers, as well as the fact that familial AD is caused by mutations in the substrate or the 

key enzyme for Aβ production, brought the believe that Aβ is the main cause of AD. The 

amyloid hypothesis sets Aβ accumulation as the initial event on a cascade leading to neuronal 

degeneration and dementia. This hypothesis has dominated AD neuropathology and 

treatment research for over 25 years (Hardy and Allsop, 1991; Hardy and Higgins, 1992; 

Hardy and Selkoe, 2002). However, lack of success of Aβ therapeutic targeting and the low 

correlation of Aβ burden with disease outcomes at least controvert this theory and admit an 

alternative view in which Aβ overproduction in sporadic AD could be triggered as a 

compensatory mechanism in an attempt to palliate a pre-existing damage (Jankowsky et al., 

2005; Makin, 2018).  

Anyhow, imbalance of Aβ levels is a distinctive feature of AD and so, it has been exploited 

for a diagnostic use. Decreased Aβ42 levels as well as Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio in CSF have been 

consistently reported from early stages of AD (Riemenschneider et al., 2002; Hampel et al., 

2004; Lewczuk et al., 2004; Moonis et al., 2005). Moreover, with the introduction of amyloid-

PET technique, which enables longitudinal imaging of aggregated Aβ within the brain by 

utilizing amyloid tracers such as Pittsburgh Compound B (Klunk et al., 2004), it has been 

seen that Aβ levels in CSF parallel its accumulation in the brain (Strozyk et al., 2003; Fagan 

et al., 2006; Grimmer et al., 2009). Thus, Aβ levels in CSF have become a well-established 

biomarker useful for AD diagnosis, especially for research purpose (Lee et al., 2019). 
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2.2. Tau pathology  

Together with Aβ plaques, the presence of neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) inside neurons is 

considered the second neuropathological hallmark defining AD. These fibrous structures 

were shown to be composed of abnormally hyperphosphorylated tau protein (Grundke-Iqbal 

et al., 1986a, 1986b).  

Tau is a normal microtubule-associated protein abundant in neurons and to a lesser extent 

in oligodendrocytes and astrocytes (Guo et al., 2017). Alternative splicing from a single gene 

(MAPT gene) gives rise to different isoforms that can be subject to a wide range of post-

translational modifications, including acetylation and, more importantly, phosphorylation. 

Abundance in serine and threonine residues confer the potential to be phosphorylated in up 

to 20% of the protein (Stoothoff and Johnson, 2005). Different kinases (eg, GSK-3β, PKA 

and CDK5) and phosphatases (eg, PP-1 and PP-2A) target tau in a site-specific manner. 

Changeable phosphorylation state modulates tau affinity to microtubules, enabling its main 

function as a dynamic microtubule stability promoter (Shahani and Brandt, 2002). Temporal 

and spatial regulation of neuronal microtubule assembly is essential for controlling neuronal 

morphology, elongation and polarization needed both to maintain the intricate wiring and to 

promote structural plasticity.  

In AD, hyperphosphorylation of tau causes microtubule disarrangement, resulting in 

impaired axonal transport and synaptic function and eventually leading to neurodegeneration 

(Shahani and Brandt, 2002). Besides, hyperphosphorylated tau (ptau) is prone to self-

aggregate into insoluble paired helical filaments which constitute the presumably cytotoxic 

NFT. In fact, whether it is NFT per se or tau species generated during the formation of NFT 

that are damaging to cells is still unknown (Guo et al., 2017). In any case, NFT become 

visible at early stages of the disease, and correlate with disease outcomes much better than 

Aβ plaques (Shahani and Brandt, 2002), presenting a characteristic neuroanatomical 

distribution pattern that progresses through disease time course. Indeed, NFT progression 

has been used to define the six Braak stages of AD neuropathology: transentorhinal stages 

I-II, limbic stages III-IV and isocortical stages V-VI (Fig. 5) (Braak and Braak, 1991a; Braak 

et al., 2006a).  
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Fig. 5| Braak stages of neurofibrillary pathology in AD. Human brain sections immunostained with 

antibody to phosphorylated tau. In stage I, labelling is limited to the transentorhinal region. Neurofibrillary 

pathology spreads to the entorhinal cortex in stage II. Stage III involves the hippocampus. Stage IV involves 

spread to the insula and inferior temporal neocortex. Finally, in stages V–VI even more neocortical areas are 

affected. Adapted from Braak et al., 2006b. 

 

Correlating with NFT in the brain (Buerger et al., 2006; Tapiola et al., 2009), an increase in 

both ptau and total tau protein concentrations have been reported in CSF of AD patients 

(Blennow et al., 1995; Clark et al., 2003; Sunderland et al., 2003; de Souza et al., 2012). Thus, 

tau levels in CSF are used together with those of Aβ resulting in integrative effective 

diagnostic tool, although tau proteins are not AD-specific biomarkers (Lee et al., 2019). In 

this sense, fluctuation of tau CSF levels also occur in both acute disorders and chronic 

neurodegenerative disorders. In fact, brain tau pathology is also found in other genetic and 

sporadic neurodegenerative diseases, termed tauopathies, where it appears unlinked from 

amyloid pathology. In AD, although it is likely downstream Aβ alteration, tau role has also 

been suggested to be central to the disease process, leading to both neuronal death and 

synaptic dysfunction (Stoothoff and Johnson, 2005).  
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2.3. Synaptic dysfunction 

Although neuronal death and resulting brain atrophy visible in MRI scans is an 

incontrovertible feature of AD, synaptic failure is considered to hold a preceding and more 

devastating role (Terry, 2000; Selkoe, 2002).  

Synapses consist of presynaptic terminals containing vesicles of neurotransmitters and 

postsynaptic sites (dendritic spines) containing neurotransmitter receptors, postsynaptic 

density and actin cytoskeleton (Cohen, 2013). Number, structure and function of synapses 

change over time under a tight activity-dependent spatiotemporal regulation, conforming the 

most important type of plasticity in the brain. As exclusive points of contact between 

neurons, functional and plastic synapses are crucial for optimal connectivity and proper 

emerging cognitive functions and processes, including memory consolidation.  

In AD, massive synaptic changes occur at different levels, both in structure and efficiency, 

which compromise cognitive performance from its earliest phase. Synaptic loss correlates 

more robustly with cognitive deficits than do numbers of plaques or tangles and degree of 

neuronal loss (Selkoe, 2002).  

Imbalance in numerous neurotransmitters, especially of acetylcholine (ACh) and glutamate, 

is one important hallmark of early AD (Selkoe, 2002; Kandimalla and Reddy, 2017). In fact, 

the cholinergic hypothesis, which was one of the first postulated hypotheses to explain AD, 

considers that a deficit in the production of ACh contributes significantly to cognitive 

deterioration (see section 5.2 for further details) (Francis et al., 1999). But, in addition to 

neurotransmitter alterations, other indicators reveal the early synaptic failure.  

Alteration in the levels of synaptic proteins involved in both synaptic vesicle trafficking as 

well as synaptic structure is observed from early AD (Counts et al., 2006). Among them, the 

postsynaptic protein drebrin (DBN) is found consistently decreased in the hippocampus and 

cortex of AD patients, becoming a sensitive and consistent early marker of synaptopathy 

(Harigaya et al., 1996; Counts et al., 2006, 2012; Ishizuka and Hanamura, 2017). DBN is an 

actin-binding protein involved in dendritic spine morphogenesis. One of the two major 

isoforms, drebrin A, is specifically found in neurons, where it accumulates in mature dendritic 

spines of excitatory synapses. DBN binding gives rise to a stable form of actin filaments (F-

actin). Activity-regulated mobilization of DBN allows the remodelling and later 

restabilization of spines (see Shirao et al., 2017 for a complete review). In addition, DBN is 

also part of a large postsynaptic protein complex including N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor 
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for glutamate (NMDAR), CaMKII, cofilin, PSD-95, and actin, involved in synaptic 

transmission (Takahashi et al., 2003; Kojima and Shirao, 2007), and DBN seems to be 

involved in NMDAR regulation (Takahashi et al., 2006). Altogether, alteration of DBN levels 

in AD makes it impossible to fix the morphology and results in failure of endurable plasticity.  

Although the precise cause of the DBN loss is not known, both Aβ oligomers and tau are 

thought to directly and indirectly affect numerous signalling cascades that lead to pathological 

changes in synapse number, structure and function (Mucke and Selkoe, 2012; Forner et al., 

2017; Chen et al., 2019). Thus, considering the downstream role of synaptic dysfunction in 

the pathology cascade, AD treatment strategies have mainly focused on Aβ and tau.  

However, precisely as an endpoint, which links protein pathology and disease symptoms, 

targeting synaptopathy becomes interesting for AD treatment (Jackson et al., 2019). In fact, 

the only drugs approved so far for AD intervene at this level, aiming to maintain activity in 

the remaining synapses (Jackson et al., 2019). Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (e.g. 

Rivastigmine and Donepezil) act increasing the availability of ACh in the synaptic cleft (H. 

Ferreira-Vieira et al., 2016), while NMDAR antagonist (Memantine) aims to modulate the 

activity of glutamate (dos Santos Picanço et al., 2018). Nevertheless, as they are unable to 

compensate or recover dysfunctional or lost synapses or even stop ongoing synaptic loss, 

their efficacies are temporal and palliative, and limited in magnitude and by disease stage.  

 

2.4. Glucose hypometabolism  

Reduced glucose metabolism is another early and progressive well-established feature of AD 

(De Leon et al., 1983; Reiman et al., 1996; Small et al., 2000; Sperling et al., 2011). It was first 

believed that this sign was just a reflection of the neuronal loss. However, the decrease in 

glucose uptake is disproportionally more pronounced than that of oxygen, and appears 

decades prior clinical symptoms arise, even in the absence of structural brain atrophy 

(Costantini et al., 2008; Salkovic-Petrisic et al., 2009). Moreover, as it correlates with cognitive 

performance, detection of regional hypometabolism using PET with 18F-

fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG-PET) has proved quite successful in diagnosing AD status (De 

Leon et al., 1983; Grady et al., 1986; Small et al., 2000; Mosconi, 2013). Furthermore, the 

increased risk of dementia found in individuals with insulin resistance, type 2 diabetes 

mellitus, hyperlipidemia or obesity evidence an association between metabolic disease and 

cognitive decline (Neth and Craft, 2017). It is for all these reasons that a stream of studies 
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have focused on the hypothesis that the brain loss of capacity to efficiently use glucose is an 

initial feature in AD cascade, implying a shift in the causation cascade proposed by the 

classical amyloid hypothesis (Fig. 6) (Grieb, 2016).  

 

 

Fig. 6| Causation cascade hypotheses in AD. Diagrams presenting the chain of causation of AD according 

to the “cerebral glucodeprivation” hypothesis (right), in contraposition to the classical “amyloid cascade” 

hypothesis (left). A suggested primary cause for the cerebral glucodeprivation hypothesis would be the insulin-

resistant brain state. CMR: cerebral metabolic rate. From Grieb, 2016.   

The brain is one of the most metabolically active organs, requiring great amounts of energy 

for proper function regarding neuronal survival, gene expression, neural plasticity and 

structural integrity. As neurons are quite dependent on the use of glucose as the main fuel, 

cognitive decline may arise if supply or ability to metabolize glucose is interrupted. In normal 

conditions, glucose enters cells from blood by glucose transporters in the blood brain barrier 

(mainly GLUT1) and distributed in the neuronal tissue (mainly GLUT 3, but also GLUT 2, 

4 and others) (Koepsell, 2020). Inside the cell, glucose is then metabolized in the glycolysis 

taking place in the cytosol followed by the Krebs cycle and oxidative phosphorylation in the 

mitochondria. These processes yield ATP, essential for most of the cellular and molecular 

activities, reoxidized NAD+ and other by-products, such as Acetyl-CoA for the formation 

of acetylcholine neurotransmitter. As a rapid way to obtain only ATP, an alternative 

mechanism without complete oxidation, called aerobic glycolysis, is possible in highly 

metabolic regions, which are those related with cognitive function (Harris et al., 2014). 

Interestingly, these regions are the most vulnerable by AD pathology (Vlassenko et al., 2010; 

Mosconi, 2013).  
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The recognition of sporadic AD as an insulin resistant brain state (IRBS) offers a possible 

primary cause to the metabolic dysfunction. According to this model, AD could be 

considered a kind of diabetes mellitus restricted to the brain, in which reduced levels of 

insulin or insulin growth factor (IGF), as well as a failure of brain cells to respond to them 

as they normally would, result in the impairments in synaptic, metabolic and immune 

response characteristic of AD (see multiple reviews on this topic: Hoyer, 2002; Salkovic-

Petrisic et al., 2009; Frisardi et al., 2010; Chen and Zhong, 2013; de la Monte, 2014; Neth 

and Craft, 2017). First, deficits in insulin would affect cerebral energy metabolism through 

insulin-dependent glucose transporters. In addition, decreased activity of insulin receptors 

would fail to activate PI3K/Akt and Ras/ERK pathways, responsible for metabolic effects, 

lipid/protein synthesis, cell growth, survival and gene expression. Through the mentioned 

pathways, insulin deficiency would affect expression of NMDARs, levels of 

neurotransmitters and also result in increased hyperphosphorylation of tau and production 

of Aβ. Interestingly, the highest density of insulin producing cells and insulin receptors in 

the brain is found in the hippocampus, the cerebral cortex, the hypothalamus and the 

olfactory bulb, rendering them more vulnerable to insulin lack, which allows this theory to 

explain the regional selectivity in outburst of AD neurodegeneration. Moreover, this 

hypothesis matches the clinical efficacy shown in treatments targeting the insulin-glucose 

axis, although they are impractical for chronic use (Costantini et al., 2008). Finally, this model 

is reinforced by the use of the diabetogenic drug STZ to induce a metabolic model for AD, 

as will be presented in section 4.1. However, IRBS could be also explained by classical 

amyloid cascade by a desensitization and reduction of surface insulin receptors expression as 

a result of Aβ toxicity (Ling et al., 2002; Xie et al., 2002).  

 

Overall, AD causality cascade is still not clear and, indeed, it may be considered the result of 

a global molecular network dysregulation more than the result of a sequence of events. 

However, the study of the different hypotheses have provided evidence for multiple 

interrelated pathways in the onset of AD hallmarks, yielding clearly a multifactorial disease 

(Fig. 7).  
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Fig. 7| Interrelation of AD molecular hallmarks through different altered pathways. The diagram 

represents some, but not all, of the pathways altered in AD, with the aim of illustrate that, although the causality 

cascade is not clear, the different hypotheses provide evidence for interrelated pathways in the onset of amyloid 

pathology, tau pathology, neuroinflammation, neuronal loss, synaptic dysfunction and glucose 

hypometabolism, yielding a clear multifactorial disease (the different features are shaded in different colours). 

Abbreviations: Aβ: amyloid-β; Akt: also known as protein kinase B (PKB); APP: amyloid precursor protein; 

ATP: adenosine triphosphate; BACE: β-site APP cleaving enzyme; CDK5: Cyclin-dependent kinase 5; GLUT: 

glucose transporter; GSK3: glycogen synthase kinase 3; IGF: insulin growth factor; IR: insulin receptor; LTD: 

long-term depression; NAD+: oxidized form nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; NADH: reduced form 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; NFT: neurofibrillary tangles; NMDAR: N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor;  

PI3K: phosphoinositide 3-kinase; ptau: phosphorylated tau protein; ROS: reactive oxygen species; Wnt: 

wingless-related integration site. Construction of the diagram was based on information in Frisardi et al., 2010; 

Mucke and Selkoe, 2012; Tönnies and Trushina, 2017; Kinney et al., 2018. 
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3. GENE EXPRESSION REGULATORS OF AD PATHOLOGY: POTENTIAL 

NON-INVASIVE BIOMARKERS  

AD diagnosis using neuroimaging- and CSF-derived biomarkers relies on the main hallmarks 

of AD pathology presented in the previous section. Unfortunately, these biomarkers have a 

very limited use in routine clinical screening due to their intrusiveness and economic 

limitations, restricting early AD diagnosis. In contrast, the accessibility and inexpensiveness 

of blood collection makes it an attractive candidate source of novel biomarkers for early AD 

diagnosis and treatment prognosis. However, classical pathological hallmarks have not yet 

been accepted as reliable indicators in blood analyses due to inconsistent research results 

(Lee et al., 2019). 

As concluded in the last section, AD complex pathogeny relies on the dysregulation of many 

biological pathways at multiple levels, yielding an intricate picture without a clear causation 

chain. Regulatory elements that control these pathways at a molecular level could have a 

major role in orchestrating the global dysregulation in AD and constitute potential 

biomarkers. Different molecules have been studied to this purpose (Altuna-Azkargorta and 

Mendioroz-Iriarte, 2020), including neurotrophic factors like BDNF (Ventriglia et al., 2013; 

Gezen-Ak et al., 2013), different protein kinases (Janel et al., 2011; Hugon et al., 2018), 

inflammatory mediators (Gezen-Ak et al., 2013) and gene expression regulators. In this latest 

category, microRNAs and SIRT1 are emerging as promising early and reliable AD 

biomarkers present in blood.  

3.1. MicroRNAs in AD 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a large family of small RNAs, approximately 18–25 nucleotides 

in length, with integral function in gene expression regulation. They are generated as pri-

miRNAs from transcription of non-coding miRNA genes by RNA polymerase II or III, and 

cleaved to pre-miRNAs in the nucleus. After being exported to the cytoplasm, hairpin shaped 

pre-miRNA is cleaved to produce a double-stranded miRNA duplex. Unwinding of the 

duplex produces two single strand RNAs of ~22 nucleotides, coming from the 5’ and the 3’ 

arm of pre-miRNA respectively (named -5p and -3p). Usually one of these strands 

degenerate, while the other becomes a mature miRNA, often with multiple isoforms differing 

by few nucleotides (denoted by the addition of the letter a, b, c to the miRNA name). Rarely, 

both strands can serve as mature functional miRNA. Mature miRNAs form a multiprotein 
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complex named miRNA-induced silencing complex (miRISC), which bind to 

complementary sequences on their target messenger RNAs (usually 3’ UTRs), and cause their 

degradation or translation blocking (Fig. 8) (Shaik et al., 2018). Thus, miRNAs negatively 

regulate gene expression by somehow inhibiting mRNA translation to functional proteins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8| MicroRNA biogenesis and function. (1) pri-miRNAs (50–120 nt) are transcribed by RNA 

polymerase II or III, and form a hairpin secondary structure. (2) Pri-miRNAs are cleaved by the Drosha-

DCRC8 complex, yields the pre-miRNA, which is exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm by Exportin-5. 

(3) In the cytoplasm, Dicer cleaves the hairpin loop to generate a miRNA duplex. (4) Unwinding results in a 

~22 nt single-stranded mature miRNA, from one arm of the pre-miRNA. (5) The mature miRNA is 

incorporated into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), and targets specific mRNA transcripts through 

complementary base-pairing interactions. From Im and Kenny, 2012. 

Post-transcriptional regulation by miRNAs plays a role in almost all biological processes, 

such as proliferation, development, apoptosis and inflammation. In the brain, some 

specifically expressed miRNAs regulate neuronal differentiation, synaptic plasticity, 

neurotransmitter release and neurite outgrowth (Kuss and Chen, 2008; Im and Kenny, 2012). 

Tissue-specific expression, together with regional and temporal distribution, evidence a tight 

regulation of miRNA function. Dysregulation of miRNA expression has been associated 

with several pathologies, with AD not being an exception. Thus, miRNA-targeting therapies 

could reduce AD pathology (Shaik et al., 2018). But what makes miRNAs even more 

interesting is that they are abundantly and stably present in circulatory biofluids, where they 

can be released by diffusion, inside exosomes or associated to lipoproteins (Kumar and 

Reddy, 2016). Thus, blood levels of specific miRNAs have been suggested as accessible and 

non-invasive biomarkers for AD diagnosis and prognosis.  
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A wealth of studies report altered expression of many different miRNAs in AD brain and 

blood (Geekiyanage and Chan, 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Kumar et al., 2013a; Hadar et al., 

2018) and several reviews intend to compile the reported roles of selected miRNAs in the 

regulation of each of the cellular changes of AD described in the previous section  (Tan et 

al., 2013; Femminella et al., 2015; Reddy et al., 2017; Shaik et al., 2018; Amakiri et al., 2019), 

in order to identify potential AD biomarkers. Fig. 9 summarizes these data for major 

microRNAs in AD.   

MiR-132, probably the best-studied miRNA in the field of learning and memory, is one of 

the suggested blood biomarkers of early AD pathology (Sheinerman et al., 2012; Xie et al., 

2018). In the brain of AD patients, miR-132 is found consistently downregulated in different 

areas (Pichler et al., 2017; Shaik et al., 2018). Indeed, miR-132 expression has been associated 

with neuroprotective effects against AD hallmarks, acting both on amyloid and tau pathology 

(Smith et al., 2015; Salta et al., 2016) as well as prevention of neuronal death (Wong et al., 

2013). However, its main roles are related to neural plasticity (Qian et al., 2017). Expression 

of miR-132 is regulated by cAMP response element binding (CREB) protein (Aksoy-Aksel 

et al., 2014), an important transcription factor in memory function which is also 

downregulated in the cortex of AD patients (Bartolotti et al., 2016). In memory-related 

pathways, miR-132 closely interacts with miR-134, BDNF and the longevity associated 

protein SIRT1 (Miller and Wahlestedt, 2010; Im and Kenny, 2012; Earls et al., 2014; Hadar 

et al., 2018). Interestingly, miR-134 family has also been suggested as a potential plasma 

biomarker that differentiate MCI from normal control population (Sheinerman et al., 2012) 

and miR-134 was revealed upregulated in AD patient brain samples in a recent miRNA 

profiling meta-analysis (Moradifard et al., 2018).   

MiR-181c is another suggested AD blood biomarker (Tan et al., 2014a; Siedlecki-Wullich et 

al., 2019). It is found especially reduced in the cortex of AD patients negatively correlating 

with Aβ levels (Femminella et al., 2015). MiR-181c targets serine palmitoyltransferase, which, 

if disinhibited, leads to enhanced BACE activity and increased Aβ production (Geekiyanage 

and Chan, 2011). Aβ peptide, in turn, has shown to cause downregulation of miR-181c in 

vitro (Schonrock et al., 2012).  

In addition to Aβ- and plasticity-associated miRNAs, other miRNAs related to other 

hallmarks of AD have also been suggested as peripheral biomarkers. This is the case of miR-

146a, which shows a selective upregulation in brain regions affected by AD pathology 

(namely hippocampus and neocortex) (Lukiw et al., 2008; Sethi and Lukiw, 2009). 
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Transcription of miR-146a is controlled by NF-κB, a nuclear factor with an important role 

in inflammatory response. MiR-146a suppresses translation of complement factor H and, 

thus, miR-146a overexpression contributes to neuroinflammatory spreading and subsequent 

increased neurodegeneration (Lukiw et al., 2008).  
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Fig. 9| Major miRNAs in AD. Up arrow indicates reported increased levels of the miRNAs in AD patients’ 

brain with respect to normal brain, while down arrow indicates downregulated ones. Columns refer to the main 

AD neuropathological trait to which miRNAs are associated, although they may be also interrelated with others. 

Black miRNAs are more consistently reported to be related with AD pathology than grey ones. Highlighted 

miRNAs refer to those mentioned in the text. From data on Tan et al., 2013; Femminella et al., 2015; Reddy et 

al., 2017; Shaik et al., 2018; Amakiri et al., 2019. 

 

Overall, miRNAs establish extremely complex regulatory pathways interacting among them 

and with other regulatory molecules that contribute to AD pathogenesis, such as SIRT1 (Fig. 

10). Although difficult to elucidate, persistent study of miRNA alteration seems a crucial step 

to identify the converging mechanisms involved in AD and its potential therapeutic and 

diagnostic targets. 
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3.2. SIRT1 in AD 

Sirtuins (silent information regulators or SIRT) are a family of nicotinamide adenine 

dinucleotide (NAD+)-dependent deacylases that can deacetylate histones, causing chromatin 

remodelling often associated with transcription repression. They can also act on numerous 

non-histone protein targets (Martínez-Redondo and Vaquero, 2013). As a result, they exert 

regulation on a wide range of cellular processes (Herskovits and Guarente, 2014). Especially, 

sirtuins have been traditionally linked with beneficial effects of calorie restriction in aging 

and longevity. Because of the strong correlation between AD and age, investigating the role 

of sirtuins in relation to AD had taken interest.  

SIRT1 is the most extensively studied sirtuin in AD. In this context, SIRT1 was not only 

found reduced in brain areas such as parietal cortex, correlating with markers of disease 

severity (Julien et al., 2009), but also in serum, being proposed as an early biomarker for early 

detection of AD (Kumar et al., 2013b).  

According to different cell culture and genetic mouse models works, overexpression of 

SIRT1 exerts a neuroprotective role in AD (Lalla and Donmez, 2013). Although the exact 

pathway is not known, SIRT1 has been seen involved in different routes that may contribute 

to prevent AD features (Bonda et al., 2011)(Fig. 10).  

It acts on the already mentioned CREB/BDNF axis, promoting synaptic plasticity through 

different routes (Gao et al., 2010; Ng et al., 2015). Moreover, SIRT1 promotes axonogenesis 

by activating Akt, which inhibits GSK3 (Li et al., 2013). In relation to that, SIRT1 can 

interfere on tau aggregation state, not only preventing its phosphorylation by inhibiting 

GSK3, but also directly deacetylating tau, which also prevent aggregation (Futch and Croft, 

2018).  

SIRT1 is also known to promote non-amyloidogenic processing of APP by activating 

ADAM10 (Lalla and Donmez, 2013), a protein with α-secretase activity (Tippmann et al., 

2009). In this regard, and based on its NAD+-dependent activity, SIRT1 has been suggested 

to have a key role linking selective vulnerability to amyloid deposition and glucose 

metabolism in AD (Bonda et al., 2011). As already mentioned, in a healthy state, high-energy 

demanding regions, most notably the MTL structures related with memory formation, rely 

on aerobic glycolysis as a rapid source of ATP (Bauernfeind et al., 2014; Harris et al., 2014) 

alternative to complete oxidative metabolism. Aerobic glycolysis may eventually lead to a 

gradual depletion of NAD+ reserves, through increased NADH production and decreased 
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NAD+ regeneration through oxidative phosphorylation. According to this hypothesis, 

SIRT1 inhibition due to lack of NAD+ could lead to increased amyloidogenic processing in 

regions more dependent on aerobic glycolysis (Bonda et al., 2011).  

Moreover, regarding glucose metabolism, SIRT1 holds a reciprocal regulatory relation with 

different elements in the insulin signalling (Liang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010). 

Furthermore, SIRT1 also acts on other pathways promoting antioxidant (FOXO3, PGC1α) 

(Brunet et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2010), antiinflamatory (NF- κB) (Yeung et al., 2004) and 

antiapoptotic response (p53) (Langley et al., 2002), as well as neurogenesis (Notch) (Bonda 

et al., 2011).  

On the basis of SIRT1 situation at the intersection of these multiple pathways (Fig. 10), 

therapeutic upregulation of SIRT1 has been proposed for AD. Activation of SIRT1 mediated 

by NAD+, by resveratrol (a natural polyphenolic compound found in foods such as grapes 

or berries) or by the resveratrol-analogous pterostilbene have provided promising in vitro and 

in vivo evidences of SIRT1 therapeutic potential (Kim et al., 2007; Albani et al., 2009; Wang 

et al., 2010; Bonda et al., 2011).   
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Fig. 10| Neuroprotective pathways of SIRT1 in coordination with selected miRNAs. While activation

of these pathways is associated with longevity, their deregulation may be central to AD features. Pathways

contributing to each AD feature are shaded in different colours, in correspondence with Fig. 7. Additional

interrelations between these pathways, such as complex interactions between specific miRNAs and SIRT1,

have been also reported but are not depicted. Abbreviations: ADAM10: A disintegrin and metalloproteinase

10; Akt: also known as protein kinase B (PKB); APP: amyloid precursor protein; BACE1: β-site APP cleaving

enzyme; BDNF: brain-derived neurotrophic factor; CFH: complement factor H; CREB: cAMP-response

element binding protein; FOXO3: Forkhead box O transcription factor 3; GSK3: glycogen synthase kinase 3

IRS: insulin receptors substrates; LIMK: LIM domain kinase; MAPK/ERK: mitogen activated protein

kinase/extracellular-signal-regulated kinase pathway; MeCP2: Methyl CpG binding protein 2; NF-κB: nuclear

factor kappa B; PGC1α: peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ co-activator-1α; PI3K: phosphoinositide

3-kinase; RARβ: Retinoic acid receptor β; SPT: serine palmitoyltransferase; Tau*: aggregation-prone forms of

tau protein (hyperphosphorylated or acetylated). Diagram construction is mainly based on information on Im

and Kenny, 2012; Herskovits and Guarente, 2014; Jęśko et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018, in addition to references

in the text.
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PART II. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT 

OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE TREATMENTS 

 

 

 

 

Overall, the previous part gives the idea that the physiopathology of AD is complex and 

results from several simultaneous assaults. Each individual feature is a potential target for 

specific therapeutic strategies. Despite the efforts put in AD treatment research, no anti‐

AD drug has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) since 2003 

(Bachurin et al., 2017). To date only five drugs are approved for the disease, consisting on 

cholinesterase inhibitors and/or NMDAR antagonist, and none is able to cure or stop the 

progression of the disease, or even to consistently fight symptoms (Alzheimer’s 

Association, 2019). The substantial failure rate of experimental treatments in the clinical 

phase may be attributed to the lack of translationality of preclinical tests (Zhang et al., 

2020). In this sense, animal models used in treatment assessment need to be reviewed in 

order to reliably recapitulate targeted AD features. On the other hand, most of the failed 

therapies are related to a single AD causative hypothesis (see Du et al., 2018 for a review), 

suggesting that new therapeutic approaches should consider a holistic vision of the disease, 

resulting in a multiscale intervention.  

This part will look into these different considerations, giving an insight into the available 

models for AD preclinical testing, and presenting an alternative view of AD that opens the 

door to new treatment strategies.  
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4. MODELLING AD IN RODENTS TO RELIABLY TEST AD TREATMENTS  

Rodents, and especially rats, are considered a good model for human neurological diseases, 

because of their similar brain connectivity and rich behavioural phenotype, together with 

their physiological, morphological and genetic characteristics. However, rats do not naturally 

develop AD, a condition that is considered to be unique to humans (Fincha and Austad, 

2015) or at least primates (Toledano et al., 2012). Strategies to recapitulate the disease have 

basically relied on transgenic models including human genetic mutations associated with 

familial AD, such as APP or PS1 (see Benedikz et al., 2009 for a review). Nevertheless, these 

models dismiss the majority group of sporadic onset AD. In this regard, literature gathers 

different strategies to induce memory-associated cognitive impairment in adult rodents 

coupled with the cell and molecular hallmarks that define AD, mainly based on the delivery 

of neurotoxic chemicals into the brain (Lecanu and Papadopoulos, 2013; Malekzadeh et al., 

2017; Zhang et al., 2020). Although no single model fully reproduces all aspects of AD, it is 

essential to have knowledge of the exact neuropathology displayed by each particular model 

and be aware of its limitations, so that it can be useful for reliable treatment testing and the 

likelihood of translation to human studies can increase.  

4.1. Sporadic AD rat models  

Aβ-induced rat model 

Relying on the popular amyloid hypothesis, the delivery of toxic Aβ aggregates into the brain 

through stereotactic surgery has become one of the most extended strategies to model sAD. 

Regardless of the fact that Aβ peptide of human type is often used to obtain the highest 

toxicity and aggregation propensity, there is a widespread disparity in each and every step of 

the procedure. This variability relates to the species of peptide infused (e.g., Aβ1-40, Aβ1-42 

or Aβ25-35), solvent used, state of aggregation (monomeric, oligomeric or fibrillary forms), 

site (mainly ventricles or hippocampus), dose, volume and manner of introduction (single 

injection, repeated acute injections or chronic infusion through osmotic pumps), age of the 

animals and time frame when behavioural and molecular effects are assessed. This variability 

is evidenced in the selection of studies included in Table 1. Likewise, disparate results are 

noted regarding tau hyperphosphorylation, synaptic deficits, neurodegeneration and spatial 

memory deficits triggered by amyloid infusion. Still, Aβ injection is one of the most used 

models to study preclinical effects of drugs proposed for AD treatment. 
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Table 1| Methodological variation in Aβ-injection rat model. Methodological variables are presented for a selection of woks using Aβ-induced model.

Model assessment

Affected cell/molecular
variables

lipid profile and Aβ
plaques in HP

diffused plaques in DG,
number of spikes/bin in

DG

dendritic density and
levels of synaptic

plasticity-associated
proteins in HP

LTP, number of viable
neurons, tau levels and

number of dendritic
spines in the HP

blood-brain barrier (BBB)
breakdown, oedema

formation, neuronal, glial
injuries and Aβ deposits

-

Affected behaviour

spatial memory in
MWM

spatial learning and
memory in MWM

and memory
retention in passive

avoidance task

spatial learning and
memory in MWM

spatial learning in
MWM

-

learning in radial
maze

Assessment
time

4 weeks

17-23 days

25-31 days

7 days

30 days

2 weeks

Injection

Final dose
(nmol/rat)

0.88

0.014

4.4

0.15

1.13 / day

4.9-5.5

Repetition

1

1

1

1

once daily
for 4 weeks

osmotic
pump,

continuous
2 weeks

Injection
site

DG
bilateral

DG
bilateral

icv
bilateral

icv
bilateral

icv (left)

icv
bilateral

Aβ preparation

Aggregation
procedure and

state

fibrillary: 221.5
μM, 37ºC for 7

days

fibrillary: 200
ng/μL, 37ºC,5

days and finally
diluted to 10

ng/μL

not specified:
incubated at

37°C for 1 week

oligomeric (37
◦C for  24h/168
h at 25/75/200

μM)

not specified

monomeric

Solvent

PBS

PBS

H2O

PBS

saline

35%
acetonitrile +

0.1%
trifluoroacetic
acid (pH 2.0)

Peptide
specie

Aβ1–42

Aβ1–42

Aβ25-35

Aβ1–42

Aβ1–40

Aβ1–40

Rats

Age at
start

(weeks)

12-13

24

not
specified

not
specified

20–25

12

Strain

Wistar

Wistar

Spragey-
Dawley

Charles
River-
Harlan

rats

Sprague-
Dawley

Wistar

Reference

Asadbegi et al.,
2017

Farbood et al.,
2017

Hui et al., 2017

Kasza et al.,
2017

Patnaik et al.,
2018

Yamashita et al.,
2017
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STZ-induced rat model 

The intracerebroventricular (icv) injection of streptozotocin (STZ), a glucosamine-nitrosurea 

compound isolated from the soil bacteria Streptomyces achromogenes, has recently gained 

popularity to reproduce sAD (Grieb, 2016).  

Initially developed as an antibiotic and as an anticancer agent, in 1963 STZ was reported to 

present a diabetogenic action (Rakieten et al., 1963). Since then, systemic administration of 

high dose STZ (≥40 mg/kg) has been used to model type 1 diabetes in rats (Junod et al., 

1969; Grieb, 2016). Further exploration of the mechanisms revealed that STZ presents 

selective cytotoxicity to beta pancreatic cells expressing high levels of glucose transporter 

GLUT2, which is required for STZ internalization across the cell membrane (Schnedl et al., 

1994; Lenzen, 2008). Once inside the cell, STZ causes DNA alkylation, which triggers 

activation of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase in an attempt to repair DNA, leading to depletion 

of cellular NAD+ and ATP and subsequent cell necrosis (Lenzen, 2008). As blood-brain 

barrier lacks GLUT2 transporter, the brain is not directly affected by intravenous or 

intraperitoneal injection of STZ (Grieb, 2016). Nevertheless, the injection of a 

subdiabetogenic dose directly into the brain was suggested to damage cerebral glucose and 

energy metabolism (Hoyer et al., 1994).   

Thus, based on the hypothesis that glucose hypometabolism is an upstream event in the AD 

cascade, Lannert and Hoyer proposed in 1998 the use of icv injection of STZ to decrease 

glucose uptake and trigger sporadic AD-like pathology (Lannert and Hoyer, 1998). Since 

then, an increasing number of works have used a fairly consistent methodology, consisting 

in single or double icv injection of STZ at a dose of 1-3 mg/kg, to assess pathological 

alteration induced by the drug. They reported progressive time- and dose-dependent 

alterations analogous to sAD features, including increase in Aβ protein (Park et al., 2015; 

Knezovic et al., 2015; Bao et al., 2017; De La Monte et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017), APP 

(De La Monte et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Mishra et al., 2018), ptau (Chen et al., 2013; 

Knezovic et al., 2015; Dehghan-Shasaltaneh et al., 2016; Bao et al., 2017; De La Monte et al., 

2017; Mishra et al., 2018; Moreira-Silva et al., 2018), neurodegeneration (Santos et al., 2012; 

Dehghan-Shasaltaneh et al., 2016; Mishra et al., 2018; Voronkov et al., 2019) and altered 

synaptic protein levels (Chen et al., 2013; Bao et al., 2017; De La Monte et al., 2017; Moreira-

Silva et al., 2018) in different brain areas, expansion of the brain ventricles (Moreira-Silva et 

al., 2018; Voronkov et al., 2019), increased oxidative stress and prominent 

neuroinflammation (Kraska et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013; De La Monte et al., 2017; Mishra 
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et al., 2018; Amani et al., 2019), spatial and recognition memory deficits (Santos et al., 2012; 

Chen et al., 2013; Mehla et al., 2013; Knezovic et al., 2015; Dehghan-Shasaltaneh et al., 2016; 

Mishra et al., 2018; Moreira-Silva et al., 2018; Zappa Villar et al., 2018) and anxiety- and 

depression-like behaviours (Chen et al., 2013; Amani et al., 2019), among others.  

Hypothetical molecular mechanisms underlying these alterations were compiled in different 

reviews (Kostrzewa, 2014; Kamat, 2015; Grieb, 2016). Selective cytotoxicity to GLUT2-

expressing neuronal and glial cells, mainly found in the hypothalamus but also in the 

hippocampus (Jurcovicova, 2014), is among the possible explanations, by analogy to 

peripheral cytotoxicity. However, insulin desensitizing via insulin receptor damage and 

subsequent impaired PI3K/Akt/GSK-3 signalling transmission, as well as free radical 

generation and inflammatory cytokine release are also contemplated as triggers of STZ 

effects in the brain. Although none of these mechanisms is confirmed, icv injection of STZ 

seems to alter multiple metabolic and cell signalling pathways conferring a general picture 

reminiscent of human sAD, legitimating this model as one of the most useful approaches to 

test therapeutic strategies (Salkovic-Petrisic et al., 2013). 

 

4.2. Evaluation of AD-related memory disturbances in rodent models through Morris 

water maze  

In order to study the episodic memory disruption characteristic of AD in rodent models, the 

assessment of hippocampal-dependent spatial memory is especially valuable. The Morris 

water maze (MWM), described by Richard Morris in 1984 (Morris, 1984), provides a 

consolidated framework in which spatial learning and memory can be assessed in rodents. 

Different configurations of the MWM have been extensively used to evaluate effects of 

aging, lesions, drugs and treatments, as well as to characterize different neurocognitive 

models, regarding learning and memory (see D’Hooge and De Deyn, 2001 for a review). 

MWM is a navigation task in which the animal, placed in a large circular pool, is expected to 

find an invisible platform based on the principle that water is a natural aversive stimulus to 

rodents that would motivate them to escape. In order to do so, the animal must benefit from 

the presence of a configuration of visual cues, which it must learn to identify, associate with 

and locate in reference to the escape platform, and remember in successive learning sessions 

(acquisition phase). These cognitive processes involve the integration of different brain 

regions but, as hippocampus is the primary substrate of the spatial memory, it is typically 
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considered a hippocampal-dependent task with particular sensitivity to effects of lesions in 

this structure (D’Hooge and De Deyn, 2001). Retention of this hippocampal-dependent 

memory is further assessed in a probe test session, in which the platform is no longer in the 

pool.  

In this sense, the measure of escape latencies (the amount of time that it takes the animal to 

find the platform) across the acquisition phase estimates the level of learning the animals 

achieve. Moreover, the time spent in the target area during the probe test provides a measure 

of spatial memory. However, apart from these most salient variables, the MWM provide 

additional valuable information for further behavioural characterization related with subtle 

emotional and cognitive disturbances, such as the thigmotaxis during the acquisition 

sessions, the mean distance to target area in the probe test or the time used to find the 

platform in a reversal test (Vorhees and Williams, 2006; Gallagher et al., 2015). 

Increased escape latencies in the acquisition phase and mean percentages of time in the target 

quadrant during the probe test in the MWM were repeatedly reported in different studies 

after single icv injection of Aβ1-42 (Zhang et al., 2015a; Kalra et al., 2016; Akbarnejad et al., 

2017; Kasza et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019) as well as icv injection of STZ 

(Santos et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2014; Bao et al., 2017; Adeli et al., 2017; Pilipenko et al., 2019; 

Sharma and Garabadu, 2020). 
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5. VIEWING AD AS A NEURAL CIRCUIT DISORDER  

AD is traditionally categorized as a neurodegenerative disease referring to progressive loss 

of neurons and resulting structural damage. However, understanding that neurons are not 

isolated entities but nodes in a functional network linked by synapses, and that anatomical 

brain regions do not act as independent unities, leads to the view of AD as a neural circuit 

disorder, in which the most affected circuits are those subserving episodic memory (i.e. the 

Papez circuit and the default mode network) (Sperling et al., 2010; Fletcher et al., 2014; 

Ferguson et al., 2019). 

5.1. Neuronal circuits supporting episodic memory disrupted in AD 

The trisynaptic circuit: insight into the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus 

The hippocampus (HP) is a curved cortical structure folded onto the medial surface of the 

temporal lobe. Adjacent to the HP lies the parahippocampal gyrus (Van Strien et al., 

2009)(Fig. 11A-B), including strongly interconnected areas named entorhinal, perirhinal and 

ectorhinal cortices (Brodmann areas 28 and 34, 35 and 36, respectively). The 

parahippocampal gyrus represents the major input to the hippocampal circuit (Fig. 11D), a 

glutamatergic circuit especially involved in episodic memory processing. As introduced in 

section 1, hippocampal formation and parahippocampal gyrus are the first structures to 

degenerate in AD.  

The entorhinal cortex (EC) acts as a polymodal sensory association area where both non-

spatial sensory information (from the lateral entorhinal cortex [LEnt]) and spatial 

information (from the medial entorhinal cortex [MEnt]) is conveyed (Basu and Siegelbaum, 

2015). The EC receives most of its cortical inputs from the perirhinal/ectorhinal area and, 

in turn, gives rise to most of the cortical input to the HP (Witter et al., 2000, 2006). The HP 

then acts as a further processing and associative hub to encode cohesive memories of 

individual events within the context in which they occurred. The hippocampal formation is 

composed of different subfields that are involved in different processing steps, including 

cornu ammonis (CA) region, comprising mainly CA1 and CA3 regions, the dentate gyrus 

(DG) and the subiculum (Llorens-Martín et al., 2014) (Fig. 11D).  

DG granule cells receive excitatory (glutamatergic) input from EC layer II through the 

perforant path. DG is assumed to reduce interference between similar memories, exerting a 
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pattern differentiation (Sahay et al., 2011; Nakashiba et al., 2012). Internal hippocampal 

circuit follows with DG Mossy fibre projections to CA3 pyramidal neurons. Within CA3, 

recurrent collaterals are thought to contribute in memory completion (Nakazawa et al., 2002). 

Moreover, CA3 projects to CA1 in the proximal regions of apical and basal dendrites (stratum 

radiatum and oriens) through Schaffer collateral path, resulting in a sparse pattern output in 

CA1 that becomes a unique representation of the memory. In this sense, information arrives 

HP through DG and, after being processed in the so-called trisynaptic pathway, reaches CA1, 

which constitute the major output. Hippocampal circuit has also several inhibitory 

GABAergic interneurons to locally modulate its activity, contributing to the processed 

output. In addition to the trisynaptic pathway, there is also an alternative direct route 

(monosynaptic pathway) from EC layer III to distal regions of CA1 apical dendrites (stratum 

lacunosum-moleculare), through the temporoammonic path (Basu and Siegelbaum, 2015) (Fig. 

11D). While the trisynaptic circuit seems to be related to the detection and acquisition of 

new memories, the monosynaptic pathway is thought to contribute to the strength of 

previously established memories (Llorens-Martín et al., 2014). Axons of CA1 pyramidal 

neurons project, directly or indirectly via subiculum, back to EC layer V, which connects to 

layer II/III, completing the EC-HP-EC loop. These feedback pathways are the basis of 

information retrieval in front of experienced cues.  

Initial neuronal damage in AD is thought to occur in upper layers of the EC, especially layer 

II in LEnt (van Hoesen et al., 1991; Gómez-Isla et al., 1996; Khan et al., 2014), where the 

first signs of neurofibrillary pathology appear according to Braak stages (Braak and Braak, 

1991a; Braak et al., 2006a). Thus, neurons in the perforant path are the first to be 

pathologically concerned (Bonda et al., 2011). In this sense, the trisynaptic pathway is thought 

to be the most affected pathway (Llorens-Martín et al., 2014), impairing the formation of 

new episodic memories. CA1 region is subsequently damaged and becomes the most 

atrophied subfield (West et al., 1994).  

Disruption of the major input (perforant path) and output (CA1 pyramidal efferents) 

disconnect the HP from the rest of the brain. According to the hippocampal dissociation 

hypothesis, the HP is a crucial node in the entire neural network whose breakdown in 

connectivity spreads the activity failure to functionally connected areas.  
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Fig. 11| Neuroanatomy of the Papez circuit. A-B. Lateral-medial (A) and coronal (B) views of a human 

brain showing location of the hippocampus and parahippocampus gyrus in the medial temporal lobe, as well 

as other components of the Papez circuit. C. Magnification of A detailing anatomy of the fornix and Papez 

circuit. Blue lines indicate path of the classical Papez circuit (HP-fornix-MB-MTT-ATN-Cin-EC-HP). Black 

lines show columns of the fornix: 1. fibres crossing the hippocampal commissure to join the contralateral 

forniceal body; 2. postcommissural fibres of the fornix that arise primarily from the subiculum and project to 

the mammillary body and 3. precommissural fibres of the fornix that arise from the pyramidal cell layer of the 

HP and project to the BF. Yellow lines represent interconnections with PFC. D. Partial magnification of B, 

with a 90° counter clockwise rotation, showing anatomy of the traditional EC-hippocampus circuit. EC projects 

mainly to the DG through PP, following internal hippocampal circuit to CA3 through MF and then to CA1 

through SC, constituting the classical trisynaptic pathway (green lines). EC also projects to CA1 via TA (red 

lines). CA1 sends the main HP output (pink lines) back to the EC, completing the EC-HP-EC loop. 

Interconnections with the PRh/Ect area within the hippocampal/parahippocampal gryus have been also 

represented in dark blue. Abbreviations: ac: anterior commissure; ATN: anterior thalamic nuclei; BF: basal 

forebrain: cc, corpus callosum; Cg: cingulate gyrus; DG: dentate gyrus; EC: entorhinal cortex; Ect: ectorhinal 

cortex; gl: granular layer; hil: hilus; LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; MB: mammillary body; MEnt: medial 

entorhinal cortex; MF: Mossy fibers; ml: molecular layer; MTT: mammillothalamic tract; Para: parasubiculum; 

PFC: prefrontal cortex; PHG: parahippocampal gyrus; PP: perforant path; Pre: presubiculum; RSC: 

retrosplenial cortex; Sub: subiculum; SC: Schaffer collateral; slm: stratum lacunosum-moleculare; so: stratum oriens; 

sr: stratum radiatum; TA: temporoammonic path. Adapted from Yu et al., 2019, including information on Van 

Strien et al., 2009; Kealy and Commins, 2011; Aggleton et al., 2016. 
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The complete Papez circuit: insight into the anterior nuclei of the thalamus and the retrosplenial 

cortex 

The hippocampal formation is part of an extended circuit, called Papez circuit, which 

connects different structures of the limbic system (Fig. 11A-B). Although it was initially 

described as an emotion circuit, its implication in episodic memory and navigation was later 

noticed (Valenstein et al., 1987; Ferguson et al., 2019).  

In addition to the direct output from CA1 or subiculum back to EC, efferent fibres from HP 

(mainly subiculum) travel to more anterior areas along the so-called fornix, a large axonal 

bundle running through the medial brain that atrophies in AD prodromal stage (Hooper and 

Vogel, 1976; Metzler-Baddeley et al., 2012). Some of these fibres constituting the 

postcommissural column of the fornix target the mammillary bodies of the hypothalamus. 

The mammillothalamic tract connects these structures to the anterior nuclei of the thalamus 

(ATN), which are connected to the posterior cingulate region (PC), especially to the 

retrosplenial cortex (RSC). The PC then connects to EC, which is coupled with HP, 

completing the classical Papez loop. Additionally to this traditional unidirectional loop, 

limbic structures are multiply interconnected via reciprocal interactions (see Bubb et al., 2017 

for review). Early degeneration in these connections is found in AD (Aggleton et al., 2016), 

involving not only the HP, but other structures within the circuit that may be also associated 

with AD memory impairment, especially the ATN and the RSC.    

The thalamus is a large diencephalic structure composed of a group of functionally diverse 

nuclei that act as relay station from different subcortical areas and cerebral cortex. Among 

them, the anterior thalamic nucleus stands out for its role in cognition (Aggleton and Brown, 

1999). ATN is affected by structural atrophy during normal aging (Fama and Sullivan, 2015) 

and by neurofibrillary pathology in AD (Braak and Braak, 1991b). ATN holds direct 

reciprocal connections with HP via fornix and an interdependent relation with RSC that 

support spatial learning (Jankowski et al., 2013; Aggleton et al., 2016; Mitchell et al., 2018). 

Moreover, a role in attention regulation has been suggested for ATN, reflecting its dense 

connection with prefrontal and parietal cortices (Aggleton et al., 2016). Thus, its dysfunction 

in AD may contribute to the lack of orientation during spatial navigation and attentional 

deficits. 

The RSC, composed of Brodmann areas 29 (granular) and 30 (agranular) and 6 cortical layers, 

is included in the PC region. In humans, but not in rodents, the PC also contains the posterior 
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cingulate cortex (areas 23 and 31), but RSC holds the more pronounced connections with 

both ATN and HP (Todd et al., 2015; Bubb et al., 2017). RSC hypoactivity, detected from 

FDG-PET and functional MRI (fMRI) studies, is often the first metabolic change detected 

in AD (Minoshima et al., 1997; Nestor et al., 2003), and especially decreased connectivity is 

found between the PC and the HP (Sperling et al., 2010). The main functions of RSC, and 

so the consequences of its dysfunction, arise from the situation of this area at the crossroads 

between HP and other areas. Further its role in-between ATN and HP, RSC acts also as a 

hub for HP connection with parietal cortex (which integrates sensory information), enabling 

visuospatial orientation and translation between egocentric and allocentric spatial 

information, a capacity impaired in AD patients (Tu et al., 2015). It also connects the HP to 

prefrontal cortex (PFC), which is consistent with RSC activation detected during retrieval of 

contextual information and autobiographical memory (Katche et al., 2013; Aggleton et al., 

2016). In contrast, during memory formation a deactivation of RSC coordinated with HP 

activation is required (Sperling et al., 2010). This distinctive firing during encoding and 

retrieval evidence the inclusion of RSC (and PC in general) also to the default mode network.   

The default mode network: insight into the medial prefrontal cortex 

The default mode network (DMN) comprises a set of distributed cortical regions that 

conform a large-scale neural network, characterised for showing greater activity during 

resting state than during cognitive tasks. It is involved in memory encoding and retrieval, 

among other cognitive functions, such as passive thinking and planning.  

Multiple fMRI studies have revealed alterations in these networks in early AD patients 

(Greicius et al., 2004; Sperling et al., 2010), as well as at-risk individuals, such as ApoE ε4 

carriers (Sorg et al., 2007; Persson et al., 2008; Pihlajamaki et al., 2010; Sheline et al., 2010; 

Petrella et al., 2011; Jahn, 2013). Indeed, DMN regions widely overlap with hypometabolic 

areas detected through FDG-PET and areas with early Aβ plaque deposition (Zott et al., 

2018). Aberrant DMN activity, both during resting state and task related state, may impair 

the ability to switch from different brain function modes and, therefore, have consequences 

on encoding and retrieval.  

Together with PC, the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) forms the core of DMN (Fig. 12) 

and exhibits the strongest functional connections with the MTL structures (Buckner et al., 

2008; Kaboodvand et al., 2018). The mPFC comprises a set of areas that lie along the frontal 

midline, which in rodents are reduced to three: the anterior cingulate, prelimbic and 
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infralimbic regions. In this sense, the greatest area in human (area 32) is homologous to 

prelimbic (PrL) region in rodents (Bicks et al., 2015). mPFC establishes bidirectional 

connections with HP, both directly and indirectly (Jin et al., 2015). Indirect pathways connect 

posterior HP (dorsal in rodents) with mPFC, including a subcortical diencephalic route 

through thalamus, that contribute to attention, and a cortical cingulate route through RSC 

(Fig. 11C), being both importantly involved in contextual learning (Bubb et al., 2017; 

Sampath et al., 2017). Moreover, indirect connections from anterior HP (ventral in rodents), 

concerning the amygdala, nucleus accumbens and ventral tegmental area, are more related to 

emotional- and anxiety-related behaviours (Sampath et al., 2017). Direct contact between HP 

and PFC also exists through precommissural fibres of the fornix. Pathways from HP to 

mPFC support the transition of memory formed in HP to consolidated memory in 

neocortical schemas. mPFC then accumulates information about the context of related 

memories, and helps to develop updated schemas. Outputs from the mPFC to 

parahippocampal gyrus may control the retrieval of selected memories in the HP, relevant to 

the current context (Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013). Therefore, high amyloid-β 

accumulation in PFC and PFC-HP disconnection found in severe AD patients (Grady et al., 

2001; Allen et al., 2007), may contribute to deficits in systems consolidation, disrupted 

cognitive flexibility and attention, and emotional disturbances (Sampath et al., 2017).  

 

5.2. Modulatory systems of memory circuits disrupted in AD  

Mnemonic processes, including consolidation of memory, are also assisted by systems that 

somehow tag events in relation to their worthiness to be remembered. Saliency of an event 

is given by aspects such as the risks, novelty, effort or reward related to it. Neuromodulatory 

systems, which rely on several different neurotransmitters (e.g. acetylcholine, dopamine, 

serotonin, noradrenaline, etc.), track these signals and interact with multiple brain regions, 

strongly influencing their activity (see Avery and Krichmar, 2017 for a review). Deprivation 

of hippocampal and cortical neurons from the critical influence of neuromodulatory systems 

contributes to AD cognitive symptoms.  
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Basal forebrain cholinergic circuit 

Cholinergic neurons, characterized for realising acetylcholine as a neurotransmitter, are 

found in distinct connected subcortical regions of the brain and extend as a diffuse network 

through almost all the brain, affecting cognitive processes such as attention and learning and 

memory (Klinkenberg et al., 2011; Okada et al., 2015). Cholinergic system failure was the 

first evidence for selective network-level dysfunction in AD, giving rise to the cholinergic 

hypothesis (Whitehouse et al., 1981; Francis et al., 1999).  

A group of nuclei located in the basal forebrain is one of the major cholinergic sources. These 

nuclei, especially the nucleus basalis of Meynert (NBM), are selectively degenerated in AD 

(Whitehouse et al., 1982; Mesulam et al., 2004). The NBM constitutes the main cholinergic 

innervation to the entire cortical surface (Fig. 12). The vertical limb of the diagonal band 

(VDB), another basal forebrain region, is the major source of cholinergic innervation to HP 

(Yu et al., 2019), and is also severely affected in AD (Vogels et al., 1989). In physiological 

conditions, cholinergic release to cortex and HP mediated through pre- and postsynaptic 

receptors influences its neuronal excitability and synaptic transmission and induces synaptic 

plasticity (Picciotto et al., 2012). Thus, disruption of cholinergic inputs to the cortex and HP 

can impair attention and decision-making, as well as memory encoding (Muir et al., 1992; 

Rogers and Kesner, 2004).  

Three of the approved drugs to treat AD aim to maintain the cholinergic tone by inhibiting 

its ACh inactivation by cholinesterase enzyme. Their efficacy, albeit limited and insufficient  

to reverse the progression of AD, suggest that the loss of ACh regulatory tone exacerbates 

dysfunction and accelerates memory loss (Ferreira-Vieira et al., 2016).  

Ascending monoaminergic systems: insight into mesocorticolimbic dopaminergic circuits 

Besides the cholinergic system, monoaminergic systems originated in subcortical nuclei 

(relying on dopamine, serotonin, norepinephrine and histamine neurotransmitters) also 

diffusely synapse onto hippocampal and neocortical neurons with several modulatory effects. 

All four principal nuclei of the ascending monoaminergic systems (i.e. ventral tegmental area, 

locus coeruleus, medial septal nucleus and raphe complex) undergo early degeneration in 

AD, taking part in both cognitive and non-cognitive symptoms (see Trillo et al., 2013 for a 

review).  
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In particular, dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) have been found to be 

compromised very early in sporadic AD patients, correlating to both cognitive and 

neuropsychiatric symptoms (De Marco and Venneri, 2018; Serra et al., 2018). VTA neurons 

project, mainly via the medial forebrain bundle (MFB), to cortical and subcortical regions, 

including the nucleus accumbens, the prefrontal cortex, the hippocampus and the amygdala, 

constituting the mesocorticolimbic dopaminergic pathways (Morales and Margolis, 2017) 

(Fig. 12). These connections are at the basis of the role of this system in reward, motivated 

behaviours, emotional processing and learning and memory (Lisman and Grace, 2005; Cha 

et al., 2014; Bariselli et al., 2016). Thus, degeneration of dopamine neurons at pre-Aβ plaque 

stage, coupled with decreased levels of dopamine and dopamine receptors found in AD 

condition (Gibb et al., 1989; Pan et al., 2019), has been suggested to largely contribute to 

hippocampal synaptic plasticity deficits and consequent impairment in hippocampus-

dependent memory encoding, as well as to neuropsychiatric symptoms such as apathy and 

anhedonia (Nobili et al., 2017; Cordella et al., 2018; Krashia et al., 2019). For this reason, 

increase in dopaminergic tone has been also proposed as a possible therapeutic strategy for 

AD (Martorana and Koch, 2014).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12| Overview of memory circuits linked to AD. 1. The Papez circuit (blue lines) is viewed in more 

detail in Fig. 10. 2. The default-mode network (yellow patches) includes the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) 

and posterior cingulate region (PC), with strong connections to the hippocampus and amygdala. 3. The basal 

forebrain circuit (pink lines), based on nucleus basalis of Meynert (NBM) cholinergic projections, innervates 

the neocortex and hippocampus. 4. The mesocorticolimbic dopaminergic circuits (turquoise lines), based on 

projections from ventral tegmental area (VTA) to nucleus accumbens (NAc) through the medial forebrain 

bundle (MFB), also innervates the HP and PFC. Abbreviations: Amyg: amygdala; ATN: anterior thalamic 

nuclei; Cg: cingulate gyrus; HP: hippocampus; MB: mammillary body; MFB: medial forebrain bundle; mPFC: 

medial prefrontal cortex; NAc: nucleus accumbens; NBM: nucleus basalis of Meynert; PC: posterior cingulate 

region; PHG: parahippocampal gyrus; VTA: ventral tegmental area. Adapted from Lv et al., 2018 and Krashia 

et al., 2019. 
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5.3. Implications of the circuit-disorder view of AD 

Most of the failed therapeutic approaches to AD are drugs that aimed to chemically modulate 

a single specific feature affected in the disease. The view of the disease as a circuit disorder 

opens the door to circuit-level neuromodulatory interventions (Mirzadeh et al., 2015). These 

treatments aim to maximize the function of interrelated circuits whose failure contributes to 

behavioural deficits, in order to prevent structure isolation and restore the functional 

network. This is the case of deep brain stimulation (DBS), whose suggested applicability for 

AD (Lv et al., 2018) will be approached in the next part of introduction.  
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| 
PART III. DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION AS A TREATMENT FOR 

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a procedure that involves the surgical implantation of an 

electrode to deep brain areas to deliver electric pulses, thereby intervening in the electrical 

dimension of brain connection. The use of DBS to modulate the activity of dysfunctional 

circuits relevant to particular disease has been proposed to treat many circuit disorders. It 

has been initially investigated for Parkinson’s disease, in which it is currently successfully 

used for treating motor dysfunction in patients refractory to pharmacological treatments 

(Benabid et al., 1987; Groiss et al., 2009). DBS efficacy in this disease has encouraged the 

consideration brain stimulation aimed at new neuroanatomical targets to treat other 

disorders, such as epilepsy, depression, dystonia, obsessive-compulsive disorders, 

substance-related addiction and, interestingly, also Alzheimer’s disease (Lyons, 2011).  
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6. USE OF DBS FOR MEMORY IMPROVEMENT IN AD 

DBS aimed to improve human memory in AD context has been directed at different critical 

nodes on memory circuits. To date, only two primary DBS targets have been tested in clinical 

trials involving AD patients: the nucleus basalis of Meynert (NBM) and the fornix.  

On the one hand, the NBM was first targeted in 1984 when Turnbull et al. implanted an 

electrode to a 74-year-old man with probable AD, in an attempt to excite the remaining 

cholinergic ascending inputs to the cortex (Turnbull et al., 1985). Although no clinically 

significant improvement was reported after 8 months stimulation, the purpose of stimulating 

the NBM for dementia was retaken in 2009, in a case-report of a Parkinson disease dementia 

(PDD) patient showing improvement in global cognitive functions (Freund et al., 2009).  

On the other hand, the idea of stimulating the fornix arises from a serendipitous finding. In 

2002, a patient suffering from morbid obesity and refractory to other treatments was referred 

to hypothalamic stimulation to modulate his appetite (Hamani et al., 2008). The patient 

reported vivid autobiographical memory retrievals when testing the electrode contacts. From 

postoperative images, electrode coordinates were estimated to be adjacent to the columns of 

the fornix. As a core white matter in Papez circuit and default-mode network, being the main 

input and output of MTL, stimulation of the fornix was then considered as a possible 

treatment for AD.  

6.1. Promising results and limitations of DBS trials in AD patients 

The described case-studies led to multiple DBS clinical trials targeting either the NBM or the 

fornix in AD patients, some of which are still ongoing (see Aldehri et al., 2018; Lv et al., 

2018; Yu et al., 2019 for recent reviews on this topic, and check recruiting and completed 

trials in clinicaltrials.gov registry (U. S. National Institutes of Health, 2021)).  

Overall, phase I trials demonstrated that 1 year of DBS is safe and well tolerated in AD 

patients. Moreover, promising early data on its clinical effectiveness are reported in both 

phase I and few phase II trials. In this regard, stable or even improved cognitive abilities, 

assessed by neuropsychological tests such as Alzheimer’s disease assessment scale-cognitive 

subscale (ADAS-Cog) or Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE), were reported for some patients 

(Laxton et al., 2010; Kuhn et al., 2015). Additionally, an increase in glucose metabolism in 

parietal, temporal and frontal lobes was detected in FDG-PET scans (Laxton et al., 2010; 

Smith et al., 2012; Fontaine et al., 2013; Kuhn et al., 2015; Lozano et al., 2016). Furthermore, 
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Sankar et al. describe a sustained significant increase in hippocampal volume detected by 

structural MRI (Sankar et al., 2015).  

However, these results still present some limitations. To begin with, some of the studies did 

not report any effect on cognition (Gratwicke et al., 2018) or point that deficit is alleviated 

only temporarily or exclusively in a specific group of patients (Kuhn et al., 2015; Lozano et 

al., 2016; Hardenacke et al., 2016; Baldermann et al., 2018). Moreover, with the exception of 

the ADvance trial comprising 42 patients (Lozano et al., 2016), the great majority of studies 

present a small sample size, consisting of less than 10 patients, limiting the statistical power 

and possibly leading to over-interpretation of data. Finally, although some studies have 

referred that possible mechanisms underlying the therapeutic effect could include synaptic 

plasticity, neurogenesis and gliogenesis induction or even increased vascularization in the 

hippocampal region, all the studies conclude that knowledge on the implied neurobiological 

mechanisms and evidence of neuroprotective effect is still lacking.  

To overcome these limitations, contribution from studies in laboratory animals carried out 

in parallel to the ongoing phase I/II and nascent phase III clinical trials may be considered 

to guide future clinical studies.  

 

6.2. Insights from laboratory animal studies  

Increasing amount of experimental studies using laboratory animals provide evidence on the 

effectiveness of DBS of the NBM or the fornix to improve memory function in rodents, 

both in physiological and, although lesser in number, in AD-mimicking conditions (McLin 

et al., 2002; Montero-Pastor et al., 2004; Boix-Trelis et al., 2006; Hescham et al., 2013, 2017; 

Zhang et al., 2015b; Lee et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2019). These type of studies have started 

to yield important insights into the underlying mechanisms of action, including increased 

neurotransmitter release, release of growth factors, neurogenesis, enhanced synaptic 

plasticity and long-term potentiation, as well as regulation of AD-related molecular 

hallmarks.  

Electrical stimulation of the NBM has been shown to cause acetylcholine (Rasmusson et al., 

1992) and nerve growth factor (NGF) (Hotta et al., 2009) release, as well as to induce 

neuroplastic changes (Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998), in the cortex of wild-type rats. In a 

comprehensive study using AD transgenic mice, NBM-DBS was shown to down-regulate 

Aβ, increase neuron survival, reduce apoptosis, mitigate oxidative stress and regulate ACh 
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levels in the hippocampus and cortex (Huang et al., 2019). Forniceal DBS was suggested to 

act by generally activating the Papez circuit (McKinnon et al., 2019), as it showed rapid 

activation of the hippocampus (Hescham et al., 2016), together with increased hippocampal 

acetylcholine and synaptic proteins (Gondard et al., 2015; Hescham et al., 2016), in wild-type 

rats. In TgF344-AD rat model, chronic forniceal DBS decreased amyloidosis, inflammatory 

responses and neuronal loss in both cortex and hippocampus (Leplus et al., 2019). 

In addition to the great contribution in deciphering the molecular mechanisms, animal 

experimentation is also helpful to explore conditions that could lead to enhanced effective 

DBS treatment. On the one hand, some studies have been devoted to investigate the effect 

of NBM or fornix stimulation parameters in the resulting cognitive improvement in AD rat 

models (Hescham et al., 2013; Koulousakis et al., 2020). On the other hand, the choice of 

the target region, which is directly associated with the outcome, remains a critical 

controversial issue. Beyond the serendipitous revelation of NBM and fornix, progressive 

understanding of the neural circuitry underlying learning and memory has broaden the range 

of potential DBS targets for AD. Thus, a multiplicity of new targets, including structures in 

the proper Papez memory circuit as well as elements in the modulatory circuits, are being 

interrogated for memory function enhancing (see Bick and Eskandar, 2016; Khan et al., 2019 

for review).  
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7. MFB AS A POTENTIAL DBS TARGET FOR AD TREATMENT: AN 

APPROACH FROM ICSS  

The medial forebrain bundle (MFB) is a tract of ascending and descending axons that 

connects midbrain and forebrain areas passing through the lateral hypothalamus (LH) in a 

rostral-caudal direction (Coenen et al., 2018; Döbrössy et al., 2020) (see Fig. 13 for MFB 

anatomy and connectivity in both human and rat). Among the heterogeneous 

monoaminergic modulatory pathways contained in it, the MFB accommodate the 

dopaminergic fibres of the mesocorticolimbic circuits (reviewed in section 5.2). Thus, the 

MFB is considered part of the neural substrate of reward. Attending to the implication of 

the reward system in reinforcing learning and memory by strengthening the associations 

created by an immediate memory (Huston et al., 1977), electrical stimulation of the reward 

substrate, and the MFB in particular, had been suggested to facilitate memory consolidation 

(Routtenberg, 1974; Huston and Mueller, 1978).  

In animals, administration of DBS by means of intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS) ensures a 

physiological activation of this substrate. ICSS, discovered in rats in the early 1950s by Olds 

and Milner (Olds and Milner, 1954), is an operant response resulting from the stimulation of 

the reward system. In this sense, rats will maintain the motivated behaviour of pressing a 

lever in a Skinner box in order to receive the rewarding stimulation through an electrode 

chronically implanted in these areas. ICSS behaviour was also shown in mice (Cazala et al., 

1974; Stoker and Markou, 2011), dogs (Stark et al., 1962), cats (Roberts, 1958; Angyán, 1975), 

pigeons (Goodman and Brown, 1966), goldfish (Boyd and Gardner, 1962), nonhuman 

primates (Rolls et al., 1980) and humans (Bishop et al., 1963; Heath, 1963), and was 

immediately appreciated to resemble response to natural reinforcers such as food and sex. 

ICSS seems to be highly rewarding, or even pleasurable (Heath, 1963), as reported by 

different studies in which animals and humans would choose stimulation over food, water 

or heat, or even endure foot shocks to reach ICSS lever (Olds, 1958; Falk, 1961; Bishop et 

al., 1963; Routtenberg and Lindy, 1965; Carlisle and Snyder, 1970; McMurray et al., 2017). 

Many studies, in which our partner group did a great contribution, demonstrate that ICSS of 

the MFB administered after training sessions facilitate different forms of learning and 

memory in both healthy and memory impaired rodents.  
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Fig. 13| Anatomy and connectivity of the human and rat medial forebrain bundle. Magenta lines 

represent the main projections passing by the medial forebrain bundle (MFB, bounded in a red box) in a 

schematic drawing of a sagittal view in A. human and B. rat brain. The MFB is a tract of ascending and 

descending axons that connects midbrain and forebrain areas passing through the lateral hypothalamus (LH) 

in a rostral-caudal direction. Among the heterogeneous pathways contained in it, the MFB accommodate the 

dopaminergic fibres of the mesocorticolimbic circuits. Main anatomical structures of the mesocorticolimbic 

circuits are indicated. Abbreviations: Amyg: amygdala; HP: hippocampus; LH: lateral hypothalamus; NAc: 

nucleus accumbens; OB: olfactory bulbs; PFC: prefrontal cortex; VTA: ventral tegmental area. Adapted from 

Panther et al., 2019 and Wright and Panksepp, 2012.  

 

7.1. Memory improving effects of MFB-ICSS  

MFB-ICSS has demonstrated facilitative effects on both implicit and explicit types of 

memory in healthy adult rats. On the one hand, MFB-ICSS has shown to improve implicit 

memory when administered after learning a task, evaluated in passive avoidance (Mondadori 

et al., 1976; Huston and Mueller, 1978) and two-way active avoidance (TWAA) (Segura-

Torres et al., 1988; Redolar-Ripoll et al., 2002; Aldavert-vera et al., 2013) paradigms, as well 

as in a visual discrimination task (García-Brito et al., 2017). In addition, a recent study from 

our group demonstrates that MFB-ICSS effects are not restricted to learning-concurrent 

facilitation, but can also prevent forgetting of remote memories, evaluated in the TWAA 

(Huguet et al., 2020). On the other hand, regarding AD clinical affectations, the outcome 

that has MFB-ICSS in hippocampal-dependent explicit memory has turned out to be 

particularly relevant. Consolidation of flexible spatial memory was facilitated by MFB-ICSS, 

evaluated mainly in the MWM (Soriano-Mas et al., 2005; Ruiz-Medina et al., 2008; Chamorro-

López et al., 2015).  
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Moreover, MFB-ICSS has been able to recover memory impairment observed for TWAA in 

aged rats (Aldavert-Vera et al., 1997), as well as in brain-injured rats with lesions in the 

parafascicular nucleus (Redolar-Ripoll et al., 2003) and the basolateral (Segura-Torres et al., 

2009) and lateral amygdala (Kádár et al., 2014). MFB-ICSS was also found to compensate 

for spatial and visual discrimination memory impairment caused by orexin-1 receptor 

blockade (García-Brito et al., 2020). 

 

7.2. Cell and molecular mechanisms underlying MFB-ICSS that could mediate its 

behavioural effects  

As for any type of DBS, molecular mechanisms underlying MFB-ICSS effects are not 

completely understood. However, recent works including research in our group have 

contributed to identify several cell and molecular changes accompanying behavioural 

improvements induced by MFB-ICSS.  

In the first place, MFB-ICSS has shown to trigger activation of different distributed brain 

areas, revealed by increased cFos expression (Waraczynski, 2006). Some of these areas, such 

as the VTA, might be merely associated with its rewarding effect, while others demonstrate 

the activation of different memory systems. In this sense, MFB-ICSS bilaterally activates 

lateral and basolateral amygdala (Kádár et al., 2011), as well as CA3 and DG hippocampal 

subfields (Huguet et al., 2009) and granular and agranular retrosplenial cortex (Kádár et al., 

2016). Activation found in different areas is also present or even reinforced when combined 

with learning tasks (Aldavert-Vera et al., 2013; Kádár et al., 2016).       

Secondly, it has also been shown that MFB-ICSS resulted in increased plasticity in memory-

related regions. Long-lasting structural changes, including extended dendritic arborisation of 

pyramidal CA1 hippocampal subfield neurons, were found in MFB-ICSS treated rats 

(Chamorro-López et al., 2015). Similarly, Rao et al. reported that ICSS aimed at proximal 

substrates of the reward circuit increased number of dendritic branches, intersections, 

dendritic spines and synaptic contacts in CA3 hippocampal subfield (Rao et al., 1993, 1994, 

1999a, 1999b). Moreover, the same group reported increased neurotransmitter levels in the 

hippocampus after ICSS, both in normal and stress-induced rats, suggesting the involvement 

of the systems depending on noradrenaline, dopamine, glutamate and acetylcholine in ICSS 

effects (Rao et al., 1998; Ramkumar et al., 2008). Recently, our group also reported different 
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levels of involvement of the orexinergic system in the facilitation of memory by MFB-ICSS 

(García-Brito et al., 2020). 

Additionally, increased neurogenesis is also induced after MFB-ICSS. Takahashi et al. 

described that increased new-born neurons in the hippocampal DG endure into maturity in 

MFB-ICSS treated rats and mice (Takahashi et al., 2009). Our group also demonstrated 

increased neurogenesis and migration of DG new-born cells in older rats, related with the 

maintenance of MFB-ICSS facilitating effect on remote memory retention (Huguet et al., 

2020). 

Neuroplastic events induced by MFB-ICSS in memory-related areas have been also observed 

at a molecular level. Expression of dozens of genes related with antiapoptosis, neurogenesis 

and neuroprotection as well as learning and memory functions was found regulated in the 

hippocampus after MFB-ICSS (Huguet et al., 2009). In more detail, expression of Bdnf, Arc, 

Crem, Icer, Fos or Ret, among other plasticity-related genes, revealed a time-dependent 

increase in both hippocampus and amygdala (Kádár et al., 2011, 2013). Consistently, 

expression of learning-associated protein NURR1 is also regulated in these areas (Aldavert-

Vera et al., 2013), and structural plasticity-related protein ARC was found increased in 

specific subregions of hippocampus, amygdala, granular retrosplenial cortex and thalamic 

nucleus (Kádár et al., 2013, 2016, 2018).  

Thus, the means by which MFB-ICSS is able to facilitate different types of learning and 

memory are becoming clear thanks to the latest cell and molecular studies. However, despite 

these precious cues, much information still lacks in order to unravel the mechanism by which 

all these cell and molecular changes are coordinated with such a time and region specificity.  

 

7.3. Consideration of DBS to the MFB as an AD treatment 

The observed effects of MFB-ICSS on cognitive dimension in rodents, including episodic 

memory facilitation, support the idea that stimulation targeting of MFB could be a suitable 

candidate treatment for AD. The fact that MFB-ICSS has been found capable of recovering 

memory disturbances of different nature, including those of natural aging and lesion-induced, 

further upholds this hypothesis. And so do the induction of different types of neural plasticity 

observed after MFB-ICSS in the hippocampus, one of the earliest and most affected areas in 

AD.  
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In humans, DBS of the MFB has been already tested to treat major depression, showing 

both safeness in the procedure as well as promising results on the alleviation of depressive 

symptoms (Fenoy et al., 2018; Dandekar et al., 2018; Coenen et al., 2019), suggesting a 

potential added value mitigating neuropsychiatric symptoms in AD. A recent study debuts 

in the administration of MFB-DBS to AD patients, although cognitive effects have not been 

included in the publication (Panther et al., 2019).  

Indeed, much more preclinical evidence is needed before challenging the MFB as a DBS 

target for AD therapeutic use. First of all, information regarding mechanism of MFB-ICSS 

reported effects, as for any other type of DBS, should be further elucidated, especially in 

relation to molecular regulators implied in AD pathology. Secondly, and more important, 

effects of MFB-ICSS should be assessed in a reliable experimental AD model. In this context, 

and with the intention of making an approach to overcome these limitations, arises this 

thesis.  
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AIMS AND SCOPE | 

 

As described in the last section of introduction, MFB-ICSS has demonstrated to facilitate 

learning and memory as well as trigger molecular plasticity events. Based on these evidences, 

it is suggested that rewarding DBS aimed at the MFB could be effective to treat memory 

deficits associated with AD pathology. However, its effects had never been assessed in AD 

context nor in relation to the molecular correlates of the pathology. This thesis approaches 

for the first time this situation by assessing the potential of MFB-ICSS (from now on, simply 

ICSS) as a treatment for AD in a rodent model, focusing on the molecular dimension, 

hypothesizing that: “ICSS will modulate molecular markers related to AD pathology 

progression contributing to mitigate neuropathological signs of AD and, thus, to improve 

behavioural impairment in this pathological context”. In order to challenge this hypothesis, 

three studies were defined, each addressing on of the following aims including specific sub-

objectives:  

1. Assess the effects of ICSS administered in physiological conditions on molecular 

markers of AD pathology (addressed in Study 1): 

1.1. Analyse ICSS effects on the hippocampal levels of protein markers related to 

the main hallmarks of AD: amyloid pathology (APP), taupathology (ptau) and 

synaptopathology (DBN), as well as miRNAs and SIRT1, in physiological 

conditions.  

1.2. Analyse ICSS effect on the serum levels of miRNAs, SIRT1 and BDNF and 

assess their potential use as non-invasive treatment biomarkers in physiological 

conditions.  

1.3. Derived from aims 1.1. and 1.2., establish a methodological framework to asses 

miRNA changes in hippocampal tissue and serum after ICSS treatment.  
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2. Assess the molecular effects of ICSS treatment on early AD neuropathological 

hallmarks in a sporadic AD rat model obtained by Aβ icv injection (addressed in 

Study 2): 

2.1. Characterize the main histopathological affectations of the Aβ model, 

including neurodegeneration, taupathology (ptau levels) and synaptopathology 

(DBN levels) in the brain regions affected in AD and relate them with 

behavioural impairments.  

2.2. Analyse the effects of ICSS on markers of early AD pathology (ptau and DBN 

levels) in the main brain regions affected in AD in relation to behavioural 

outcome in the Aβ model.  

 

3. Assess the molecular effects of ICSS treatment on early AD neuropathological 

hallmarks in a sporadic AD rat model obtained by STZ icv injection (addressed in 

Study 3): 

3.1. Characterize the main histopathological affectations of the STZ model, 

including neurodegeneration, taupathology (ptau levels), synaptopathology 

(DBN levels) and amyloid pathology (APP levels) in the main brain regions 

affected in AD and relate them with behavioural impairment.  

3.2. Analyse the effects of ICSS on AD markers, including neurodegeneration, ptau 

levels, DBN levels and APP levels in the main brain regions affected in AD in 

relation to behavioural outcome in the STZ model.  

3.3. Analyse the effects of ICSS on miRNAs and SIRT1, both in hippocampus and 

serum, as potential treatment biomarkers in a sAD model obtained by STZ 

injection.  
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  MATERIALS AND METHODS | 

In this chapter, a common methodology with particular specifications for each study is 

presented. 

 

1. Animals and experimental design 

A total of 148 adult male Wistar rats from the breeding of the Psychobiology Laboratory of 

the Atuonomous University in Barcelona (UAB) (B99-00029) were used for the studies in 

this thesis, which were approved by the University Animal Welfare committee (CEEAH, 

protocol numbers 2023R and 4848 P1). Rats were individually housed in a controlled 

environment (20-24 ºC temperature, 40-70% humidity, 12-h light/dark cycle) and were 

allowed free access to water and rodent chow. All experiments were carried out in 

compliance with the ethical and legal requirements from the European Community Council 

Directive (86/609/CEE, 92/65/CEE, 2010/63/UE), Royal Decree 53/201, and the 

Generalitat de Catalunya (5/1995, 214/1997) for care and use of laboratory animals. 

1.1. Study 1 

A total of 58 adult male Wistar rats, with a mean age of 14.97 weeks (SD±1.66) and a mean 

weight of 465.35 g (SD±51.87) at the time of the surgery, were used in this study.  

Animals were randomly distributed into two main experimental conditions: electrode-

implanted rats that received intracranial self-stimulation treatment (ICSS groups) and 

electrode-implanted rats that did not receive ICSS, but sham treatment instead (sham group, 

n=22). Most of the ICSS animals were sacrificed 90 min after the last ICSS session (ICSS90 

group, n=22). For simplification, ICSS90 group is also designated as ICSS group in results 

chapter 1, when compared only to sham. Additional ICSS animals were used for time-course 
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studies, being sacrificed at 30 min and 180 min after last ICSS session, constituting ICSS30 

(n=7) and ICSS180 (n=7) groups, respectively (Fig. 14). For OpenArray analysis, samples 

from 12 sham and 12 ICSS90 rats were pooled to generate 4 pools/group of 3 rats each. For 

other analyses, samples from individual rats were used.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14| Experimental timeline for Study 1. Rats in the ICSS group were treated with three ICSS sessions 

(45’/session/day), with a previous ICSS establishment session. Rats in the sham group were exposed to sham 

sessions. Ninety min after last ICSS/sham session, serum samples were obtained and rats were sacrificed in 

order to obtain hippocampal subfield samples to perform molecular analyses. For ICSS30 and ICSS180 groups, 

rats were sacrificed 30 and 180 min after last ICSS session, respectively. n= 22, 7, 22 and 7 rats/group (sham, 

ICSS30, ICSS90 and ICSS180, respectively). 

 

1.2. Study 2 

A total of 52 adult male Wistar rats, with a mean age of 11.78 weeks (SD±0.92) and a mean 

weight of 363.50 g (SD±27.89) at the time of surgery, were used in this study.  

At day 0, rats were icv injected with an oligomerized amyloid-β preparation (AB and 

AB+ICSS groups) or PBS as the vehicle (VEH and ICSS groups). A subgroup of AB and 

VEH rats, designed as AB22 (n=8) and VEH22 (n=8), were trained on MWM task between 

day 15 and 19 and tested and sacrificed at day 22 post injection. Another subgroup, termed 

AB33 (n=10) and VEH33 (n=8), together with ICSS33 (n=8) and AB+ICSS33 (n=10) 

groups, were trained between day 26 and 30 and tested and sacrificed at day 33 (Fig. 15). 

ICSS and AB+ICSS rats were electrode-implanted animals that received intracranial self-

stimulation treatment, while VEH and AB were electrode-implanted rats that received sham 

treatment.  
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Fig. 15| Experimental timeline for Study 2. Oligomeric Aβ- and vehicle-injected rats trained on MWM task 

between day 15 and 19 and tested and sacrificed at day 22 post injection conform the AB22 and VEH22 groups.  

AB33 and VEH33 were trained on MWM task between day 26 and 30 and tested and sacrificed at day 33 post 

injection. Rats in the AB+ICSS33 and ICSS33 groups were analogous to AB33 and VEH33 rats, respectively, 

but treated with five ICSS sessions contingent with MWM training sessions. n=8, 8, 8, 10, 8 and 10 rats/group 

(VEH22, AB22, VEH33, AB33, ICSS33 and AB+ICSS33, respectively).   

 

1.3. Study 3 

A total of 38 adult male Wistar rats, with a mean age of 13.62 weeks (SD±1.10) and a mean 

weight of 395.74 g (SD±16.57) at the time of surgery, were used in this study.  

Animals were distributed into four experimental groups. Rats in STZ (n=13) and STZ+ICSS 

(n=6) were icv injected with STZ, while VEH (n=13) and ICSS (n=6) rats were injected with 

vehicle (citrate buffer). ICSS and STZ+ICSS were electrode-implanted rats that received 

intracranial self-stimulation treatment, while VEH and STZ were electrode-implanted rats 

that received sham treatment (Fig. 16).  
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Fig. 16| Experimental timeline for Study 3 (see figure on the previous page). STZ and vehicle injected rats 

were trained on MWM task between day 33 and 37 and tested and sacrificed at day 40 post injection. Rats in 

the STZ+ICSS and ICSS groups were analogous to STZ and VEH rats, respectively, but treated with five ICSS 

sessions contingent with MWM training sessions. n=13, 13, 6 and 6 rats/group (VEH, STZ, ICSS and 

STZ+ICSS, respectively). 

 

2. Chemicals 

2.1. Preparation and assessment of amyloid-β oligomeric aggregates 

Amyloid-β for icv injection was prepared based on Kasza and collegues’ study to obtain well-

characterized toxic oligomers (Kasza et al., 2017). Briefly, amyloid-β protein fragment 1-42 

(Sigma A9810) was pre-treated with HFIP (Sigma 105228-5G) in order to solubilize it and 

separate it into aliquots. After that, HFIP is removed by overnight evaporation followed by 

1.5 h in an exsiccator attached to a vacuum inlet. Aliquots containing 3.75 nmol of dried 

peptide film were stored at -80ºC until use. At day -7, Aβ1-42 soluble peptide aliquots were 

freshly prepared by dissolving the dried peptide in PBS pH 7.4 (DPBS Lonza Biowhitaker 

(BE17-512F, pH 7.0-7.6; 136.893 mM NaCl, 2.683 mM KCl, 8.058 mM Na2HPO4 · 7 H2O, 

1.47 mM KH2PO4) at a concentration of 25 μM. Aliquots were sonicated in normal bath 

sonicator for 5 min and, after that, were incubated at 37 ºC for 168 h. Before use at day 0, 

each aliquot was subsequently diluted to the final injection concentration of 15 µM.  

Presence of oligomeric aggregates into the injected sample was assessed by Western blot. 

Twenty-eight (28) μL of amyloid-β peptide prepared equally to the ones to be injected (15 

µM) were loaded onto a Criterion TGX Stain-Free PreCast Gels 4-15% polyacrylamide (Bio-

Rad) lane and electrotransferred to PVDF membrane. A lane containing 3.5 μL of protein 

molecular weight standards (Thermo Scientific PageRuler Prestained Protein Ladder) was 

also included. After 1 h of blocking with 5% Bovine Serum Albumin (Sigma) in TBS-T (tris-

buffered saline [100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5] containing 0.1% Tween-20), 

membrane was incubated with rabbit anti-amyloid-β H31L21 primary antibody (1:1,000, 

#700254  Thermofisher) at 4ºC, overnight. Goat anti-rabbit peroxidase-conjugated 

secondary antibody was used for 1h at room temperature (1:20,000, no. 31460, 

ThermoScientific). Antibody reactive bands were detected using Immobilon Western 

Chemiluminescent HRP Substrate (EMD Millipore) in a FluorChem luminometer.  
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2.2. Preparation of streptozotocin 

Streptozotocin (S0130, Sigma-Aldrich) was stored until use at -20ºC in aliquots containing 5 

mg of undiluted powder. In order to prevent decomposition of the drug, STZ was not diluted 

until day 0, immediately before the injection of each individual subject. Freshly prepared 

citrate buffer (0.05 M, pH 4.4-4.5) was used to dissolve STZ powder in each aliquot to the 

required concentration for each rat according to its weight, in order to inject a total of 2 

mg/kg in 8 μL, as detailed in stereotactic surgery section.    

 

3. Stereotactic surgery 

Animals were general anesthetized and set on a stereotactic apparatus for electrode 

implantation and/or intracerebroventricular (icv) injection of toxics. For Study 1 and 2, 

intraperitoneal injection of ketamine and xylazine (110 mg/kg Ketolar® ketamine 

chlorhydrate (Parke-Davis S.L. Pfizer, Madrid, Spain) and 0.08 ml/100 g Rompun® xylazine 

23 mg/ml; i.p. (Bayer, Barcelona, Spain)) was used as anaesthesia. For Study 3, a mixture of 

5% isoflurane with oxygen was used as induction anaesthesia, and 2.5% isoflurane mixed 

with oxygen as maintenance anaesthesia. With the animal set on a stereotactic apparatus, a 

midline incision was made using a bistoury, from the frontal cranial bones to the back of the 

parietal cranial bones, to expose the dorsal surface of the skull. The intersection point 

between the coronal suture and the sagittal suture, known as Bregma, was used as the 

reference point for the stereotactic coordinates used in electrode implantation and icv 

injections of chemicals (Fig. 19A). 

3.1. Electrode implantation 

Both ICSS and sham rats were chronically implanted with an ICSS electrode aimed at the 

MFB in the LH. A little hole was drilled in the skull, at AP=-2.3 mm and ML=2.0 mm from 

Bregma, in the right hemisphere (ipsi hemisphere), according to stereotaxic atlas (Paxinos 

and Watson, 2006) (Fig. 17). A monopolar stainless steel electrode (150 µm in diameter) was 

implanted at DV=-8.8 mm. Electrodes were anchored to the skull with jeweller’s screws and 

dental cement, and the incision site was stitched up, leaving the connector protruding 

outside. Different phases of stereotactic surgery corresponding to electrode implantation are 

illustrated in Fig. 19C-E. In the post-surgery recovery period (7 days), the animals were 

weighted and handled daily.  
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Fig. 17| Target location of the ICSS electrode. ICSS electrode was aimed at the MFB (in the LH), in the 

right hemisphere. A red dot represents the target location of the electrode tip overprinted in coronal (left) and 

sagittal (right) sections of the rat brain stereotaxic atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2006).  

 

3.2. Intracerebroventricular injection of amyloid-β 

Rats in Study 2 were injected with amyloid-β oligomeric solution or vehicle to the brain 

ventricles right before the electrode implantation. Two incisions were made at skull, AP=-

0.7 mm and ML=-1.6/+1.6 mm from Bregma, according to stereotaxic atlas (Paxinos and 

Watson, 2006) (Fig. 18). For rats in AB and AB+ICSS groups, 10 µl of Aβ1-42 oligomeric 

preparation at 15 μM was bilaterally icv injected (2x5 μL) with a 10 µl Hamilton syringe 

penetrating at DV=-4.00 mm, with the cranium surface as the dorsal reference (illustrated in 

Fig. 19B). The infusion was made over about 7 min (rate of 0.7 µL/min) and retained 3 min 

to allow for complete diffusion of drug (total of 10 min per hemisphere). The needle was 

slowly withdrawn after injection. The amount of Aβ1-42 injected at the concentration of 15 

µM in each case equalled 0.15 nmol or 0.677 µg of Aβ peptide per rat. Rats in VEH and ICSS 

groups underwent the same procedures except that only vehicle (PBS solution) was injected. 

Stereotactic protocol for Study 2 was followed with electrode implantation, as described in 

previous section.  
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Fig. 18| Target injection place for Aβ and STZ toxics. Bilateral injections of Aβ or STZ preparations were 

aimed at the lateral ventricles. Two red dots represents the target injection place overprinted in coronal (left) 

and sagittal (right) sections of the rat brain stereotaxic atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2006).   

 

3.3. Intracerebroventricular injection of streptozotocin 

Rats in Study 3 were injected with STZ solution or vehicle into the brain ventricles right 

before the electrode implantation. The procedure and coordinates for icv injection were the 

same as described in the previous 3.2 section (Fig. 18). For rats in STZ and STZ+ICSS 

groups, 8 µL solution of STZ dilution were bilaterally injected icv (2x4 μL). The amount of 

STZ injected equalled 2 mg per kg of body weight. Rats in control groups underwent the 

same procedures except that only vehicle (citrate buffer) was injected. Surgery protocol for 

Study 3 follows with electrode implantation, as described above. 

Post-surgery cares were intensified for STZ-injected animals, which receive wet pellets and 

wet corn flakes inside the cage for 9 days after the surgery. Physiological variables, including 

reactivity to handling (classified in 4 levels from “non-sensitive to manipulation” to “very 

reactive to manipulation”) and body weight were monitored during this period. Those rats 

exhibiting body weight lose above 10% after surgery were supplied with 0.2 mL dose of 

condensed milk until weight recovery. In order not to bias glucose intake, all animals received 

one dose of condensed milk at post-surgery day 10.  
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Fig. 19| Images of stereotactic surgery procedure. A. Rat placed on the stereotactic apparatus, hold by the 

ear bars and with the top incisors attached to the bite plate of the stereotaxic frame. The dorsal surface of the 

skull was exposed and Bregma can be distinguished at the intersection point between the coronal suture and 

the sagittal suture (white arrow). B. Bilateral injection of toxics to the cerebral ventricles was done through the 

incisions made at the specific coordinates (AP=-0.7 mm and L=-1.6/+1.6 mm from Bregma) in the skull, using 

a Hamilton microsyringe. C. Monopolar electrode aimed at the MFB was implanted through the incisions made 

at the specific coordinates (AP=-2.3 mm; L=-1.8 mm) in the skull. D. Electrode was anchored to the skull with 

jeweller’s screws and dental cement. E. The incision site was stitched up, leaving the connector protruding 

outside. 

 

4. Intracranial self-stimulation treatment 

4.1. ICSS behaviour shaping 

At the day marked as ICSS shaping session in experimental timelines (Fig. 14-16), animals 

were randomly assigned into one of the two experimental groups according to the 

independent variable “stimulation treatment” (ICSS or sham). Rats in the ICSS group were 

taught to self-stimulate by pressing a lever in a conventional Skinner box (25x20x20 cm3). 

Electrical brain stimulation consisted of 0.3 sec trains of 50 Hz sinusoidal waves at intensities 

ranging from 30 to 175 µA. The self-stimulating behaviour was shaped (on one or two 

consecutive days) to establish optimum current intensity (OI) for each rat. OI was calculated 
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from the mean of the two current intensities producing the highest response rate 

(responses/min). 

 

4.2. ICSS treatment 

During the ICSS treatment, ICSS rats were placed in a self-stimulation box and were free to 

press the lever in order to self-administer electrical stimulation at the OI established during 

the shaping phase for each subject (Fig. 20). Sham rats were handled and allowed to explore 

the ICSS box for an equivalent amount of time (45 min in Study 1 and 30 min for Study 2-

3) but did not receive any electrical stimulation. 

For Study 1, ICSS treatment consisted of 3 sessions of 45 min each (1 session/day for the 3 

consecutive days after the ICSS establishment session (Fig. 14)).  

For Studies 2 and 3, ICSS treatment consisted of 5 sessions (1 session/day for 5 consecutive 

days), administered immediately after each Morris water maze acquisition session. Each 

session consists of 2500 trains of stimulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20| Image of a rat in the self-stimulation box. Rats were placed in the ICSS box and the protruding 

electrode is connected to stimulation apparatus through a cable. During the ICSS session, rats were free to 

press the lever in order to self-administer electrical stimulation at the OI established during the shaping phase 

for each subject.   
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5. Behavioural analyses 

In Studies 2 and 3, spatial learning and memory were assessed in the Morris water maze 

(MWM). MWM apparatus consisted of an elevated circular pool (2 m diameter), which was 

virtually divided into four equal quadrants using the four cardinal points (Fig. 21). A clear 

Plexiglas platform (11 cm diameter) was placed 2 cm below the surface of the water in the 

middle of the SE quadrant, becoming the escape target. Spatial cues are generally distinctive 

objects (lights, boxes, toys, balls, etc.) that provide distal visual aid for the animals to locate 

themselves within the tank and in reference to the platform, regardless of the entry point.  

The standard training procedure consists of three phases: the habituation phase, the 

acquisition phase and the probe trial. In the habituation phase, which is performed without 

cues or platforms present in the tank and took place 72 h before the acquisition phase, 

animals were introduced into the pool and allowed to freely swim for 60 sec in order to 

reduce emotional reactivity. During the acquisition phase, both the cues and the platform are 

placed in the pool (configuration in Fig. 21). The animals were repeatedly introduced into 

the tank from a different entry point (pseudorandomized) in each of the trials and expected 

to learn to locate the platform by using the distal cues as spatial guides as the trials progress. 

To assess spatial memory at the end of the learning phase, a probe trial is given, which 

consists of removing the platform but not the cues before introducing the animal into the 

tank. If the animal has learned to locate the platform based on the spatial cues, it will be 

reflected in a more accurate trajectory of the navigation as well as in more time spent in the 

quadrant where the platform used to be during the acquisition phase. During the MWM 

tasks, all swim paths were recorded using a closed-circuit video camera (Smart Video 

Tracking System, Version 2.5, Panlab). 

 

 

 

Fig. 21| Morris water maze configuration during the 

acquisition phase. The pool is divided into four equal 

quadrants, named as the cardinal points. Salient objects are 

placed around the pool for spatial orientation. The escape 

platform is depicted in the SE quadrant.  
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5.1. Morris water maze acquisition phase  

Rats were given 5 acquisition sessions, one per day on consecutive days (see Experimental 

timelines: Fig. 15 and 16). Each acquisition session consisted of 4 trials for Study 2, or 2 trials 

for Study 3, with a mean intertrial interval of 120 sec. Each trial consisted of one swim from 

the edge of the pool to the platform, starting from one of the four different cardinal points 

in a semi-random schedule. If a rat failed to find the platform within 90 sec, it was manually 

guided to the platform, let there for 15 sec and removed from the pool. Otherwise, when 

animals found the platform before the completion of the trial, they were left on it for 15-30 

sec and then were removed by the experimenter. The following variables were extracted from 

the video recorded during the MWM acquisition sessions, in order to be used for behavioural 

characterization of AD models (Study 2 and 3) as well as for correlation analyses with 

molecular variables:  

- Latency: time spent to reach the platform for each rat. 

- Thigmotaxis: percentage of time spent in the peripheral zone, in contact with the 

walls of the swimming arena, with respect to the whole trial duration. This measure 

has been taken as a measure of anxiety in rodents (Treit and Fundytus, 1988; Song et 

al., 2012).  

All variables were calculated for each session as the mean of the different acquisition trials. 

 

5.2. Morris water maze probe test  

The probe test was performed 72 h after the last acquisition session. The animal was 

introduced to the pool from the E entry and let swim for 60 sec. The following variables 

were extracted from the video recorded during the probe test, in order to be used for 

behavioural characterization of AD models (Study 2 and 3) as well as for correlation analyses 

with molecular variables:  

- Mean distance to target area: mean distance between the rat body centre and the 

place where the platform used to be in the acquisition phase, during the whole test 

or during the first 30 sec.  

- Percentage of time in the target quadrant: percentage of time spent in the quadrant 

where the platform used to be during the acquisition phase, with respect to the whole 

duration of the test or during the first 30 sec.  
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- Percentage of time in the annulus: percentage of time spent in the target annulus with 

respect to the whole duration of the test.  

 

5.3. Morris water maze reversal test 

To assess cognitive flexibility in animals from Study 2, immediately after the probe test, the 

reversal test was performed. The escape platform was introduced again to the pool, but 

changed to the NW quadrant. Reversal session consist of 3 trials, which were performed 

similarly to acquisition session trials. The following variables were extracted from the video 

recorded during the reversal session:  

- Latency: time spent to find the platform for each rat. 

- Percentage of time in error quadrant: percentage of time spent in the quadrant where 

the platform used to be during the acquisition phase (SE quadrant).  

 

 

6. Sample collection 

6.1. Serum samples 

Blood samples were obtained immediately before sacrifice at the indicated time after last 

ICSS/sham session for Study 1, and right after the last ICSS/sham session for Study 3. A 

small cut was made in the lateral tail vein and a total of 600 μL of blood were collected using 

Microvette tubes (Microvette® CB 300, SARSTEDT Sau). Tubes were maintained 45 min 

at room temperature and centrifuged for 10 min at 1,670 x g to collect serum. Serum samples 

were stored at -80ºC until use for molecular assays.  

 

6.2. Tissue samples 

Animals were sacrificed by decapitation at the indicated time after last ICSS/sham session 

for Study 1 and immediately after the MWM test for studies 2 and 3. Brain was extracted and 

the two hemispheres were separated, using a blade. Tissue samples were collected according 

to their fate (see Fig. 22 for tissue distribution in the different studies). A brain matrix was 
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used to cut in the indicated coordinates, according to Paxinos & Watson stereotaxic atlas 

(Paxinos and Watson, 2006). 

To use in molecular assays, tissue was dissected and the regions of interest were isolated. On 

the one hand, whole hippocampus (for Study 1) or the anterior (dorsal) part of the 

hippocampus (Bregma anterior to -4.00, for Study 3) was extracted (Fig. 22A,C). Regions 

enriched in the different hippocampal subfields CA1, CA3 and DG were isolated dissecting 

along the visible boundaries, using a Vannas scissors and a curved tip forceps (Fig. 23) as 

previously described (Lein, 2004). On the other hand, a 2 mm-coronal slice of the frontal 

lobe was obtained by cutting on Bregma 1.70-2.00 and on Bregma 3.70-4.00. Medial 

prefrontal cortex (mPFC) containing prelimbic and infralimbic regions, was dissected in this 

slice, following corpus callosum edge as illustrated in Fig. 22C. Tissue samples corresponding 

to CA1, CA3, DG or mPFC dissected pieces were collected individually in eppendorfs 

containing Allprotect Tissue Reagent (Qiagen) and stored at -80ºC until use.  

To use in histological analyses, whole hemispheres were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in 0.01 

M PBS for 24 h at 4ºC. Post-fixed entire hemispheres were cryopreserved 48 h in sucrose 

15% 0.01 M PBS at 4ºC followed by 48 h in sucrose 30% 0.01 M PBS at 4ºC, frozen using 

freeze aerosol and stored at -80 ºC until cryotomy. Serial coronal sections were obtained in 

a cryostat (Reichert-Jung Cryocut 1800, with 2020 microtome) at -25 ºC at the coordinates 

between Bregma -2.50 and -3.80 (for parietal-temporal lobe sections) and 2.00 to 3.50 (for 

frontal lobe sections). Sections of 12 μm thick were mounted onto microscope slides and 

stored at -80ºC to use for Nissl staining. Sections of 35 µm thick were collected into 

Eppendorf tubes and stored at -80ºC until their use for free-floating immunhistoochemistry.  
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Fig. 22| Representation of tissue distribution according to sample fate in each of the studies. A. Study 

1. B. Study 2. C. Study 3. Pieces of tissue to be used in molecular assays are highlighted in shades of green, 

while pieces for histological analyses are shaded in red/orange. Rodent brain figures were obtained with the aid 

of  Scalable Brain Atlas (Bakker et al., 2015) using data from Allen Brain Atlas (Lein et al., 2007). Numbers 

refer to coordinates with respect to Bregma, which were adapted to rat brain according to Rat Brain atlas 

(Paxinos and Watson, 2006). Abbreviations: c: contra hemisphere; CA1a/CA3a/DGa: anterior part of the 

CA1/CA3/DG; DG: dentate gyrus; i: ipsi hemisphere; IL: infralimbic cortex; mPFC: medial prefrontal cortex; 

PrL: prelimbic cortex.  
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Fig. 23| Images of hippocampal subdissection. A. Right hemisphere (ipsi) was separated. B. Hippocampus 

was detached from the overlying neocortex and C. removed as an intact structure, where the boundaries of the 

subregions can be seen (indicated by black dashed lines). D-E. CA1, DG and CA3 subregions were dissected. 

F. isolated subregions were individually stored in Allprotect containing Eppendorf tubes and stored at -80ºC.  

 

7. Molecular assays  

7.1. Protein and RNA isolation and quantification 

Both total RNA and protein were extracted from pieces of tissue to be used in molecular 

assays (hippocampal or mPFC tissue samples for Studies 1 and 3), using mirVana PARIS Kit 

(Ambion). Samples, which weighted between 5 and 15 mg, were homogenized in 200 µL of 

Cell Disruption Buffer, containing a phosphatase inhibitor (250 µg/mL of sodium 

orthovanadate), using a Heidolph DIAX900 mechanic homogenizer. Exceptionally, whole 

DG samples, which weighted above 20 mg, were homogenized in 400 µL of Cell Disruption 

Buffer.  

Half of the homogenate (100 µL, or 200 µL for whole DG samples) was used for RNA 

extraction, using mirVana PARIS Kit (Ambion), following kit instructions. For serum 

samples, 100 µL were used to obtain RNA extracts employing the same instructions. Briefly, 

the homogenate was mixed with 100 µL of 2 X Denaturing Solution provided in the kit, and 

incubated in ice for at least 5 min. 200 µL of acid phenol:chloroform was added, mixing 

thoroughly for 50 sec, and centrifuged for 5 min at 16,100 x g to separate the mixture into 

aqueous and organic phases. The aqueous phase (120 µL) was retrieved and mixed with 150 

µL of absolute ethanol and pipetted onto the filter cartidges supplied in the kit. All the 

volumes used until this point were doubled for whole DG samples. Filter cartridge was 

centrifuged three times 30 sec at 10,000 x g and the flow-through was discarded. The filter 

was washed with three consecutive steps using kit wash solutions (700 μL of  Wash 

Solution1, 500 μL Wash Solution 2/3 and 500 μL Wash Solution 2/3), centrifuging 15 sec 

at 10,000 x g in each step and discarding the flow-through, and at last it was spun for 1 min 

C A B D 

E 

F 
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at 10,000 x g to remove residual fluid. Finally, RNA was recovered into a fresh collection 

tube, eluting with 100 μL of preheated (95°C) DEPC water centrifuging 30 sec at 10,000 x 

g. The concentration of RNA was determined using a NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer 

(ThermoFisher) and quality was assessed using Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100, showing RNA 

integrity ranking between RIN 7.0 and RIN 8.6.   

The other half of the homogenate (100 µL, or 200 µL for whole DG samples) was further 

processed for protein analyses by two rounds of centrifugation to get rid of cell and tissue 

debris (5 min at 16,100 x g followed by 25 min at 16,100 x g, at 4ºC). Protein quantification 

was performed using Pierce BCA Protein Assay kit (ThermoScientific), following kit 

instructions. Briefly, 10 µL of sample dilution or albumin standards were pipetted in duplicate 

in a 96-well plate, using a 1:15 dilution for hippocampal samples and 1:5 dilution for mPFC 

samples. 200 µL of the working reagent supplied in the kit was added to each well and the 

plate was mixed for 30 sec. After 30 min incubation at 37ºC in the dark, the absorbance was 

measured at 562 nm and the concentration of each sample was determined by interpolating 

the standard curve fitting a four-parameter logistic regression.   

After the extraction process, RNA and protein extracts were stored at -80ºC until use. 

 

7.2. TaqMan OpenArray procedure 

For Study 1, four sham samples and four ICSS90 samples were used for miRNA expression 

comparison using OpenArray panels containing 750 well-characterized rodent miRNA 

sequences from the Sanger miRBase v15. Each sample consisted of pooled RNA from DG 

extracts from three rats. In this way, biological variability can be reduced while minimizing 

the number of required panels, as demonstrated by Kendziorski and colleagues (Kendziorski 

et al., 2005). cDNA was synthesized from 100 ng total RNA, using Megaplex Primer pools 

A and B and the MicroRNA Reverse Transcription kit (Life Technologies). Pre-amplified 

samples (1:40 dilution) were loaded onto TaqMan® OpenArray® Rodent MicroRNA Panel 

(ThermoFisher), using the AccuFill System, to be run on QuantStudio™ 12K Flex Real-time 

PCR system (Applied Biosystems). 

miRNA profiling data were analysed using Expression Suite Analysis Software v1.1 

(ThermoFisher). Wells that presented an AmpScore below 1.24 were inspected and, if the 

shape of the amplification curve was atypical, they were omitted from analysis. Maximum 
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allowed Ct was fixed to 28.0 to avoid false positive results. Relative quantification value for 

each miRNA was obtained by the algorithms implemented in the software for the 

comparative ΔΔCt method, using sham group as the reference biological group and a global 

normalization method. The global normalization method uses the global mean Ct value of 

targets common to all samples as the normalization value, and is the recommended and most 

robust strategy for normalization in large scale (> 384) miRNA expression profiling studies 

(Mestdagh et al., 2009). A list of differentially expressed miRNAs between sham and ICSS 

pools was obtained using a FoldChange Boundary of 1.3 and p-value Boundary of .05. No 

Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate was used to adjust p-values in order to avoid false 

negative results, because it would unnecessarily limit the set of candidate list for further 

validation. The differentially expressed miRNAs were functionally investigated using 

prediction tools accessible from DIANA mirPath v.3 and TargetScan v7.2, together with 

bibliographic research.  

 

7.3. TaqMan miRNA qRT-PCR 

A subset of 6 miRBase-annotated miRNAs, which were also interesting on a functional basis, 

were selected for further qRT-PCR validation from among the OpenArray differential 

expressed miRNA list. Additionally, miR-132-3p, miR-134-5p, miR-146a-5p and miR-181c-

5p were also selected as potential ICSS-regulated miRNA candidates for their role in neural 

plasticity and relation with AD, according to literature presented in the introduction chapter. 

Moreover, miR-16-5p, miR-103a-3p, miR-124-3p, let-7a-5p and let-7b-5p were included as 

endogenous normalizer candidates. Expression levels of all the ICSS-regulated miRNA 

candidates and endogenous normalizer candidates (listed in Table 2) were determined in DG 

and serum samples from Study 1. In addition, miR-495-3p, miR-132-3p and miR-181c-5p 

were further analysed in CA1 and CA3 subregions in this study. A subset of miRNAs, 

including miR-495-3p, miR-196a-5p, miR-132-3p, miR-134-5p, miR-146a-5p and miR-181c-

5p as ICSS-regulated candidates and miR-16-5p, miR-124-3p, let-7a-5p and let-7b-5p as 

endogenous normalizer candidates, were analysed in DG and serum samples from Study 3.   

cDNA was synthesized and preamplified from 10 ng total tissue RNA from individual 

subjects, using TaqMan® Advanced miRNA cDNA Synthesis Kit (Applied Biosystems), in 

an AB vecti 96 well thermocycler (Applied Biosystems), following kit instructions. Briefly, 2 

µL of extracted RNA, diluted in DEPC water to a concentration of 5 ng/µL was mixed with 

3 µL of poly(A) reaction mix in a 96-well reaction plate, and it was incubated into the thermal 
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cycler following the polyadenylation settings detailed in kit instructions (45 min at 37ºC, 10 

min at 65ºC). After that, 10 µL of Ligation reaction mix were added to each well in order to 

ligate the adaptor, and incubated into the thermal cycler (16ºC, 60 min). Reverse transcription 

was performed by adding 15 µL of RT reaction mix and incubating into the thermal cycles 

(15 min at 42ºC, 5 min at 85ºC). Finally, for the miRNA preamplification (miR-Amp), 45 µL 

of miR-Amp reaction mix were mixed with 5 µL of RT reaction product and incubated into 

the thermal cycles (5 min at 95ºC, 14 cycles of denaturing at 95ºC for 3 sec and annealing-

extending at 60ºC for 30 sec, and 10 min at 99ºC). Slight modifications were included for 

serum samples regarding the initial RNA extract volume (3 µL of undiluted RNA extract was 

used) and the number of cycles of the miR-Amp reaction (16 cycles).  

PCRs were run on an AB QuantStudio 7, using the TaqMan Advanced miRNA qPCR assays 

(Applied Biosystems) listed in Table 2. To do so, 2.5 µL of diluted miR-Amp reaction 

product were added to each well of a 384-reaction plate, containing 7.5 µL of PCR Reaction 

mix including a specific assay from the list. PCR conditions consist on 20 sec at 95ºC for 

enzyme activation, followed by 40 cycles of denaturing (95ºC for 1 sec) and annealing-

extending (60ºC for 20 sec).   

Table 2| MicroRNAs analysed by qRT-PCR and used TaqMan Advanced Assays. 

Selection 

criteria 
Type miRNA symbol 

TaqMan Advanced 

miRNA assay name 

TaqMan Advanced 

miRNA assay ID 

OpenArray- 

based 

ICSS-regulated 

candidate 

miR-196a-5p hsa-miR-196a-5p 478230_mir 

miR-485-3p mmu-miR-485-3p mmu481854_mir 

miR-495-3p mmu-miR-495-3p mmu482634_mir 

miR-185-5p hsa-miR-185-5p 477939_mir 

miR-154-5p hsa-miR-154-5p 477925_mir 

miR-197-3p hsa-miR-197-3p 477959_mir 

Literature-

based 

miR-132-3p rno-miR-132-3p rno480919_mir 

miR-134-5p rno-miR-134-5p rno480922_mir 

miR-146a-5p rno-miR-146a-5p rno481451_mir 

miR-181c-5p rno-miR-181c-5p rno481295_mir 

Endogenous 

normalizer 

candidate 

miR-16-5p hsa-miR-16-5p rno481312_mir 

miR-103a-3p rno-miR-103a-3p rno478253_mir 

miR-124-3p rno-miR-124-3p rno480901_mir 

let-7a-5p hsa-let-7a-5p 478575_mir 

let-7b-5p hsa-let-7b-5p 478576_mir 
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Relative expression of each target miRNA was determined as 2−∆∆Ct (∆∆Ct = ∆Ct sample − 

∆Ct reference sample; ∆Ct = Ct target – Ct normalizer), using the mean in the sham group 

as the reference sample and an endogenous normalizer specific for each sample type. 

To define the most suitable miRNA endogenous normalizer among the candidates in 

hippocampal tissue and serum samples under our specific experimental conditions, both 

NormFinder (Andersen et al., 2004) algorithm and the version of GeNorm implemented in 

ThermoFisher Cloud (Vandesompele et al., 2002) were used. These different algorithms rank 

the set of candidates according to their expression stability in a given sample set, assigning 

lower values to most optimal candidates for a specific experimental design. NormFinder 

takes into account the biological group of each sample and estimates both intra-group and 

inter-group gene variation to evaluate its stability. GeNorm determines the pairwise standard 

deviation of Ct values of all genes, and then excludes the one with the lowest stability, 

repeating the process until only two genes remain, which are then considered the most stable 

ones.  

 

7.4. Western blot  

Samples containing 30 µg of total protein extracted from DG, CA1 or CA3 subfields (Study 

1) or 20 µg of total protein from DG or mPFC (Study 3) were loaded onto a Criterion TGX 

Stain-Free PreCast Gels 18 well comb (Bio-Rad) under reducing conditions, and 

electrotransferred to PVDF membranes. A lane containing 3.5 μL of protein molecular 

weight standards from 10 to 180 kDa (Thermo Scientific PageRuler Prestained Protein 

Ladder) was also included. Images of the protein bands transferred to the membrane were 

obtained by exposing the membranes to 30 sec trans-UV in a FluorChem luminometer, 

taking advantage of the trihalo compounds present in the Stain-Free gels that react with 

tryptophan residues in a UV-induced reaction to produce fluorescence. These images serve 

both for quality control of protein separation and transference, as well as for total protein 

quantification, as described below.  

After 1 h of blocking with 5% Bovine Serum Albumin (Sigma) in TBS-T (tris-buffered saline 

[100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5] containing 0.1% Tween-20), membranes were 

incubated with DBN, SIRT1, APP, ptau S202/T205, ptau S396 or GAPDH primary 

antibodies, using conditions shown in Table 3. Peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies 

were used for 1h at room temperature: goat anti-rabbit (1:20,000, no. 31460, 
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ThermoScientific; exceptionally at 1:40,000 for ptau S396) or goat anti-mouse (1:20,000, no. 

115-035-044, Jackson ImmunoResearch), according to Table 3. Intensities of antibody 

reactive bands were detected using Immobilon Western Chemiluminescent HRP Substrate 

(EMD Millipore) in a FluorChem luminometer, and quantified by densitometry using 

FluorChem SP software (AlphaEaseFC™). After that, membranes used for ptau 

determination were stripped and rebloted with tau 46 antibody for total tau using the 

conditions specified in Table 3. Stripping consisted on a 30 min incubation at 50ºC and 180 

rpm in a solution containing 2% SDS and 100 mM β-mercaptoethanol in order to remove 

antibodies previously attached to the membrane.  

Table 3| Conditions for Western blot analyses. Primary antibodies and incubation conditions used for 

Western blot determination of protein expression levels. The “Molecular weight” column shows the 

approximate molecular weight of the band/s corresponding to the analysed protein.  

Protein Antibody Dilution 
Incubation 

time 

Secondary 

antibody 

Molecular 

weight 

DBN 
Sc-374269, 

Santacruz 
1:5,000 ON, 4ºC mouse 130 kDa 

SIRT1 07-131, Millipore 1:2,000 ON, 4ºC rabbit 110 kDa 

APP 
803001, 

Biolegend 
1:2,000 ON, 4ºC mouse 135 kDa 

ptau 

Ser202/Thr205 

AT8 (ser202, 

thr205). MN1020, 

ThermoFisher 

1:1,000 ON, 4ºC mouse 50-70 kDa 

ptau Ser396 

phospho S396, 

[EPR2731] 

ab109390, Abcam 

1:70,000 ON, 4ºC 

rabbit 

(exceptionally at 

1:40,000 dilution) 

50-70 kDa 

Total tau 
Tau46, sc-32274, 

Santacruz 

1:2,000, 

post-

stripping 

1 h, room 

temperature 
mouse 50-70 kDa 

GAPDH 
MAB374, 

Millipore 
1:800,000 ON, 4ºC mouse 38 kDa 
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Protein relative intensities were obtained by normalization using GAPDH band 

quantification, as a common used housekeeping protein in physiological conditions, or total 

amount of protein, as an alternative reliable loading control (Aldridge et al., 2008). Total 

protein was quantified in membrane Stain-Free images, as described by Aldridge et al. 

(Aldridge et al., 2008) and as shown in Fig. 24. In the case of ptau band intensities, they were 

normalized by total tau band intensities to obtain phosphorylation ratio. Moreover, in all 

cases, protein relative intensities were normalized by mean protein relative intensity in 

control group, which was used as reference.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 24| Total protein quantification for Western blot normalization. Representative image of total 

protein quantification using membranes transferred from Stain-Free gels. Larger red rectangles represent 

quantified area, while narrow black adjacent rectangles represent subtracted background between the lanes. 

Numbers represent the molecular weight (kDa) of protein markers. Abbreviations: M: marker lane; S1, 2, 3 and 

4: samples in four different lanes; B1, 2, 3 and 4: background for each lane.  

 

7.5. SIRT1 ELISA  

Concentration of SIRT1 protein in serum samples was determined by ELISA (LifeSpan 

BioSciences, LS-F21634), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 100 μL of diluted 

samples (1:15), standards or blank were pipetted in duplicate into the coated 96-well plate 

provided in the kit. After 90 min of incubation (all the incubations at 37ºC and 60 rpm), the 

liquid was aspirated and 100 μL of the biotinylated detection antibody supplied in the kit was 

added to each well, the plate was mixed and incubated for 1 h. Then it was washed for 3 
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times with 300 μL of the wash buffer supplied in the kit and 100 μL HRP conjugate working 

solution was added to each well. After 30 min of incubation and 5 washes, 90 μL of TMB 

substrate solution was added to each well and the plate was incubated for 15 min, protected 

from light. Finally, 50 μl of stop solution was added to each well and the absorbance was 

measured at 450 nm. The concentration of each sample was determined by interpolating the 

standard curve fitting a four-parameter logistic regression.   

 

7.6. BDNF ELISA  

Concentration of BDNF protein in serum and DG samples for Study 1 was determined by 

ELISA (Biosensis®, BEK-2211-1P/2P), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 

100 μL of diluted samples (1:60 for serum and 1:8 for DG), standards or blank were pipetted 

in duplicate into the coated 96-well plate supplied in the kit, and incubated for 45 min on a 

plate shaker (140 rpm) at room temperature. After that, wells were washed 5 times with 200 

μL of the wash buffer supplied in the kit, and 100 μL of detection antibody was added to 

each well. After 30 min of incubation and 5 washes, 100 μL of streptavidin-HRP conjugate 

was added to each well. The plate was incubated for 30 min, washed and 100 μL of TMB 

was added. After 4.5 min of incubation protected from light, the reaction was stopped with 

100 μL of stop solution. The absorbance was measured at 450 nm and the concentration of 

each sample was determined by interpolating the standard curve fitting a four-parameter 

logistic regression.  

For DG samples, the concentration of BDNF was normalized by the total amount of protein 

resulting from the BCA quantification of these samples (described in section 7.1.).  
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8. Histological analyses  

8.1. Nissl staining 

Nissl staining was used to assess neurodegeneration induced by toxic injection in Studies 2 

and 3. Slides containing 3 parietal-temporal sections and 3 frontal sections of left hemisphere 

for each rat were transferred from -80ºC to a 37ºC plate. When warm, preparations were 

stained with filtered 0.5% cresyl violet solution [2.5 g cresyl violet (Sigma C5042), 300 ml 

H2O, 30 ml sodium acetate (1.0 M), 170 ml acetic acid (1.0 M)] for 2.7 min, rinsed in water 

for 5 min and subsequently dehydrated in 70%, 95% and twice in 100% ethanol for 3-5 min 

each. Slides were finally placed in HistoClear twice for 5 min each and coverslipped in Pertex 

medium.  

Photomicrographs for 4 hippocampal subregions (CA1, CA3, CA3hil and DG) and for 

prelimbic cortex layers II-III and dorsal tenia tecta were obtained from parietal-temporal and 

frontal stained sections, respectively (Fig. 25A,26), using an Olympus Vanox-T AH-2 

microscope attached to an Olympus DP73 digital camera, using a 6.3x objective. 

ImageJ was used to count the number of neurons. For layer-shaped regions (CA1, CA3, 

CA3hil and DG), total counts were normalized by 250 μm length (see Fig. 25B). Neuronal 

density was also estimated in these regions by measuring layer thickness. For prelimbic cortex 

(PrL) and dorsal tenia tecta (DTT), normal and degenerating neurons were separately 

counted in defined regions of interest (ROIs). An area of 0.1 mm2 (350x260 μm), 

corresponding to layer II-III, was defined for PrL, while in DTT, results from 3 circular 

ROIs of 0.03 mm2 were averaged (Fig. 26). Normal neurons were identified by their rounded 

shape with purple-stained cytoplasm, pale nuclei and visible nucleoli, whereas shrunken, 

deformed, indistinct borders between the nucleus and cytoplasm, pyknotic and 

hyperchromatic neurons were counted as degenerating neurons. Percentage of 

neurodegeneration was obtained as the percentage of degenerating neurons with respect to 

the total number of neurons (normal plus degenerating neurons). Values for each subject 

were obtained by averaging the results for the 3 sections. 
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Fig. 25| Analysed photomicrographs in Nissl staining hippocampal sections. A. Location of 

photomicrographs for each analysed subregion in the hippocampus of a Nissl-stained parietal-temporal section 

(-3.30 mm from Bregma, according to Paxinos and Watson’s atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2006). Scale bar=100 

μm when not specified. B. Representation of cell count in layer-shaped hippocampal subregions. Black 

segments show the length and width in which neurons, labelled with a pink marker, are counted. Abbreviations: 

DG: dentate gyrus; hil: hilus.  
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Fig. 26| Analysed photomicrographs in Nissl staining prefrontal sections. Location of  

photomicrographs for PrL layer II-III and DTT (right) in the medial prefrontal cortex (left) of a Nissl-stained 

frontal section (+3.00 mm from Bregma) with superimposed regions adapted from Paxinos and Watson’s atlas 

(Paxinos and Watson, 2006). In PrL and DTT photomicrographs (right), rectangular or circular regions of 

interest (ROIs), respectively, are shown superimposed. Neurons are counted in each ROI, classifying according 

to their shape in normal or degenerating neurons, as can be seen with markers of different colour. 

Abbreviations: Cg1: cingulate cortex area1; DTT: dorsal tenia tecta; fmi: forceps minor of the corpus callosum; 

IL: infralimbic cortex; PrL: prelimbic cortex; ri: rhinal incisure; VTT: ventral tenia tecta. 
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8.2. DBN and ptau immunostaining 

Free-floating immunohistochemistry was used to assess DBN and ptau levels in Studies 2 

and 3. Free-floating sections were set in 24-well plates in TBS [50 mM Tris; 150 mM NaCl; 

pH 7,6] and incubated in 0.3% H2O2 in TBS-T [0.5% triton TBS] for 40 min to block 

endogenous peroxidase. Previously, sections to be used in DBN immunostaining were fixed 

in 2% formaldehyde in TBS for 20 min. They were then washed (TBS-T 3x15 min) and 

incubated in blocking solution (7% normal goat serum, Vector S-1000, in TBS-T) for 1 h at 

room temperature, followed by incubation with primary antibody. Rabbit anti-DBN1 

(ABN207, EMD Millipore) was diluted 1:3,000 and incubated for 4 h at room temperature 

followed by 1 overnight 4ºC. Mouse anti-ptau (AT8, MN1020, ThermoScientific), which 

recognizes phosphorylation site Ser202/Thr205 from tau protein, was applied in a 1:200 

dilution in immunobuffer (TBS-T containing 1% BSA) for 4 h at room temperature followed 

by overnight 4ºC, 1 h at room temperature and another overnight at 4ºC. Sections were 

washed as previously detailed and incubated in a 1:600 dilution of the biotinylated secondary 

anti-rabbit or anti-mouse antibody (goat anti-rabbit IgG Biotin, 111-066-144 and goat anti-

mouse IgG Biotin, 115-065-166; Jackson Immunoresearch), respectively, for 1.5 h at room 

temperature. After washing, sections were incubated in ABC (diluted 1/3 after a 

preincubation) in TBS-T (Vectastain Elite ABC-Peroxidase kit, PK-6100, Vector) for 35 min. 

Then they were washed in TBS and in tris-HCl and incubated in DAB (40 sec for DBN 

sections, and 3.7 min for ptau sections), prepared as manufacture indications, without nickel. 

Sections were mounted onto gelatined slides and let dried overnight. Finally, sections were 

subsequently dehydrated in ethanol 50% (2x3 min), 70% (2x3 min), 96% (3x3 min) and 100% 

(2x5 min), placed in HistoClear (2x5 min) and cover-slipped in Pertex medium (Sigma, 

Alddrich). To prevent the effect of differences between immunostaining batches, all the 

samples from each specific experiment were immunostained in a single batch.  

Photomicrographs for hippocampal region, rhinal cortices and retrosplenial cortex, as well 

as for prelimbic cortex were obtained from parietal-temporal and frontal sections, 

respectively (Fig. 27A, 28A), using an Olympus Vanox-T AH-2 microscope attached to an 

Olympus DP73 digital camera, using a 2x objective.  
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Fig. 27| Photomicrograph analysis for DBN and ptau immunostaining in parietal-temporal sections 

(see figure on the previous page). A. Location of photomicrographs for analysed regions in a parietal-temporal 

section (-3.60 mm from Bregma). Areas covered by photomicrographs are shown with rectangular frames of 

different colors, which correspond to the border color of photomicrographs in B. Areas are indistinctly shown 

in the two hemispheres, only for a reason of a better understanding. B. Location of regions of interest (ROIs) 

employed to quantify labelling intensity levels in each of the analysed regions, shown superimposed in blue in 

a DBN (left) and ptau (right) stained parietal-temporal section. Area selected for the thresholded measure, 

imposed for ptau analysis, is shown in red. In black, the different regionalization of each area is shown, 

according to Paxinos and Watson’s atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2006). Scale bar=500 μm. Abbreviations: cc: 

corpus callosum; cg: cingulum; DG: dentate gyrus; Ect: ectorhinal cortex; hil: hilus; IP: infrapyramidale; Lent: 

lateral entorhinal cortex; Pir; piriform cortex; PRh: perirhinal cortex; RSA: retrosplenial agranular cortex; RSG: 

retrosplenial granular cortex; SLM: stratum lacunosum moleculare; SO: stratum oriens; SP: suprapyramidale; SR: 

stratum radiatum.  
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Fig. 28| Photomicrograph analysis for DBN and ptau immunostaining in frontal sections. A. Location 

of photomicrographs for prelimbic cortex analysis in a frontal section (+2.20 mm from Bregma). B. Location 

of regions of interest (ROIs) employed to quantify labelling intensity levels in each of the analysed layers, shown 

superimposed in blue, in a DBN (left) and ptau (right) stained frontal section. Area selected for the thresholded 

measure, imposed for ptau analysis, is shown in red.  In black, the different regionalization of medial prefrontal 

cortex is shown, according to Paxinos and Watson’s atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2006). Scale bar=500 μm. 

Abbreviations: Cg1:cingulate cortex area1; fmi: forceps minor of the corpus callosum; IL: infralimbic cortex; 

PrL: prelimbic cortex. 
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ImageJ was used to quantify immunolabelling intensity. Mean intensity values were measured 

in circular regions of interest (ROIs) set at the different layers and subregions for each 

specific region (Fig. 27B, 28B). For ptau in rhinal cortices, rectangular ROIs were also used 

to measure intensity in the whole set of layers. In order to get rid of background noise and 

quantify intracellular labelling, ptau images were colour thresholded to measure intensity 

inside a masked ROI (Fig. 29). The analysed area inside ROIs is traced in red in 

photomicrographs in Fig. 27 and 28. Labelling intensity values were obtained by subtracting 

mean intensity in the ROI from 255 as the maximum intensity value corresponding to white. 

Mean value for different sections, obtained by averaging different ROIs for one layer in the 

same section, was used to obtain labelling intensity value for each rat.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 29| Pipeline for ptau immunolabelling intensity measure. In order to get rid of background noise 

and quantify intracellular labelling, ptau photomicrographs (A) were color thresholded to obtain a mask (B) 

and select intracellular labelling specifically (C). Intensity was measured inside the masked ROI (traced in red 

in D), based on the intracellular labelling in the initial circular ROI (traced in blue in A). 

 

8.3. Observation methodology  

During the histological processes, including cryosectionning, Nissl staining and 

immunohistochemical analyses, presence of different morphologic alterations in the lateral 

ventricles and periventricular structures were recorded by observation, in samples from 

Study 3. On the one hand, lateral ventricle enlargement was considered when the 

intraventricular space surrounding the hippocampus was evident, and compression of the 

hippocampus was considered when the CA region was notably deformed. On the other hand, 

reduction in corpus callosum thickness was considered when a clear breakage in its medial 

region is observed during cryosectionning, making it impossible to collect it. Observation 

analyses were performed without group identification, to avoid manual bias.   
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9. Statistical analyses  

All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 25. Normality analyses were 

performed for data of each group using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Statistical 

differences between paired groups were assessed using independent samples t-test, for 

parametric comparisons, or Mann–Whitney U test, for nonparametric comparisons. 

Additionally, a 2 × 5 ANOVA for repeated measures was conducted to study the mean 

latency in the MWM acquisition phase using GROUP, SESSION and GROUP × SESSION 

as main factors. Correlations between variables were estimated using the Spearman’s 

correlation test. Differences between groups in the incidence of morphological alterations, 

resulting from observation methodology, were assessed using chi-square test. Statistical 

significant results were considered when p<.05 using 95% confidence interval. Statistical 

tendencies were also highlighted in graphs when p≤.07.  
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RESULTS | 

STUDY I. MOLECULAR MECHANISMS LINKING ICSS EFFECTS WITH       

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE PATHOLOGY 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This section presents the results from Study 1, which addressed the first aim of this thesis.  

According to it, effects of ICSS on molecular markers of AD pathology were assessed in a 

physiological context, in order to establish a mechanistic rationale to the hypothesis that 

ICSS would be also effective in an AD-like context. A special focus was devoted to inspect 

ICSS regulation on miRNAs, both in specific hippocampal subfields and in serum, because 

of their potential use as non-invasive biomarkers and involvement on AD dysregulation. 

For the same reason, SIRT1 and BDNF were also evaluated. Moreover, regulation by ICSS 

in physiological conditions was also assessed for other proteins associated to the main 

hallmarks of AD pathogeny, including APP, tau and DBN. 
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From the total of 58 rats intended for this study, six subjects were excluded from the analysis. 

Three subjects lost the electrode in the middle of the treatment, two did not continue to 

respond to the ICSS treatment and one showed stereotypies and convulsions derived from 

ICSS treatment. The final sample consisted of 52 subjects. Final sample size in each group is 

shown in Table 4, which summarizes the experimental conditions of the groups analysed in 

this study. There was no statistical difference between groups in weight change. ICSS groups 

present no differences in the number of received reinforcements per session nor in the 

current intensity of stimulation treatment (2697±891 reinforcements at 106±40 μA for 

ICSS30; 2667±626 reinforcements at 88±24 μA for ICSS90, and 2520±583 reinforcements 

at 82±23 μA for ICSS180).  

Table 4| Summary of the groups composing Study 1 is presented as a brief recap of the experimental 

design in Study 1, including final sample size for each group.   

Group Treatment 
Sacrifice after last 

treatment session 
Final sample size 

sham 3 sham sessions 90 min 21 

ICSS30 3 ICSS sessions 

(1 session of 45 

min/day) 

30 min 6 

ICSS90 (ICSS) 90 min 19 

ICSS180 180 min 6 

 

1.1. ICSS-induced changes on miRNAs in specific hippocampal subfields and 
serum 

miRNA endogenous normalizers in hippocampus and serum after ICSS treatment 

In order to define a suitable endogenous normalizer to be used in miRNA analyses, the 

stability of selected endogenous normalizer candidates was tested in ICSS context. Table 5 

shows the stability values for miR-16, miR-103a, miR-124 and let-7a calculated using 

NormFinder and GeNorm algorithms in a first subset of samples from DG and CA1 

hippocampal subfields, obtained at different times after ICSS treatment (30, 90 and 180 min) 

and after sham treatment. According to both algorithms, miR-16 presents the lowest scores 

and so it was determined to be the most stable miRNA in both CA1 and DG subfields.  

In order to confirm these results, the stability of miR-16, miR-124, let-7a and let-7b was 

further assessed in a second larger subset of samples obtained 90 minutes after ICSS, from 

DG (Table 6) and serum (Table 7). miR-124 was not included for serum as it was not detected 

in most of the samples. GeNorm results for DG samples slightly dissent from NormFinder 
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ranking. In this case, NormFinder ranking, pointing at miR-16 as the most stable gene, was 

taken as the decisive because, unlike GeNorm, it takes into account intergroup measures of 

variability in addition to intragroup variation. In the case of serum samples, both algorithms 

converged to let-7a as the most stable candidate.  

Altogether, miR-16 was selected as the endogenous normalizer to be used for miRNA 

analyses in hippocampal tissue, whereas let-7a was determined for serum samples.  

Table 5| Stability values for miRNA endogenous normalizer candidates at different times after ICSS 

treatment, in DG and CA1 samples. NormFinder and GeNorm stability values were calculated from the Ct 

values resulting from qRT-PCR of four endogenous normalizer candidates, selected from literature. DG and 

CA1 samples from sham and ICSS30, ICSS90 and ICSS180 rats. n=6 samples/group.  

 DG CA1 

 NormFinder stability value GeNorm score NormFinder stability value GeNorm score 

miR-16-5p 0.104 0.456 0.037 0.385 

let-7a-5p 0.104 0.474 0.110 0.493 

miR-124-3p 0.176 0.550 0.114 0.494 

miR-103a-3p 0.146 0.565 0.134 0.534 

 

Table 6| Stability values for miRNA endogenous normalizer candidates 90 min post-treatment, in DG 

samples. NormFinder and GeNorm stability values were calculated from the Ct values resulting from qRT-

PCR of four endogenous normalizer candidates. DG samples from sham and ICSS90 rats were used. n=12 

samples/group.  

 

 

 

 

 
Table 7| Stability values for miRNA endogenous normalizer candidates 90 min post-treatment, in 

serum samples. NormFinder and GeNorm stability values were calculated from the Ct values resulting from 

qRT-PCR of three endogenous normalizer candidates. Serum samples from sham and ICSS90 rats were used. 

n=11 and 12 samples/group (sham and ICSS, respectively).  

 NormFinder stability value GeNorm score 

let-7a-5p 0.029 0.724 

let-7b-5p 0.117 0.868 

miR-16-5p 0.235 1.272 

 NormFinder stability value GeNorm score 

miR-16-5p 0.024 0.264 

let-7a-5p 0.027 0.251 

let-7b-5p 0.047 0.286 

miR-124-3p 0.059 0.336 
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Time of ICSS-induced changes on miRNAs  

In order to approach time-dependent changes induced by ICSS on miRNAs in the 

hippocampus, the levels of four neural plasticity and AD-related miRNAs, including miR-

132, miR-134, miR-146a and miR-181c, were assessed in a subset of samples from CA1 and 

DG hippocampal subfields at different times after ICSS treatment (Fig. 30). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 30| Time-dependent changes of ICSS-regulated miRNA candidates after treatment, in CA1 and 

DG. Relative expression of miR-132, miR-134, miR-146a and miR-181c for sham and ICSS condition (samples 

obtained 30, 90 and 180 min after ICSS), detected by qRT-PCR, calculated as 2-ΔΔCt using miR-16 as endogenous 

normalizer and sham group mean as the reference, in A. DG and B. CA1 samples. Data are presented as 

mean±SD; n=5-6 rats/group. No statistical significant differences or tendencies were found between groups. 

 

No significant results were obtained for none of the regions. However, one-way ANOVA 

revealed a slight tendency of the GROUP factor influencing miR-146a levels in DG (p=.071), 

suggesting a trend of reduction in this miRNA at 90 minutes (t-test p=.080).  
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ICSS-regulated miRNA candidates  

From TaqMan Openarray expression data, 14 miRNAs were identified as differentially 

expressed between sham and ICSS condition (FC≥1.3; p<.05), in DG subfield 90 minutes 

after treatment, as shown in Fig. 31.  

Functional analyses and bibliographic research on these targets revealed that some of the 

miRNAs are associated with neuroplasticity pathways and target synaptic plasticity-related 

proteins, such as DBN, BDNF and SIRT1. They also appeared to be altered in AD pathology 

or related with AD main molecular hallmarks, such as APP or tau tubulin kinase (Table 8). 

Based on these relations, six miRNAs (four upregulated and two downregulated, highlighted 

in Table 8) were selected among the 14. These six miRNAs, together with miR-132, miR-

134, miR-146a and miR-181c, selected according to their reported role in neural plasticity 

and relation with AD (described in the introduction section), were defined as the 10 ICSS-

regulated candidate miRNAs to be further evaluated (see Table 2 in the materials and 

methods section).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 31| Differential miRNA expression in DG after ICSS treatment. Volcano plot representing 

comparative miRNA expression of ICSS versus sham group in DG subfield, 90 minutes after ICSS treatment, 

using TaqMan OpenArray MicroRNA Rodent Panel.  X-axis represents difference in expression level on a log2 

scale, whereas y-axis corresponds to the p-values on a negative log10 scale. Green dots depict miRNAs 

significantly downregulated in ICSS group relative to sham, while red ones depict miRNAs upregulated in ICSS 

group. Grey dots represent miRNAs with no significant differential expression between the two groups. n=4 

pools of 3 rats per group. Fold-Change Boundary=1.3; p-value Boundary=.05 
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Table 8| Differentially expressed miRNAs in ICSS and sham conditions and their functional relations. 

List of assays showing differential expression between ICSS and sham pools in DG subfield, using TaqMan 

OpenArray MicroRNA Rodent Panel, and their functional relations according to literature and data base 

research. miRNAs in bold indicate those selected as MFB-ICSS-regulated candidates for further qRT-PCR 

analysis. 

TaqMan 
OpenArray 

Assay 
miRNA FC Up- or down-

regulated 
Interesting pathways / 

putative pathways 

Interesting 
putative 
targets 

Alteration in AD 

hsa-miR-
196A miR-196a 4.964 UP 

β-tubulin polymerization  
[1] cytoskeleton 

remodelling  [1,2], ABC 
transporters [2] 

APPB, BACE - 

mmu-miR-
1959 miR-1959 2.805 UP - - - 

rno-miR-24-
1# miR-24-1 2.665 UP - BACE - 

mmu-miR-
300 miR-300 2.055 UP axon guidance, 

glutamatergic synapse 
APP, APPB, 
BDNF, TTBK - 

mmu-miR-
196a# miR-196a 2.007 UP 

β-tubulin polymerization  
[1] cytoskeleton 

remodelling [1,2], ABC 
transporters [2], LTD 

APP, APPB, 
BACE, BDNF, 

TTBK 
- 

rno-miR-345 miR-345 1.499 UP - APPB, BACE, 
DBN ↑ in CSF [3] 

mmu-miR-
485 miR-485 1.447 UP 

dendritic spine 
development [4], axon 

guidance 
APPB, SIRT1 ↓ in cortical grey 

matter [5] 

mmu-miR-
495 miR-495 1.404 UP 

axon guidance, 
dopaminergic, 
cholinergic and 

GABAergic synapses, 
prion diseases, LTP 

APPB, ARC, 
BDNF, SIRT1 

↓ in cortical grey 
matter [5] 

hsa-miR-185 miR-185 1.337 UP axon guidance, BDNF 
pathway APP ↓ in cortical white 

matter [5] 
mmu-miR-

187 miR-187 1.319 UP synaptic vesicle cycle, 
axon guidance - - 

hsa-miR-197 miR-197 0.233 DOWN synaptic vesicle cycle APP, BACE, 
DBN, SYN 

↑ in temporal cortex 
[6], CSF [3]; ↓ white 

matter middle 
temporal cortex [5] 

rno-miR-333 miR-333 0.103 DOWN - - - 

hsa-miR-154 miR-154 0.007 DOWN GABAergic synapses, 
BDNF pathway APPB 

↑ in Blood Derived 
Monocytes [7]; ↓in 

CSF [3] 
mmu-miR-

2182 miR-2182 0.004 DOWN - - - 

n=4 pools of 3 rats per group. Fold-Change Boundary=1.3; p-value Boundary=.05. Abbreviations: APP: 

amyloid beta precursor protein; APPB: APP binding family; ARC: activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated 

protein; BACE: beta-site APP-cleaving enzyme; BDNF: brain derived neurotrophic factor; CSF: cerebrospinal 

fluid; DBN: drebrin family; FC: Fold-Change; LTD: long-term depression; LTP: long-term potentiation; 

SIRT1: sirtuin1; SYN: synapsin; TTBK: tau tubulin kinase. References: [1] Her et al., 2017; [2] Fu et al., 2015;  

[3] Cogswell et al., 2008; [4] Cohen et al., 2011; [5] Wang et al., 2011; [6] Hébert et al., 2008; [7] Guedes et al., 

2016.  
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ICSS-induced miRNA changes in hippocampal subfields  

ICSS-regulated candidate miRNAs were analysed by qRT-PCR in individual hippocampal 

subfield samples obtained 90 minutes post-treatment. Initially, levels of the 10 miRNA 

candidates were assessed in DG subfield (Fig. 32), revealing an increased expression of miR-

495, miR-132 and miR-181c in ICSS group relative to sham (p=.041, p=.005 and p=.020, 

respectively). miR-196a, miR-485, miR-185, miR-154, miR-197, miR-134 and miR-146a did 

not appear to be significantly different between ICSS and sham groups in this subfield.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 32| Relative expression of ICSS-regulated miRNA candidates in DG. Levels of the ten ICSS-

regulated candidate miRNAs were detected by qRT-PCR in DG samples from sham and ICSS90 groups, 

calculated as 2-ΔΔCt, using miR-16 as endogenous normalizer, and sham group mean as the reference sample. 

Data are presented as mean±SD; n=12-17 rats/group. *p<.05.   

 

In order to assess the hippocampal region-specificity of the changes found in DG, levels of 

miR-495, miR-132 and miR-181c were further evaluated in CA1 and CA3 subfields. Only 

miR-132 showed a significant increase in CA1 (p=.011) (Fig. 33B). No statistically significant 

changes were found in CA3, for any of the three miRNAs (Fig. 33A-C). 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 33| Relative expression of ICSS-regulated miRNA candidates in CA1 and CA3, including A. miR-

495, B. miR-132 and C. miR-181c. Levels of miRNAs were detected by qRT-PCR in sham and ICSS90 samples, 

and calculated as 2-ΔΔCt, using miR-16 as endogenous normalizer, and sham group mean as the reference sample. 

Data are presented as mean±SD, n=12-17 rats/group for CA1 subfield and 6 rats/group for CA3 subfield. 

*p<.05.  
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ICSS-induced miRNA changes in serum 

Changes on the 10 ICSS-regulated candidate miRNAs were also assessed in serum samples 

obtained 90 minutes post-treatment. Levels of miR-485, miR-495, miR-154 and miR-134 

were under the detection limit for many serum samples, belonging to both sham and ICSS 

group (Table 9), so comparative analysis between groups could not be performed. Regarding 

other miRNAs, while no differences were found between the two conditions in miR-196a, 

miR-185, miR-197, miR-146a and miR-181c (Fig. 34A), miR-132 was found to be 

significantly upregulated (p=.048) in ICSS compared to sham rats’ serum (Fig. 34B).  

Moreover, miR-132 levels in serum presented a significant negative correlation with their 

levels in DG, specifically for ICSS group (Fig. 35). No correlations were observed in CA1 

and in CA3.  

Table 9| Detection frequencies of candidate miRNAs in serum samples. Percentage of samples that 

presented a detectable Ct is shown for each target miRNA in each group and in the whole sample set. n=11 

and 12 rats/group (sham and ICSS, respectively). 

 miR-
196a-5p 

miR-
485-3p 

miR-
495-3p 

miR-
185-5p 

miR-
154-5p 

miR-
197-3p 

miR-
132-3p 

miR-
134-5p 

miR-
146a-5p 

miR-
181c-5p 

Sham 100 54.55 45.45 100 36.36 100 100 27.27 100 100 
ICSS 100 16.67 41.67 100 50.00 100 100 16.67 100 100 

TOGETHER 100 34.78 43.48 100 43.48 100 100 21.74 100 100 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 34| Relative expression of ICSS-regulated miRNA candidates in serum, 90 min after treatment, 

including A. detected candidates non-differentially expressed, and B. miR-132, which was upregulated in ICSS 

condition. Levels of miRNAs were detected by qRT-PCR in sham and ICSS90 samples, and calculated as 2-

ΔΔCt, using let-7a as endogenous normalizer, and sham group mean as the reference sample. In A. data are 

presented as mean±SD, while in B. each dot represents a single rat, and group mean±SD is depicted., n=11 

and 12 rats/group (sham and ICSS, respectively). *p<.05.  
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Fig. 35| Correlation between miR-132 levels in DG and in serum, after ICSS treatment. Scatter plot for 

both sham and ICSS groups. Each dot represents a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine 

significance (p<.05). ρ = Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n=11 and 12 rats/group (sham and ICSS, 

respectively). 

 

1.2. ICSS-induced changes on proteins associated to AD main hallmarks in DG 

hippocampal subfield 

ICSS-induced changes on APP levels in DG  

Western blot analysis revealed that ICSS did not cause any change in full-length APP levels 

in any of the analysed time points (30, 90 and 180 minutes after last treatment session) (Fig. 

36). Any band corresponding to Aβ monomer could be detected at 4 kDa in the resulting 

blots. 

ICSS-induced changes on tau and ptau levels in DG  

Levels of tau protein were not found to be significantly changed after ICSS treatment in the 

analysed time points (Fig. 36). However, phosphorylation at the site Ser202/Thr205 was 

found significantly increased 180 min after ICSS (p=.011), but neither at 30 nor at 90 min, 

regarding its normalized ratio to total tau (Fig. 36).  

ICSS-induced changes on DBN levels in DG  

Levels of the postsynaptic protein DBN were also analysed in DG at the different time points 

after ICSS treatment. No significant differences were revealed between sham and ICSS 

groups at any of the analysed times (Fig. 36).  
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Fig. 36| Time-dependent changes after ICSS treatment on APP, ptau, tau and DBN levels in DG 

extracts. A. Representative Western blots for APP, ptau S202/T205 and tau proteins, together with total 

protein band patterns, as well as for DBN and GAPDH, for sham and ICSS conditions (samples obtained 30, 

90 and 180 min after ICSS). B. Resulting relative protein quantification using total protein or GAPDH as 

endogenous normalizers and sham group as reference, in sham, ICSS30, ICSS90 and ICSS180 group. Data are 

presented as mean±SD; n=8, 6, 8 and 6 rats/group (sham, ICSS30, ICSS90 and ICSS180, respectively). *p<.05 

vs sham.  
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1.3. ICSS-induced changes on other plasticity regulatory proteins related with early 

AD pathology in hippocampal subfields and serum 

ICSS-induced changes on SIRT1 in hippocampal subfields and serum 

Levels of the deacetylase SIRT1 were studied in DG subfield at the different time points 

after ICSS treatment. A significant increase was found 90 minutes after ICSS treatment 

compared with sham (p=.039), but not at 30 or 180 minutes (Fig. 37A). In order to assess 

the subfield specificity of this effect, SIRT1 levels were also analysed in CA1 and CA3 

subfields, where no significant differences were perceived (Fig. 37B-C).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 37| Time-dependent changes after ICSS treatment on SIRT1 levels in hippocampal subfield 

extracts. Representative Western blots and resulting relative protein quantification using GAPDH as 

endogenous normalizer and sham group as reference, in sham, ICSS30, ICSS90 and ICSS180 groups in A. DG 

B. CA1 and C. CA3 hippocampal subfields. Data are presented as mean±SD; n=7, 6,6 and 6 rats/group (sham, 

ICSS30, ICSS90 and ICSS180, respectively). *p<.05 vs sham.  

To test the potential use of SIRT1 as a treatment biomarker, its levels were also assessed in 

the serum obtained 90 minutes after ICSS treatment. SIRT1 was detected in all the samples, 

but no differences in its levels were perceived between the two groups (Fig. 38A). Significant 

correlations between SIRT1 levels in serum and in DG were not found (Fig. 38B). However, 

a positive correlation between SIRT1 serum levels and miR-132 levels in serum was revealed, 

specifically in the ICSS-treated group (Fig. 39).   
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Fig. 38| Levels of SIRT1 in serum and its relation with DG levels, after ICSS treatment. A. 

Concentration of SIRT1 in the serum obtained 90 minutes after treatment in sham and ICSS-treated rats, 

assessed by ELISA. Each dot represents a single rat, and group mean±SD is depicted. B. Scatter plot showing 

lack of correlation between SIRT1 levels in serum and its levels in DG, both in sham and ICSS-treated groups. 

Each dot represents a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine significance (p<.05). ρ = 

Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n=12 rats/group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 39| Correlation between SIRT1 levels and miR-132 levels in serum after ICSS. Scatter plot showing 

the correlation between SIRT1 levels and miR-132 levels in the serum obtained 90 minutes after treatment in 

sham and ICSS-treated rats. Each dot represents a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine 

significance (p<.05). ρ = Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n=10 and 12 rats/group (sham and ICSS, 

respectively). 
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ICSS-induced changes on BDNF in DG and serum 

Levels of BDNF were also studied in the serum obtained 90 minutes after ICSS. No 

differences were revealed between sham and ICSS-treated animals (Fig. 40A). Moreover, any 

correlation was found between BDNF levels in serum and in DG (Fig. 40B), where 

differences between groups were also not found (Fig. 40C), and neither with any of the other 

studied molecules.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 40| Levels of BDNF in serum and DG and their relation, after ICSS treatment. A. Concentration 

of BDNF in the serum obtained 90 minutes after treatment in sham and ICSS-treated rats, assessed by ELISA. 

Each dot represents a single rat, and group mean±SD is depicted; n=13 and 12 rats/group (sham and ICSS, 

respectively). B. Levels of BDNF normalized by total amount of protein in DG extracts of sham and ICSS-

treated rats sacrificed 90 minutes after treatment, assessed by ELISA. Data presented as mean±SD; n=10 and 

11 rats/group (sham and ICSS, respectively). C. Scatter plot showing lack of correlation between BDNF levels 

in serum and its levels in DG, both in sham and ICSS-treated groups. Each dot represents a single rat. 

Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine significance (p<.05). ρ = Spearman’s correlation coefficient; 

n=10 and 11 rats/group (sham and ICSS, respectively).  
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1.4. Discussion 

The main contribution of this study was the finding that ICSS effects in physiological 

conditions rely on regulatory molecules common with those altered in AD pathology, 

supporting a potential applicability of DBS to the MFB in AD context. In particular, it has 

been seen that specific miRNAs and SIRT1 protein are affected by ICSS in hippocampal 

tissue, and a potential use for them as treatment biomarkers in serum is suggested. 

Different studies, including the latest research in our lab, have established that memory-

enhancing DBS to different brain targets induces increased hippocampal expression of 

synaptic plasticity protein markers, which are prominent molecular correlates of memory 

consolidation (Kádár et al., 2013; Gondard et al., 2015). However, molecular mechanisms 

leading to DBS memory improving effect are not yet clearly understood. In this work, the 

main focus was set, for the first time, on the effects of ICSS procedure on miRNAs regulating 

plasticity processes and/or altered in AD pathology. Moreover, the potential use of miRNAs 

as predictive treatment biomarkers was also a main aim of this study, taking into 

consideration a potential applicability of DBS for AD treatment.  

Methodological considerations regarding miRNA analysis after ICSS treatment 

The first contribution of this work was the establishment of a specific framework to evaluate 

miRNA changes in samples from different nature obtained after ICSS. Precise measurements 

of miRNA expression are critically important, since modest changes can end up in profound 

cellular outcomes (Latham, 2010).  

Thus, on the one hand, it is essential to overcome the lack of a standardised protocol for 

normalization in miRNA analyses. The use of an endogenous stable miRNA, rather than the 

use of total RNA or snRNA/rRNA, is considered the best normalization strategy (Peltier 

and Latham, 2008; Schwarzenbach et al., 2015). In this work, four miRNAs, including miR-

16, miR-103a, miR-124 and let-7a were considered endogenous normalizer candidates for 

their reported use in literature using different types of brain and serum samples from both 

rat and AD patients (Peltier and Latham, 2008; Kroh et al., 2010; Nelson and Wang, 2010; 

Visani et al., 2013; Bhatnagar et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2016; Schwarzenbach et al., 2016). Let-

7b was later included attending its low stability score in an OpenArray screening (data not 

shown). According to stability analysis using the five candidates, miR-16 was determined to 

be the most suitable endogenous normalizer to be used in hippocampal samples after ICSS 

conditions, while let-7a was determined to be the best for serum samples.  
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On the other hand, as expression of many miRNAs has been found to have a high temporal 

and spatial specificity (Kosik and Krichevsky, 2005), a concrete space-time context was 

established. Induction time described for different miRNAs after various learning or 

plasticity-related stimuli (Nudelman et al., 2010; Pai et al., 2014), together with subtle results 

obtained in a pilot time course, suggested that 90 min after stimulation would be an 

appropriate time to assess ICSS-regulated changes on miRNAs. Besides, miRNA changes 

were separately evaluated in DG, CA1 and CA3 hippocampal subfields, since these regions 

are known to differ in terms of neural plasticity mechanisms (Hussain and Carpenter, 2005; 

Mcbain, 2008). DG subfield is one of the few regions that preserve neurogenesis in the adult 

life, which is crucial for maintaining synaptic connectivity (Taupin and Gage, 2002). Due to 

this singularity, and since DG has shown to respond to ICSS by enhancing neurogenesis in 

our previous works (Huguet et al., 2009, 2020), this region was used for a first screening of 

ICSS-induced changes.  

ICSS-regulated miRNAs in physiological conditions link ICSS molecular mechanisms with AD 

An initial OpenArray screening using DG pooled samples showed differential expression of 

14 miRNAs in ICSS condition. Interestingly, functional search revealed relations of these 

miRNAs with main AD hallmarks (Table 8), suggesting for the first time that ICSS could be 

interacting with molecular pathways altered in AD.  

Based on its functional interest, 6 of the 14 OpenArray-suggested miRNAs were selected as 

candidates for further validation. Out of them, only miR-495 was found to be significantly 

upregulated in ICSS-treated rats, revealing the need of validating array results with a 

complementary technique and increased sample size. The specific role of miR-495 in the 

brain and learning and memory function has not yet been well characterized. However, it 

may be involved in activity-dependent remodelling of synaptic plasticity (Wang et al., 2012) 

and Bdnf and Arc mRNAs have been identified among its putative targets (Prins et al., 2014; 

Bastle et al., 2018). Interestingly, previous studies of our lab reported changes in the levels 

of these mRNAs after ICSS in extracts of total hippocampus (Kádár et al., 2013). Moreover, 

miR-495 is reported to be downregulated in AD cortical grey matter (Wang et al., 2011). 

Here, the increase of miR-495 expression was found to be specific for DG, but not for CA1 

and CA3.  

In accordance with the idea that ICSS could be affecting molecular regulators of AD, other 

miRNAs known to be altered in AD pathology, including miR-132, miR-134, miR-146a and 

miR-181c (see section 3.1 in the introduction chapter), were also analysed in individual 
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samples. An upregulation of hippocampal miR-132 and miR-181c, which has been related to 

enhanced learning and memory (Hansen et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Fang et al., 2016), 

was found 90 minutes after ICSS.  

MiR-132 is found to be strongly and reproducibly reduced in different brain regions including 

the hippocampus in AD patients from early stages of the disease (Lau et al., 2013; Wong et 

al., 2013; Qian et al., 2017; Hadar et al., 2018), correlating with better cognition scores (Hadar 

et al., 2018). Mechanistically, miR-132 has been suggested to play a rather upstream role in 

the pathogenic cascade of AD (Lau et al., 2013), being related to both amyloid pathology and 

tau phosphorylation (Smith et al., 2015; Hernandez-Rapp et al., 2016; Salta et al., 2016; 

Fatimy et al., 2018). Moreover, alteration of miR-132 has recently been suggested as a 

mediator of impaired hippocampal neurogenesis in AD (Salta et al., 2020).  

In this work, ICSS-induced increase of miR-132 was found in both DG and CA1, but not in 

CA3 hippocampal subfield. Firstly, regarding the adult DG, miR-132 has been reported to 

coordinate the proliferation, differentiation and integration of new neurons in the 

hippocampus (Luikart et al., 2011; Salta et al., 2020). This evidence together with our results 

suggest that miR-132 could be participating in the increase of neurogenesis after ICSS 

(Huguet et al., 2009, 2020; Takahashi et al., 2009). And, what is more, this miR-132-mediated 

pathway seem to be sufficient to restore relevant  memory  deficits in  AD mouse models 

(Salta et al., 2020). Secondly, it has been reported that miR-132 is linked to spinogenesis, 

spine enlargement and dendritic growth in cultured neurons (Vo et al., 2005; Impey et al., 

2010), and our group has previously demonstrated that ICSS induces an increase in dendritic 

arborisation and synaptic density in CA1 (Chamorro-López et al., 2015). Moreover, it has 

been reported that LTP can produce simultaneous induction of the cytoskeleton regulator 

Arc mRNA and miR-132 (Wibrand et al., 2012). Interestingly, in agreement with this study, 

the ICSS-induced regional regulation of miR-132 matches results from our previous studies 

reporting hippocampal Arc mRNA increase at 90 min and increased ARC protein at 4.5 

hours after ICSS in DG and CA1, but not in CA3 (Kádár et al., 2013).  

Regarding miR-181c, it has also been mechanistically related with AD main hallmarks. miR-

181c was found to be downregulated in hippocampal neurons treated with amyloid beta 

peptides, as well as in the hippocampus of APP23 transgenic mice (Schonrock et al., 2010), 

and negative correlations between amyloid beta and miR-181c were observed in AD patients’ 

brains (Geekiyanage and Chan, 2011). miR-181c has also been related to tau phosphorylation 

(Tan et al., 2014b). Present results show that miR-181c upregulation after ICSS only reaches 
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statistical significance in DG subfield. Although its specific role in this regions is not 

completely clear, it has been suggested that miR-181c can modulate dendritic branching and 

synaptogenesis in vitro (Olde Loohuis et al., 2015; Fang et al., 2016; Kos et al., 2016). 

Thus, our results suggest that miR-132, together with miR-181c and miR-495, could be 

essential miRNAs for orchestrating the regional mechanisms of ICSS memory 

improvements, by which AD pathology could result alleviated.  

Serum ICSS-regulated miRNAs are potential treatment biomarkers  

In line with the idea that DBS could be an effective treatment for AD, the potential of 

miRNAs as treatment biomarkers is worth to study, specially taking into account that both 

miR-132 and miR-181c have been proposed as AD biomarkers (Kumar et al., 2013a; Xie et 

al., 2018; Siedlecki-Wullich et al., 2019). Burgos et al. report that miR-132 is downregulated 

in cerebrospinal fluid of AD patients (Burgos et al., 2014), even though some studies seem 

to report contrary results (Sheinerman et al., 2012). In this study, ICSS-treated rats showed 

increased miR-132 serum levels, consistent with miR-132 DG changes but resulting in a 

negative correlation, specifically for the ICSS group. This negative correlation could be 

explained by a gradual clearance of miR-132 from brain tissue to blood, which would result 

in a progressive decrease of its peak levels in the tissue coupled with an increase in its serum 

levels. In the case of miR-181c circulatory levels, contradictory results regarding the sense of 

alteration in AD were also reported (Geekiyanage et al., 2012; Siedlecki-Wullich et al., 2019). 

In our study, miR-181c was not found to be altered in serum 90 min after ICSS in 

physiological conditions. Still, it remains an interesting potential target of ICSS to be analysed 

in serum after ICSS administered to AD-like pathological conditions. 

Overlapping molecular mechanisms between ICSS and AD were not demonstrated in physiological 

conditions in the levels of typical AD-associated proteins, but evidenced in SIRT1  

Altogether, both functional analyses and putative targets imputation on OpenArray-

suggested candidates (Table 8) as well as reported information for miR-132 and miR-181c 

indicate that ICSS-regulated miRNAs are strongly interrelated with APP and tau pathological 

cascades. Thus, it was hypothesized that ICSS will be also regulating the levels of these 

proteins. A first approach to tackle this hypothesis is presented in this study, by assessing the 

expression levels of APP as well as tau and ptau proteins in DG at different time points after 

ICSS. In a physiological environment, any significant effect of ICSS neither in APP nor in 

tau expression levels is reported. Our results agree with the ones presented by Gondard et 
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al., which assessed the amount of the same proteins in hippocampus at different time points 

after a single session of bilateral forniceal DBS and found no change (Gondard et al., 2015). 

However, we found a significant increase on tau phosphorylation ratio at site Ser202/Thr205 

180 min (3 h) after ICSS session, but not before. This increase could also match the non-

significant peak reported by Gondard et al., 5 h after DBS session, which had disappeared at 

25 h (Gondard et al., 2015). As a hypothesis, this ICSS-induced increment could be 

understood as a transient and reversible hyperphosphorylation of tau to promote dendritic 

remodelling in a physiological environment. Actually, it has already been suggested that, 

despite its association with disease, tau phosphorylation also plays an important role in 

neuroplasticity to trigger network modulation, given the propensity of ptau to dissociate 

from microtubules (Rissman, 2009).  

In addition to APP and tau, OpenArray results also suggested that ICSS could be regulating 

other plasticity-related proteins that are also altered in early phases of AD, including DBN, 

SIRT1 and BDNF. While levels of the three are found decreased in AD-affected brain areas 

(Harigaya et al., 1996; Julien et al., 2010; Ishizuka and Hanamura, 2017; Ng et al., 2019), 

SIRT1 and BDNF are especially interesting for their presence in blood and their potential 

use as AD peripheral biomarkers (Kumar et al., 2013b; Ventriglia et al., 2013). 

In the present work, any significant change in the levels of DBN was found in the DG at 

any of the analysed time points after ICSS (30, 90 and 180 min) in physiological conditions. 

Still, its possible regulations in pathological conditions needs to be further assessed. In 

contrast, SIRT1 levels were found significantly increased after ICSS treatment administered 

in physiological conditions. Taking into account that SIRT1 deficiency has been associated 

with both amyloid production (Bonda et al., 2011) and tau pathology (Julien et al., 2010; 

Sang-Won Min et al., 2018), SIRT1 regulation by ICSS revealed once more the interaction 

of ICSS mechanisms with AD-regulatory pathways.  

Specifically, SIRT1 levels were found increased in DG hippocampal subfield 90 minutes after 

stimulation in this work. In hippocampal neurons, SIRT1 has been reported to regulate 

dendritic development and axonal elongation (Michán et al., 2010; Codocedo et al., 2012; 

Herskovits and Guarente, 2014). Specifically in DG, Ma et al. reported an increase of SIRT1 

expression during neural stem cell differentiation, suggesting that SIRT1 is an important 

regulator of the differentiating/self-renewal balance of adult neural stem cells (Ma et al., 

2014). Mechanistically, Sirt1 mRNA has been suggested to be targeted by all miR-132, miR-

181c and miR-495 (Schonrock et al., 2012; Prins et al., 2014; Hadar et al., 2018). In 
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accordance with our results, parallel changes of SIRT1 and miR-132 (Hadar et al., 2018) and 

even positive correlations between them in brain tissue (Hernandez-Rapp et al., 2016) have 

been described in AD patients. Salta et al. present a bimodal regulatory network by which an 

increase in miR-132 results in increased SIRT1 expression in glial progenitors during 

development (Salta et al., 2014). Thus, taking these observations into account, once induced 

by ICSS, SIRT1 and regulated miRNAs could work together to improve neurogenesis and 

synaptic plasticity in DG.  

Moreover, ICSS-regulation of SIRT1 in DG further motivates its assessment as a potential 

treatment biomarker. In this work, SIRT1, as well as BDNF, were successfully detected in 

serum obtained 90 minutes after treatment. Neither SIRT1 nor BDNF serum levels were 

able to distinguish between sham and ICSS-treated rats and none of them showed significant 

correlations between serum and DG levels, which are unaltered for BDNF. However, a 

positive correlation between SIRT1 levels in serum and those of miR-132 and SIRT1 was 

observed in the ICCS-treated rats, contributing once more to the idea that these two 

molecules work together improving neural plasticity. Instead, BDNF levels did not correlate 

with any ICSS-regulated molecule, and some have reported controversies regarding its use 

as AD biomarker (Balietti et al., 2018). In this sense, SIRT1 is suggested as a more promising 

biomarker to be further studied in AD-like condition.  

Conclusions 

In conclusion, the main findings of this study showed that ICSS administered in physiological 

conditions induces miRNA changes, including miR-132, miR-181c and miR-495, with a 

specific hippocampal subfield pattern, 90 min after treatment. This study also reports DG 

upregulation after ICSS of SIRT1 protein. The functional pathways reported for these 

molecules not only provide insight to molecular signalling underlying ICSS memory-

improving effects, but also link ICSS mechanisms with regulatory routes of AD molecular 

pathology. Thus, the study of DBS to the MFB as a treatment for AD is encouraged. In this 

direction, changes in miR-132 levels in serum after ICSS serve as preliminary evidence to 

suggest its future potential use as a DBS treatment biomarker, while assessment of other 

miRNAs and SIRT1 for this use should not be discontinued in an AD-like context. Overall, 

future studies assessing ICSS effects on the ICSS-regulated candidates revealed in this study, 

which include specific miRNAs, SIRT1, DBN, APP and tau, would be of great interest in 

AD-like pathology condition. 
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STUDY II. AMYLOID-β INJECTED MODEL TO EVALUATE ICSS

TREATMENT IN EARLY ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

Evidences from Study 1 suggest that molecular mechanisms regulated by ICSS overlap

molecular regulators of AD pathology. Thus, assessment of ICSS treatment in AD

condition become especially interesting. This section presents the results from Study 2,

which aimed to approach this situation, according to the second aim of this thesis. Thus,

effects of ICSS treatment on molecular markers of early AD pathology were intended to be

assessed in a sAD rat model obtained by Aβ icv injection. First, neuropathological cell and

molecular signs related to the behavioural presentation of the model were characterized at

two different time points after Aβ injection, to meet the conditions leading to molecular

affectation resembling early pathology. Then, the main effects of ICSS were assessed on

early AD-like molecular affectations.
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From the total of 52 animals intended for this study, three subjects were excluded from the

analysis. One subject had a leg ulcer non-related with the treatment, one broke the teeth with

the ICSS lever and one was revealed to be an outlier according to statistical analyses on

behavioural variables. Thus, the final sample consisted of 49 subjects. Final sample size in

each group is shown in Table 10, which summarizes the experimental conditions of the

groups analysed in this study.

Table 10| Summary of the groups composing Study 2 is presented as a brief recap of the experimental

design in Study 2, including final sample size for each group.

Group
Icv

injection
Treatment

MWM

acquisition

MWM

probe test
Sacrifice

Final

sample size

VEH22 Vehicle - On days

15-19
Day 22 Day 22

8

AB22 Aβ - 7

VEH33 Vehicle 5 sham sessions

on days 26-30 On days

26-30
Day 33 Day 33

8

AB33 Aβ 10

ICSS33 Vehicle 5 ICSS sessions

on days 26-30

7

AB+ICSS33 Aβ 9

2.1. Amyloid-β 1-42 oligomeric aggregates to be injected

The presence and aggregation state of amyloid-β 1-42 (Aβ) peptide in the solution to be

injected was confirmed by Western blot. Different bands, corresponding to different

oligomeric species of Aβ (dimers, trimers and tetramers), were revealed between 8-20 kDa,

indicating the presence of soluble toxic Aβ1–42 species in the injected solution (Fig. 41).

Fig. 41| Aggregation state of injected amyloid-β

peptide. Western blot of Aβ solution to be injected:

sonicated Aβ 1-42 peptide dilution (25 µM in PBS) was

incubated for 168 h at 37ºC and diluted to 15 µM before

loading the sample on PAGE and transfer it on a PVDF

membrane, probed with amyloid-β monoclonal antibody

H31L21, revealing the presence of Aβ aggregates of 8-20

kDa (dimers, trimers and tetramers). Molecular weight

standards are indicated in the lane on the right.
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2.2. Time-dependent alterations on behavioural and histopathological AD hallmarks 

in Aβ-injected rats 

Effects of Aβ injection on behavioural and histopathological hallmarks are presented in this 

section, regarding comparisons between VEH22/AB22 and VEH33/AB33 groups.  

Spatial learning and memory deficits in Aβ-injected rats 

Spatial learning curves for VEH and AB rats are presented in Fig. 42, which depicts the 

evolution in mean escape latencies across the different acquisition sessions in the MWM. Fig. 

42A refers to rats trained on days 15-19 after Aβ injection (groups named VEH22 and AB22), 

while Fig. 42B shows results for rats trained on days 26-30 (groups named VEH33 and 

AB33). A 2×5 ANOVA for repeated measures revealed that main effect of the SESSION 

factor was statistically significant, showing learning in both VEH and AB groups, both 

trained at 15-19 days and at 26-30 days (F4,52=81.473, p<.001 and F4,64=18.814, p<.001, 

respectively). Analysis of the GROUP effect and GROUP × SESSION interaction did not 

reach statistical significance at any assessed time (F1,13=2.952, p=.109 and F4,52=.771, p=.549, 

respectively for days 15-19, and F1,16=.012, p=.913 and F4,64=.819, p=.518, respectively for 

days 26-30). However, further simple effect analysis revealed significant differences between 

VEH22 and AB22 groups trained between day 15-19, in the 4th and 5th acquisition sessions 

(p=.007 and p=.050, respectively), while no differences were found for any acquisition 

session between VEH33 and AB33 rats, trained at days 26-30 after injection.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 42| Effects of Aβ injection on spatial task acquisition. Mean escape latencies (±SD) for the five 

acquisition sessions in the MWM, for AB and VEH rats trained between A. days 15-19 and B. days 26-30 after 

Aβ or PBS injection. n=8, 7, 8 and 10 rats/group (VEH22, AB22, VEH33 and AB33, respectively). *p<.05.  
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In the probe test, AB22 group (trained between days 15-19 and tested on day 22) presented

a significant decrease in the percentage of time in the target quadrant (p=.004) (Fig. 43A)

and in the annulus area (p=.004) (Fig. 43B) together with an increase in mean distance to

target area (p<.001) (Fig. 43C). No significant differences were found in any of these

variables between AB33 and VEH33 groups, which were trained between days 26-30 and

tested on day 33, although differences between these groups become perceptible in mean

distance to target area evaluated during the first 30 sec of test (p=.040) (Fig. 43D).

Fig. 43| Effects of Aβ injection on spatial probe test. Results of the MWM probe test for rats tested at 22

days and 33 days after injection. A. Percentage of time spent in the target quadrant. The dashed line represents

chance level. B. Percentage of time spent in the annulus area. C-D. Mean distance to target area during the

whole test (C) and during the first 30 seconds of test (D). Data are presented as mean±SD; n=8, 7, 8 and 10

rats/group (VEH22, AB22, VEH33 and AB33, respectively). *p<.05 vs corresponding VEH; a p≤.07 vs

corresponding VEH.
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In the reversal test, AB22 group presented a significant increase in the mean escape latency 

considering the average of the 3 trials with respect to control (p=.017) (Fig. 44A). For AB33, 

significant increased mean escape latency was found only in the first reversal trial (p=.013) 

(Fig. 44B), but not in the others neither in the average.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 44| Effects of Aβ injection on cognitive flexibility. Mean escape latencies (±SD) in the MWM reversal 

test, for rats tested at 22 days and 33 days after injection. A. Average of 3 reversal trials. B. First reversal trial. 

n=8, 7, 8 and 10 rats/group (VEH22, AB22, VEH33 and AB33, respectively). *p<.05 vs corresponding VEH.   

 

Neurodegeneration in Aβ-injected rats 

Nissl staining was used to assess the effects of Aβ on neurodegeneration in rats sacrificed 

both at 22 days and 33 days. In the hippocampus, no differences were found between AB22 

and VEH22 groups in the number of neurons in any hippocampal subfield (Fig. 45A,B). In 

contrast, AB33 rats showed a reduced number of neurons in both distal (p=.011) and 

proximal (hilus region) (p=.037) CA3 compared with control (Fig. 45A,C). 

In prelimbic cortex, AB22 rats presented a reduced number of neurons in layer II-III (p=.025 

for normal neurons and p=.026 for total neurons) (Fig. 46A,D). Among present cells in 

AB22 group, both necrotic, pyknotic, apoptotic and vacuolated morphologies were found 

(Fig. 46B), leading to a marked increasing tendency in the percentage of neurodegeneration 

(p=.052) (Fig. 46C). However, 33 days after injection, no significant differences were found 

between groups regarding neurodegeneration in layer II-III of prelimbic cortex (Fig. 

46A,C,E).  

No significant correlations were found between neurodegeneration in these areas and 

behavioural impairment, neither in AB22 nor in AB33 groups.  
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Fig. 45| Effects of Aβ injection on hippocampal neurodegeneration. Results of Nissl staining analysis in

hippocampal subregions, for AB and VEH groups 22 and 33 days after Aβ injection. A. Representative

photomicrographs for Nissl staining in each hippocampal subregion for each group (scale bar=250 μm). B-C.

Neuronal count in 250 μm layer length in CA1, CA3 (distal part), CA3hil (proximal part, at the region of hilus)

and dentate gyrus (DG) hippocampal subregions in AB and VEH rats 22 days (B) and 33 days (C) after

injection. Data are presented as mean±SD: n=7, 7, 6 and 6 rats/group (VEH22, AB22, VEH33 and AB33,

respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH.
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Fig. 46| Effects of Aβ injection on prelimbic cortex neurodegeneration. Neurodegeneration in prelimbic

cortex layer II-III, for AB and VEH groups, 22 and 33 days after Aβ injection. A. Representative

photomicrographs of Nissl staining for each group. B. Examples of normal and neurodegenerating

morphologies found in Nissl stained sections. C. Percentage of neurodegeneration and D-E. categorized

neuronal count. Data are presented as mean±SD: n=5, 6, 4 and 6 rats/group (VEH22, AB22, VEH33 and

AB33, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH; a p≤.07 vs corresponding VEH.
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Alteration of DBN levels in Aβ-injected rats

Effects of Aβ injection on DBN levels were assessed by immunohistochemistry both in rats

sacrificed 22 days after injection as well as rats sacrificed 33 days.

Focusing first in the results found 22 days after injection:

AB22 group did not present any significant decrease in DBN levels in any of the analysed

regions in parietal-temporal lobe, but rather an increase which was found significant in layer

Va agranular retrosplenial cortex (p=.044). In frontal lobe, a decrease in DBN levels was

found in layers IIb and III of prelimbic cortex (p=.021 and p=.017, respectively), while an

increase was detected in layer V (p=.005) (Fig. 47).

Interestingly, DBN levels in different parietal-temporal regions (LEnt layers I and II, CA1 at

SLM, DG at SP and both RSG and RSA at layers II-III and VI) (Table 11) and in prelimbic

cortex layer Ib (Fig. 48) positively correlate with percentage of neurodegeneration in

prelimbic cortex, specifically for the AB22 group.

In other layers of rhinal cortices, DBN levels correlate with certain acquisition and probe

test behavioural variables (Table 12 and Fig. 49), being the subjects with higher DBN levels

the ones with better performance, especially for the AB22 group.

In prelimbic cortex, no significant correlations were found between DBN levels and

acquisition and probe test parameters. However, DBN levels in layer V of prelimbic cortex

negatively correlate with time spent in the error quadrant during the third trial of the reversal

test, for AB22 group (Fig. 50C). In the case of VEH22 group, there was a statistical tendency

for this correlation in the second trial of reversal test (Fig. 50B). In fact, a tendency to a

gradual reversion in the direction of correlation was noted along the three reversal sessions,

which was found delayed for AB22 group respect to VEH22 group (Fig. 50A-C).
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Fig. 47| Effects of Aβ injection on DBN levels at day 22. DBN levels in rhinal cortices, hippocampus,

retrosplenial cortex and prelimbic cortex, in VEH22 and AB22 rats, sacrificed 22 days after Aβ injection. In

the left, representative photomicrographs showing DBN immunolabelling for each group in each region (scale

bar=500 μm). In the right, results of labelling intensity quantification. Data are presented as mean±SD; n=8

and 7 rats/group (VEH22 and AB22, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH22. Abbreviations: DG: dentate gyrus; Ect:

ectorhinal cortex; hil: hilus; IP: infrapyramidale; L: layer; LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; PRh: perirhinal cortex;

PrL: prelimbic cortex; RSA: retrosplenial agranular cortex; RSG: retrosplenial granular cortex; SLM: stratum

lacunosum moleculare; SO: stratum oriens; SP: suprapyramidale; SR: stratum radiatum.
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Table 11| Correlation analyses between DBN levels in parietal-temporal regions and

neurodegeneration in prelimbic cortex, 22 days after Aβ injection. Table includes the correlations found

significant for AB22 group, according to Spearman’s correlation test (p<.05, in bold in the table).

% of neurodegeneration in PrL_LII-III
AB22 VEH22

DB
N

 in
te

ns
ity

 le
ve

ls

LEnt_LIa ρ=.829
p=.042

ρ=.100
p=.873

LEnt_LIb ρ=.829
p=.042

ρ=.000
p=1.000

LEnt_LII ρ=.829
p=.042

ρ=.000
p=1.000

CA1_SLM ρ=.829
p=.042

ρ=-.100
p=.873

DG_SP ρ=.829
p=.042

ρ=-.100
p=.873

RSG_LII-III ρ=.829
p=.042

ρ=-.100
p=.873

RSG_LVI ρ=.886
p=.019

ρ=-.200
p=.747

RSA_LII-III ρ=.829
p=.042

ρ=-.600
p=.285

RSA_LVI ρ=.886
p=.019

ρ=-.100
p=.873

ρ = Spearman’s correlation coeficient; n = 5 and 6 rats/group (VEH and AB, respectively); Abbreviations: DG:

dentate gyrus; L: layer; LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; PrL: prelimbic cortex; RSA: retrosplenial agranular

cortex; RSG: retrosplenial granular cortex; SLM: stratum lacunosum moleculare; SP: suprapyramidale.

Fig. 48| Correlation between DBN levels and percentage of neurodegeneration in superficial layers

of prelimbic cortex, 22 days after Aβ injection. Scatter plot showing the relation between DBN

immunolabelling intensity in layer Ib of prelimbic cortex and percentage of degenerating neurons distinguished

by Nissl staining in layer II-III of prelimbic cortex, in VEH22 and AB22 groups, sacrificed 22 days after Aβ

injection. Each dot represents a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine significance

(p<.05). ρ = Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n=4 and 5 rats/group (VEH22 and AB22, respectively).

Abbreviations: L: layer; PrL: prelimbic cortex.
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Table 12| Correlation analyses between DBN levels in layer Vb of LEnt and behavioural variables, 22

days after Aβ injection. Table includes the correlations found significant for AB22 group, according to

Spearman’s correlation test (p<.05, in bold in the table). Correlation with A4 and Mdt is depicted as example

in Fig. 49.

DBN intensity levels in LEnt_LVb
AB22 VEH22

A2 ρ=-.929
p=.003

ρ=-.143
p=.736

A4 ρ=-.893
p=.007

ρ=-.310
p=.456

A5 ρ=-.857
p=.014

ρ=-.429
P =0.289

Mdt ρ=-.821
p=.023

ρ=-.810
p=.015

% of time in
quadrant

ρ=.786
p=.036

ρ=.286
p=.439

ρ = Spearman’s correlation coeficient; n = 8 and 7 rats/group (VEH and AB, respectively); Abbreviations: A:

mean latency for a specific acquisition session; Mdt: mean distance to target area; L: layer; LEnt: lateral

entorhinal cortex.

Fig. 49| Correlation between DBN levels in layer Vb of lateral entorhinal cortex and behavioural

variables, 22 days after Aβ injection. Scatter plot showing the relation between DBN immunolabelling

intensity in layer Vb of lateral entorhinal cortex and A. latency in the 4th MWM acquisition session and B. mean

distance to target area during the MWM probe test, in VEH22 and AB22 groups sacrificed 22 days after Aβ

injection. Each dot represents a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine significance

(p<.05). ρ = Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n = 8 and 7 rats/group (VEH22 and AB22, respectively).

Abbreviations: L: layer; Lent: lateral entorhinal cortex.
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Fig. 50| Correlation between DBN levels in layer V of prelimbic cortex and cognitive flexibility, 22

days after Aβ injection. Scatter plot showing the relation between DBN immunolabelling intensity in layer V

of prelimbic cortex and percentage of time spent in the error quadrant during the A. fisrt, B. second and C.

third reversal trials, in VEH22 and AB22 groups, sacrificed 22 days after Aβ injection. Each dot represents a

single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine significance (p<.05). ρ = Spearman’s correlation

coefficient; n = 8 and 7 rats/group (VEH22 and AB22, respectively). Abbreviations: L: layer; PrL: prelimbic

cortex.

Regarding now the effects of Aβ injection on DBN levels after 33 days:

AB33 rats presented significant decreased DBN levels in layers Ib and II (p=.040 and

p=.021, respectively), and a tendency (p=.062) of reduction in layer III of lateral entorhinal

cortex, but not in perirhinal nor in ectorhinal cortices (see Fig. 51, 52 minding to focus only

on groups not receiving ICSS treatment; others will be reviewed in next section). DBN levels

in these regions presented a significant correlation with affected behavioural variables in AB

rats, being again the rats with higher DBN levels the ones with better performance (Fig. 53).

In hippocampus, a significant reduction was found in outer molecular layer of

suprapyramidal branch in DG (p=.009), and a tendency (p=.056) was detected in CA1 stratum

oriens. Significant decrease was also found in layer I of granular retrosplenial cortex (p=.043).

In prelimbic cortex, DBN levels were found reduced in layer III (p=.016) (see Fig. 51, 52

minding to focus only on groups not receiving ICSS treatment; others will be reviewed in

next section). DBN levels in any of these regions significantly correlate with neurodegeration

found at 33 days in hippocampus.
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Fig. 51| Effects of Aβ injection and

ICSS treatment on DBN levels at day

33. Representative photomicrographs of

DBN immunolabelling in rhinal cortices,

hippocampus, retrosplenial cortex and

prelimbic cortex, for VEH33, AB33,

ICSS33 and AB+ICSS33 rats, sacrificed

33 days after Aβ injection (scale bar=500

μm).
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Fig. 52| Effects of Aβ injection and ICSS treatment on DBN levels at day 33 (see figure on the previous

page). DBN levels in A. rhinal cortices, B. hippocampus, C. retrosplenial cortex and D. prelimbic cortex, for

VEH33, AB33, ICSS33 and AB+ICSS33 groups, sacrificed 33 days after Aβ injection, resulting from labelling

intensity quantification after DBN immunohistochemistry. Data are presented as mean±SD; n=8, 10, 7 and 9

rats/group (VEH33, AB33, ICSS33 and AB+ICSS33, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH33; a p≤.07 vs VEH33; b

p≤.07 vs AB. Abbreviations: DG: dentate gyrus; Ect: ectorhinal cortex; hil: hilus; IP: infrapyramidale; L: layer;

LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; PRh: perirhinal cortex; PrL: prelimbic cortex; RSA: retrosplenial agranular

cortex; RSG: retrosplenial granular cortex; SLM: stratum lacunosum moleculare; SO: stratum oriens; SP:

suprapyramidale; SR: stratum radiatum.

Fig. 53| Correlation between DBN levels in superficial layers of lateral entorhinal cortex and spatial

memory, 33 days after Aβ injection. Scatter plot showing the relation between DBN immunolabelling

intensity in A. layer Ib, B. layer II and C. layer III of lateral entorhinal cortex with mean distance to target area

during the first 30 sec of probe test, in VEH33 and AB33 groups, sacrificed 33 days after Aβ injection. Each

dot represents a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine significance (p<.05). ρ =

Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n=7 and 10 rats/group (VEH33 and AB33, respectively). Abbreviations: L:

layer; LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; Mdt: mean distance to target area.

Alteration of ptau levels in Aβ-injected rats

Twenty two (22) days after Aβ injection, levels of phosphorylated tau were found

significantly increased in specific hippocampal subregions (p=.037 and p=.014 vs VEH, for

CA1_3 and DG_IP, respectively) (Fig. 54), positively correlating with neurodegeneration

found in prelimbic cortex layers II-III (Fig. 55). Ptau levels were also increased in the

prelimbic cortex layer III of AB22 rats (p=.029), and a tendency (p=.053) was also found in
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layer V of prelimbic cortex (Fig. 54). Any significant difference was detected in ptau levels

neither in rhinal cortices nor in retrosplenial cortex between AB22 and VEH22 groups (Fig.

54). However, strong positive correlations were found only in AB22 group between ptau

levels in rhinal cortices (both layer II-III and global intensities) and DBN levels in superficial

layers of prelimbic cortex, especially layer Ia (Fig. 56).
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Fig. 54| Effects of Aβ injection on ptau levels at day 22 (see figure on the previous page). Ptau levels in

rhinal cortices, hippocampus, retrosplenial cortex and prelimbic cortex, in VEH22 and AB22 rats, sacrificed 22

days after Aβ injection. In the left, representative photomicrographs showing ptau immunolabelling for each

group in each region (scale bar=500 μm). In the right, results of labelling intensity quantification. Data are

presented as mean±SD, n=8 and 7 rats/group (VEH22 and AB22, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH22; a p≤.07

vs VEH22. Abbreviations: DG: dentate gyrus; Ect: ectorhinal cortex; hil: hilus; IP: infrapyramidale; L: layer;

LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; PRh: perirhinal cortex; PrL: prelimbic cortex; RSA: retrosplenial agranular

cortex; RSG: retrosplenial granular cortex.

Fig. 55| Correlation between ptau levels in hippocampus and neurodegeneration in prelimbic cortex,

22 days after Aβ injection. Scatter plots showing A. the relation between ptau immunolabelling intensity in

DG suprapyramidal layer (DG_SP) and percentage of neurodegeneration in prelimbic cortex layer II-III and

B. the relation between ptau immunolabelling intensity in CA1_3 hippocampal region with total neuronal count

in prelimbic cortex layer II-III, in VEH22 and AB22 groups, sacrificed 22 days after Aβ injection. Each dot

represents a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine significance (p<.05). ρ = Spearman’s

correlation coefficient; n=5 and 6 rats/group (VEH22 and AB22, respectively).
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Fig. 56| Correlation between ptau levels in rhinal cortices and DBN levels in prelimbic cortex, 22 days

after Aβ injection. Scatter plots showing the relation between DBN immunolabelling intensity in layer Ia of

prelimbic cortex and ptau immunolabelling intensity in global A. lateral entorhinal cortex, B. perirhinal cortex

and C. ectorhinal cortex, in VEH22 and AB22 groups sacrificed 22 days after Aβ injection. Each dot represents

a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine significance (p<.05). ρ = Spearman’s correlation

coefficient; n=5 and 6 rats/group (VEH22 and AB22, respectively). Abbreviations: Ect: ectorhinal cortex; L:

layer; LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; PRh: perirhinal cortex; PrL: prelimbic cortex.

At 33 days after Aβ injection, ptau was found specifically increased in layer II of entorhinal

cortex (p=.042), but not in other rhinal cortices, hippocampus or prelimbic cortex. In

retrosplenial cortex, a tendency (p=.053) of increase was found in layer III of agranular part

(see Fig. 57 and 58 minding to focus only on groups not receiving ICSS treatment; others

will be reviewed in next section).

No significant correlations were found between ptau levels and impaired behavioural

parameters, neither at 22 nor at 33 days after Aβ injection.
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Fig. 57| Effects of Aβ injection and

ICSS treatment on ptau levels at day

33. Representative photomicrographs of

ptau immunolabelling in rhinal cortices,

hippocampus, retrosplenial cortex and

prelimbic cortex, for VEH33, AB33,

ICSS33 and AB+ICSS33 rats, sacrificed

33 days after Aβ injection (scale bar=500

μm).
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Fig. 58| Effects of Aβ injection and ICSS treatment on ptau levels at day 33 (see figure on the previous

page). Ptau levels in A. rhinal cortices, B. hippocampus, C. retrosplenial cortex and D. prelimbic cortex, for

VEH33, AB33, ICSS33 and AB+ICSS33 groups, sacrificed 33 days after Aβ injection, resulting from labelling

intensity quantification after ptau immunohistochemistry. Data are presented as mean±SD; n=8, 10, 7 and 9

rats/group (VEH33, AB33, ICSS33 and AB+ICSS33, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH33. #p<.05 vs AB; a p≤.07

vs VEH33. Abbreviations: DG: dentate gyrus; Ect: ectorhinal cortex; hil: hilus; IP: infrapyramidale; L: layer;

LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; PRh: perirhinal cortex; PrL: prelimbic cortex; RSA: retrosplenial agranular

cortex; RSG: retrosplenial granular cortex.

2.3. Effect of ICSS on early AD-like hallmarks in Aβ-injected rats

Effect of ICSS treatment on early AD-like molecular hallmarks found in AB33 rats is

presented in this section. In order to relate them to cognitive improvement, evidence of ICSS

behavioural effect in Aβ-injected rats is first presented.

Evidence of ICSS effects on behavioural affectations in Aβ-injected rats

Administration of 5 post-training ICSS sessions were proved able to reverse spatial retention

deficits in AB33 rats. In this sense, the mean distance to target area during the first 30 sec

was significantly decreased in AB+ICSS33 group with respect to AB33 (p=.039), recovering

VEH behaviour (Fig. 59B). Performance in acquisition phase, which was not affected in

AB33 rats trained on days 26-30, was also not affected in AB+ICSS33 rats (Fig. 59A).

Fig. 59| Effects of ICSS treatment on spatial task acquisition and probe test in Aβ-injected rats. A.

Mean escape latencies (±SD) for the five acquisition sessions in the MWM, for AB33 and AB+ICSS33 rats

trained between days 26-30 after Aβ injection. B. Mean distance to target area (±SD) during the first 30 seconds

of probe test. n=8, 10, 7 and 9 rats/group (VEH33, AB33, ICSS33 and AB+ICSS33, respectively). *p<.05 vs

VEH; #p<.05 vs AB.
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Effect of ICSS on DBN levels in Aβ-injected rats

AB+ICSS33 rats did not present any significant difference in DBN levels with respect to

VEH33 in any of the studied regions, including those affected in AB33 group. In fact, a

tendency of DBN increase was found in AB+ICSS33 rats with respect to AB33, in CA1

stratum oriens (p=.061) and DG hilus region (p=.056) (Fig. 51,52).

Additionally, correlations found in AB33 group between DBN levels in superficial layers of

entorhinal cortex and behavioural affection (previously presented in Fig. 53), disappeared in

AB+ICSS33 group, approximating to VEH33 dynamics (Fig. 60).

Fig. 60| Relation between DBN levels in superficial layers of lateral entorhinal cortex and spatial

memory in ICSS-treated AB rats. Scatter plot showing the relation between DBN immunolabelling intensity

in layer II of lateral entorhinal cortex with mean distance to target area during the first 30 sec of probe test, in

VEH33, AB33 and AB+ICSS33 groups, showing loss of correlation in AB+ICSS33 group and approximation

to VEH33 dynamics. Each dot represents a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine

significance (p<.05). ρ = Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n=7, 10 and 9 rats/group (VEH33, AB33 and

AB+ICSS33, respectively). Abbreviations: L: layer; LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; Mdt: mean distance to target

area.

Effect of ICSS on ptau levels in Aβ-injected rats

No significant differences between AB+ICSS33 and VEH33 groups were found in

phosphorylated tau levels in any region, including those regions showing increase in AB33

(Fig. 57,58). ICSS effects on AB33 rats were evident in the most distal part of CA1, where a

significant reduction was found (p=.028) (Fig. 57,58).
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2.4. Summary

Table 13 shows a summary of the main results of this study, regarding affectations displayed

by Aβ model in the “15-22 days” (AB22 group) and the “26-33 days” (AB33 group) time

windows in relation to the studied AD hallmarks, as well as the effect of ICSS administered

in AB33 rats.

Table 13| Summary of the main results in Study 2. Table includes the effects of Aβ injection, as well as of

ICSS treatment on Aβ-injected rats, on the studied behavioural and cell/molecular AD hallmarks.

Aβ EFFECT (15-22 DAYS) Aβ EFFECT (26-33 DAYS)
ICSS EFFECT ON

AB33 RATS

Behaviour

MWM acquisition: ↑ latencies

sessions 4 and 5

MWM retention:

target quadrant and annulus,

↑ distance to target

MWM reversal: ↑ average

latency

MWM acquisition: null

effects

MWM retention: ↑

distance to target in

first 30 sec

MWM reversal: ↑ 1st

trial latency

MWM acquisition: null

effects

MWM retention: ↓

distance to target in first

30 sec

MWM reversal: null

effects (data not shown)

Temporal-

parietal

regions

Frontal regions

Temporal-

parietal

regions

Frontal

regions

Temporal-

parietal

regions

Frontal

regions

Neurodegen.
No effect

detected

↓ number of

neurons in

PrL_LII-III

↓ number

of neurons

in CA3

No effect

detected
- -

DBN ↑ RSA_LVa
↓ PrL_LIIb/III,

↑ PrL_LV

↓ LEnt_LI-

III, DG, CA1,

RSG_LI

↓

PrL_LIII

Recovers

VEH levels.

Tendency ↑

in DG and

CA1

Recovers

VEH

levels

ptau

Ser202/Thr205
↑ CA1, DG ↑ PrL_LIII/V

↑ LEnt_LII,

RSA_LIII

No effect

detected

↓ CA1 and

recovers VEH

levels in

others

No effect

detected
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2.5. Discussion

Results from this study support the idea that a single amyloid-β injection leads to a non-

stable model of AD-like characteristics. While behavioural deficits are more evident when

evaluated at the time window of 15-22 days after injection than at 26-33 days, suggesting a

transiency on this model, molecular pathology of early AD is better emulated at the later

time. At this moment, ICSS treatment consisting of 5 post-training sessions is able to

ameliorate both remaining behavioural alterations and molecular pathology.

Methodological considerations regarding Aβ injection to model AD

Injection of amyloid-β into the brain has been one of the most extended strategies to model

sAD in rodents, sustained by the assumed role of Aβ in triggering AD etiopathology.

However, far from being a consistent procedure, a great variety of methodologies leading to

different behavioural and neuropathological outcomes have been reported in a great deal of

published works. A lower amount of studies had made an effort to assess crucial conditions

for optimal model development (Giovannelli et al., 1995; Stine et al., 2011; Ueno et al., 2014;

Kasza et al., 2017). Among them, Kasza et al. address the problem of the structural

heterogeneity of oligomeric samples and present the development of a sAD rat model by icv

injection of a low-dose but well-characterized oligomeric preparation, obtained by incubating

Aβ 1-42 25 μM for 168 h at 37ºC. These conditions give rise to small oligomers of definite

size and structure able to diffuse to brain parenchyma and cause the highest neurotoxicity

(Kasza et al., 2017). Kasza’s model showed spatial memory disturbances evaluated in the

MWM, together with increased tau immunoposivity and decreased neuron viability in the

hippocampus, seven days after Aβ injection. On the basis of their results, the present study

assessed the stability of this model over time, by characterizing spatial memory and

neuropathology at 15-22 days and in a delayed term of 26-33 days, in order to evaluate its

suitability for ICSS treatment testing.

Stability of the effects induced by an acute Aβ exposure has been put into debate, as Aβ is

suggested to be eventually cleared from the brain parenchyma (Wong et al., 2016). It has

been reported that a single injection of Aβ oligomers resulted in transient behavioural deficits

and histopathological effects, including Aβ deposition and tau immunoreactivity (Sigurdsson

et al., 1997; Cleary et al., 2005; Wong et al., 2016; Karthick et al., 2019). According to these

results, the present study shows that injection of low-dose well-characterized aggregates

resulted in transient spatial learning deficits, as well as non-stable histopathological effects.
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Behavioural and neurodegenerative AD-like affectations partially recover long after Aβ injection

In the time window of 15-22 days after Aβ injection, AB rats presented clear spatial learning

and memory deficits, concerning both acquisition as well as retention at 72 hours. Cognitive

flexibility, assessed in the reversal test, was also affected. These deficits develop along with a

visible neurodegeneration in prelimbic cortex. Behavioural impairment was almost non-

existent at a later time, evaluated 26-33 days after Aβ injection. These results are in line with

the findings by Karthick et al., who reported spatial learning and memory impairment 15

days after Aβ-injection, which was not present on day 30 (Karthick et al., 2019). However,

the present results suggest that rats trained at days 26-30 after Aβ injection preserved a

difficulty in spatial retention, revealed by differences in mean distance to target area in the

probe test. While this variable has not historically been as popular as latencies to assess spatial

memory impairment, it is considered a robust variable to assess spatial memory accuracy,

especially in age-related impairment (Vorhees and Williams, 2006; Gallagher et al., 2015).

Moreover, prelimbic neurodegeneration was also absent at day 33. Still, by then neuronal cell

loss was perceived in CA3 hippocampal subfield. It was suggested that the fate of Nissl dark-

stained neurons could differ depending on the regions of the brain, ending to survive in

neocortex but dying in the hippocampus after traumatic brain injury (Ooigawa et al., 2006).

Thus, while most behavioural and neurodegeneration signs seem to be transient in the

present model, hypothetically cumulated neurodegeneration in hippocampus seem to be

durable.

Molecular AD-like affectation presents a particular progression after Aβ injection

In the case of molecular hallmarks of AD synaptic damage (DBN levels) and tauopathy (ptau

levels), disturbances in Aβ-injected animals were found both at 22 and 33 days. However, a

shift in regional distribution of molecular pathology is noticed.

On the one hand, a preference for prefrontal affectation was found at 22 days. Matching

with neurodegeneration in layer II-III of prelimbic cortex, a significant decrease in DBN

protein levels in layers II and III and an increase in ptau levels in layers III and V were found

in this area. Direction of these changes corresponds to the expected alteration for AD

described in the introduction part. Intriguingly, DBN levels were significantly increased in

layer V of prelimbic cortex as well as in layer V of agranular retrosplenial cortex. This can be

interpreted as an early and transient compensatory response to initial damage, which was

already described and discussed for both AD patients as well as animal and in vitro AD models
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(Merlo et al., 2019), aiming to tolerate Aβ insult and delay the appearance of symptoms. In

favour of this hypothesis are the findings of correlation analyses, showing association of a

higher neurodegeneration percentage in the prelimbic cortex with increased DBN levels in

different prefrontal and temporal-parietal regions, as well as association of higher ptau levels

in rhinal cortices with higher DBN levels in prelimbic layers, both specific for AB group.

Additionally, increased DBN levels in rhinal cortices and layer V of prelimbic cortex were

found associated with better behavioural performance. Although association between DBN

levels and behavioural performance is also present in control rats, it is stronger and extended

to more behavioural variables in AB group, with those less affected in cognition presenting

more similar DBN levels to VEH rats. Thus, results suggest that behavioural impairment is

somehow more associated with DBN alteration than with that of ptau, which holds no

correlation with behavioural variables. This is in line with the idea that synaptic damage

correlates more robustly with the degree of cognitive impairment than the number of

amyloid plaques, tangles, and neuronal loss does (Ishizuka and Hanamura, 2017).

Nonetheless, ptau levels do correlate with other neuropathological signs in the present study.

In CA1 and DG hippocampal regions, the only temporal regions where ptau was found

significantly increased in AB rats, and in rhinal cortices, ptau levels correlate with

neurodegeneration and DBN levels of prelimbic cortex. These results demonstrate a clear

interrelation of the different pathways and of the interconnected regions, suggesting once

more a central part of prelimbic cortex in histopathological damage 22 days after Aβ

injection.

On the other hand, at 33 days, histopathological alteration in AB rats is mainly found in

parietal-temporal regions, with a special relevance of lateral entorhinal cortex. In this sense,

ptau levels were significantly increased only in layer II entorhinal cortex, and a tendency was

found in layer III agranular retrosplenial cortex. DBN is found now decreased in layers I, II

and III of lateral entorhinal cortex, correlating again with impaired mean distance to target

area in behavioural test, and in layer I of granular retrosplenial cortex. Additionally, DBN is

also decreased in hippocampal regions CA1 and DG and layer III prelimbic cortex, matching

the regions with ptau pathology at 22 days, evidencing once more, at least, an interrelation

of these molecular mechanisms, which was already suggested (Julien et al., 2008). Moreover,

this out-of-phase concordance could insinuate a slightly downstream position of DBN

decrease to taupathology, in line with the idea that dysregulation of synaptic proteome is

mediated by pathological tau (Jadhav et al., 2015).
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Taken together, regional distribution of histopathological affectations at 33 days,

concentrated in entorhinal cortex and hippocampus, resemble those typically described for

early AD (Braak et al., 2006a; Khan et al., 2014), more than at 22 days, focused on prelimbic

cortex. This progression from frontal cortex to temporal regions, which dissents from the

one described for AD (Braak et al., 2006a; Joy et al., 2018), together with the transiency of

cognitive deficits, yields this single Aβ-injection model not suitable for long-term treatment

assessment. And what is more, attempts to optimize the model pursuing an enduring supply

of Aβ oligomers by implanted osmotic pumps or cannulas seemed to be incompatible with

the proposed experimental design. In this sense, repeated infusion of oligomeric solution

through a cannula resulted in failed ICSS behaviour establishment in our lab (data not

shown), suggesting that injection of obstructive-prone amyloid solution propelled the

electrode from the target site.

ICSS treatment partially alleviates long-lasting molecular AD hallmarks in the Aβ-injected model

Nevertheless, this unsteadiness does not exclude the use of acute Aβ injection as a model for

assessing short-term effects of ICSS treatment in early-phase molecular hallmarks of AD,

which are adequately emulated 33 days after injection. Present results show that ICSS

amelioration of retention at 72 h goes along with subtle changes on DBN and ptau levels. In

this sense, any of the molecular alterations found in AB rats were present in AB+ICSS group,

neither related with differences in their levels nor in specific correlations, thus recovering a

control-like pattern. Moreover, ICSS administered to AB rats causes a significant decrease in

ptau levels in CA1, and some tendencies of increase in DBN levels were also found in CA1

and DG (at the hilus) hippocampal subfields, suggesting in accordance with Study 1 that

ICSS mechanisms interfere with those of AD.

Conclusions

In conclusion, results from this study suggest that a single injection of low-dose well-

characterized Aβ oligomers generates a useful model to test the effect of short treatments on

initial molecular hallmarks that occur in AD. In this sense, 5 post-training ICSS sessions were

able to avoid ptau increase and DBN decrease in entorhinal cortex and hippocampus found

in rats 33 days after Aβ injection. Thus, these findings keep encouraging the research of ICSS

administered to the MFB to fight sAD early molecular hallmarks. However, the observed

transient behavioural impairment, together with instability and regressive regional migration

of histopathological affectation, yields this model non suitable for long-term treatment
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assessment. To this aim, other models that ideally present coexistence of behavioural and

molecular pathology of early AD at a late time point after injection would be more

appropriate.
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STUDY III. ICSS TREATMENT EFFECTS ON CELL AND MOLECULAR

MARKERS OF EALRY ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE IN STZ-INJECTED MODEL

Results from Study 2 suggest that ICSS treatment is able to avoid molecular alterations

related to early AD in a rat model generated by Aβ icv injection. However, this model

presented some limitations, especially regarding its transiency, that restrict its use in further

studies. This section presents the results from Study 3, which according to the third aim of

this thesis intended to assess the molecular effects of ICSS treatment in a sAD rat model

obtained by STZ icv injection. Thus, effects of ICSS treatment administered in STZ model

were assessed on the cell and molecular markers associated to early AD pathology,

including neurodegeneration, DBN, tau and APP, as well as miRNAs and SIRT1, revealed

in Study 1 to be potential treatment biomarkers in serum. Additional non-molecular

affectations found in STZ-injected rats, including behavioural affection supporting AD

resemblance, are also presented in first place as a general characterization

upholding STZ model.
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From the total of 38 animals intended for this study, seven subjects were excluded from the

analysis. On the one hand, two STZ-injected rats died during the course of the study.

Another two STZ rats did not display the characteristic body weight loss and increased

reactivity, with further statistical analyses revealing these rats as outliers regarding behavioural

affectations, and therefore were considered not to achieve the model. Thus, mortality index

of 10.5% and model failure of 10.5% is reported for STZ injection in this study. On the other

hand, one ICSS rat was euthanized because of convulsions derived from ICSS treatment.

Finally, two VEH rats displayed poor performance in behavioural tests, and further statistical

analyses revealed these rats as outliers. The final sample consisted of 31 subjects. Final sample

size in each group is shown in Table 14, which summarizes the experimental conditions of

the groups analysed in this study.

Table 14| Summary of the groups composing Study 3 is presented as a brief recap of the experimental

design in Study 3, including final sample size for each group.

Group
Icv

injection
Treatment

MWM

acquisition

Serum

collection

MWM

probe

test

Sacrifice

Final

sample

size

VEH Vehicle 5 sham

sessions on

days 33-37 On days

33-37
Day 37 Day 40 Day 40

11

STZ STZ 10

ICSS Vehicle 5 ICSS sessions

on days 33-37

5

STZ+ICSS STZ 5

3.1. Physiological, histomorphological and behavioural affectations in STZ-injected

model

General characterization of the non-molecular affectation in STZ model is presented in this

section.

Physiological affectation in STZ-injected rats

A significant loss in body weight after the surgery was found in STZ-injected rats compared

to VEH-injected rats (p=.020, p=.021, p=.021, p=.011, p=.001 at days 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 post-

surgery) (Fig. 61A). Body weight was slowly regained after the post-surgery recovery period
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and completely recovered before the start of the behavioural tasks, although significant

differences with respect to VEH remain at the end of the study (p=.048)(Fig. 61A).

Moreover, significant increased reactivity to manipulation assessed during the post-surgery

recovery period was noticed in STZ rats (p<.001 vs VEH)(Fig. 61B).

Fig. 61| Physiological affectations in STZ-injected rats. A. Change in body weight compared to surgery

day, at different time points in the post-surgery recovery period (days 1 to 5), before the initiation of behavioural

tasks (day 29) and at the end of the study (day 40) for STZ and VEH animals. Data are presented as mean±SD.

n=8 and 7 rats/group (VEH and STZ, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH. B. Reactivity to manipulation assessed

in a 4-level scale during the post-surgery recovery period, for all STZ and VEH-injected animals, including

those intended for later ICSS treatment. Each dot represents a single rat, and group mean±SD is depicted;

n=16 and 15 rats/group (VEH-injected and STZ-injected, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH.

Morphologic changes in the lateral ventricles and periventricular structures in STZ-injected rats

Morphologic alteration in the lateral ventricles and periventricular structures in STZ rats

became evident during the tissue processing and histological analyses. χ2 analysis revealed a

significant greater incidence of lateral ventricle enlargement and presence of compressed

hippocampus and decreased corpus callosum thickness in STZ rats (Fig. 62, Table 15). Two

STZ rats displayed a degree of hippocampal compression so extreme that

immunohistochemical analyses could not be performed in this area (Fig. 62B).
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Table 15| Relationship between incidence of morphologic abnormalities and STZ administration.

Table shows the incidence (%) of ventricular and paraventricular morphologic abnormalities in VEH and STZ

groups, together with p-values according to χ2 analysis. n= 8 and 7 rats/group (VEH and STZ, respectively).

Abbreviations: cc: corpus callosum; HP: hippocampus; LV: lateral ventricle.

LV enlargement Compressed HP Decreased cc thickness

VEH 0% 12.5% 0%

STZ 57.1% 100% 100%

p=.013 p=.002 p=.001

Fig. 62| Morphologic alterations in STZ-injected rat’s brain. A. Representative images of STZ left

hemisphere coronal sections during cryotomy, showing ventricle enlargement and hippocampus compression

at different antero-posterior distances from Bregma. B. Representative images of DBN stained coronal

sections, for VEH and STZ rats, showing lateral ventricle enlargement (#) and hippocampus compression

(arrow), together with corpus callosum shrinkage resulting in breakage (*) in both mild cases (the most frequent

type of cases) and extreme cases (only observed in two rats) (scale bar = 1 mm).

VEH STZ

A

B

Mild Extreme

STZ

AP 1.00 mm AP -2.12 mm

#

#

#

*
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Behavioural affectation in STZ-injected rats 

A 2 × 5 ANOVA for repeated measures was conducted to study the acquisition phase 

performance of the MWM on days 33-37 after STZ injection. Analysis of the GROUP effect 

was statistically significant (F1,19=15.443, p=.001), indicating a worse performance of the STZ 

group. Even though GROUP × SESSION interaction did not reveal a significant difference 

(F4,76=.904, p=.466), further simple effect analysis confirmed significant differences between 

groups in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th acquisition sessions according to their escape latencies (p=.003, 

p=.013 and p=.009, respectively) (Fig. 63A). In addition, the main effect of the SESSION 

was statistically significant (F4,76=4.172, p=.004), showing learning in both experimental 

groups.   

Moreover, an increased thigmotaxis was also perceived for STZ rats in the MWM acquisition 

phase, being statistically significant for the first 3 sessions, and presenting a tendency for 

sessions 4 and 5 (p=.007, p=.010, p=.042, p=.061 and p=.068 for sessions 1 to 5, 

respectively) (Fig. 63B).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 63| Effects of STZ injection on spatial task acquisition. A. Mean escape latencies (±SD) for the five 

acquisition sessions in the MWM, for STZ and VEH rats. B. Thigmotaxis or mean percentage of time spent in 

the walls (±SD) for the five acquisition sessions in the MWM, for STZ and VEH rats. n=11 and 10 rats/group 

(VEH and STZ, respectively). * p<.05 vs VEH; a p≤.07 vs VEH.   
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Alteration in spatial retention was also revealed in STZ rats, which presented a significant

decrease in percentage spent in the target quadrant (p=.023)(Fig. 64A) and in the annulus

(p=.008)(Fig. 64B), together with an increase in the mean distance to target area

(p=.013)(Fig. 64C) during the whole duration of the MWM probe test, compared to VEH.

Fig. 64| Effects of STZ injection on spatial probe test. Results of the MWM probe test for VEH and STZ

rats. A. Percentage of time spent in target quadrant. The dashed line represents chance level. B. Percentage of

time spent in the annulus area. C. Mean distance to target area during the whole test. Data are presented as

mean±SD; n=11 and 10 rats/group (VEH and STZ, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH.

3.2. ICSS effects on AD hallmarks in STZ-injected rats

This section presents ICSS effects on cell and molecular AD hallmarks found in STZ-

injected rats. Thus, for each hallmark, alterations displayed by STZ model are described and,

after that, ICSS effects on these alterations are reported. In order to relate them with

cognitive improvement, evidence of ICSS behavioural effect in STZ-injected rats is first

presented.

Evidence of ICSS effect on behavioural affectations of STZ-injected rats

Some of the affected variables in STZ rats were improved after administration of 5 post-

training sessions of ICSS. Latency in the third session of acquisition phase was reduced in

the group receiving ICSS (p=.028 vs STZ). Moreover, although no significant differences

were found between STZ and STZ+ICSS groups in the probe test, differences found in the

percentage of time spent in the target quadrant between STZ and VEH group disappeared

in the STZ+ICSS group (p=.357 vs VEH) (Fig. 65).
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Fig. 65| Effects of ICSS treatment on STZ-induced disturbances on spatial learning and memory. A.

Mean escape latencies (±SD) for the five acquisition sessions in the MWM, for STZ and STZ+ICSS rats. B.

Mean percentage of time spent in target quadrant (±SD) in the MWM probe test. The dashed line represents

chance level. n=10 or 5 rats/group (STZ and STZ+ICSS groups, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH; #p<.05 vs

STZ.

Effect of ICSS on neurodegeneration in STZ-injected rats

Analysis of Nissl-stained sections revealed a significant decrease in the total number of

neurons in CA1 region (p=.027 vs VEH), but not in CA3 or DG hippocampal subfields, for

STZ rats (Fig. 66A,B). Moreover, compared to control, neurons in STZ rats seem to exhibit

a more vacuolated and swallowed morphology (Fig. 66A), resulting in more sparse density

in CA1 and DG regions (p=.001 and p=.021 vs VEH, respectively) (Fig. 66C).

While ICSS treatment alone did not trigger any significant change in hippocampus neuronal

number or density, when administered to STZ rats it seems to reverse hippocampal

neurodegeneration displayed by STZ model. Thus, STZ+ICSS group presented a significant

increase in DG neuronal density (p=.029), and a tendency in CA1 neuronal density (p=.056)

(Fig. 66B,C) compared to STZ group.
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Fig. 66| Effects of STZ injection and ICSS treatment on hippocampal neurodegeneration (see figure

on the previous page). Results of Nissl staining analysis in hippocampal subregions, for VEH, STZ, ICSS and

STZ+ICSS groups. A. Representative photomicrographs for Nissl staining in each hippocampal subregion for

each group (scale bar=250 μm). Examples of swallowed and vacuolated neurons found in STZ group are

pointed with a black arrow, and shown magnified. . B-C. Neuronal count in 250 μm layer length (B) and

neuronal density per mm2 (C) in CA1, CA3 (distal part), CA3hil (proximal part, at the region of hilus) and

dentate gyrus (DG) hippocampal subregions. Data are presented as mean±SD; n=11, 8, 5 and 5 rats/group

(VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH; #p<.05 vs STZ; b p≤.07 vs STZ.

Regarding medial prefrontal cortex, no differences were found neither in the total nor in

normal/degenerating number of neurons in prelimbic cortex layer II-III between STZ and

VEH groups (Fig. 67A,B). However, important neurodegeneration was noticed in dorsal

tenia tecta (DTT) structure in STZ rats (Fig. 67C). Statistical analyses revealed significant

differences between STZ and VEH groups in the number of DTT normal neurons (p=.017)

and the percentage of neurodegeneration (p=.024), the last negatively correlating with

neuronal density in hippocampal neurodegenerating areas for STZ group (Fig. 67D,E and

Fig. 68). No differences were found in STZ+ICSS group with respect to STZ, but neither

with respect to VEH (Fig. 67).

Neurodegenerative alteration in the hippocampus nor in DTT was not found to be

significantly correlated with altered behavioural variables. Similarly, the recovery induced by

ICSS is not significantly related with any improvement on behavioural performance.
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Fig. 67| Effects of STZ injection and ICSS treatment on medial prefrontal cortex neurodegeneration.

A-B. Representative photomicrographs for Nissl staining in layer II-III of prelimbic cortex (A) and DTT (B)

for each group (scale bar=100 μm). C-E. Neuronal count per 0.1 mm2 (C-D) and percentage of

neurodegeneration (E) in layer II-III of prelimbic cortex (C) and DTT (D-E). Data are presented as mean±SD;

n=10, 10, 4 and 5 rats/group (VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS, respectively).*p<.05 vs VEH.
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Fig. 68| Correlation between neurodegeneration in DTT and HP after STZ injection. Scatter plot

showing the relation between percentage of neurodegeneration in DTT and neuronal density (neurons per

mm2) in CA1 and DG hippocampal subfields, according to Nissl staining analysis, in VEH and STZ groups.

Each dot represents a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine significance (p<.05). ρ =

Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n=10 and 8 rats/group (VEH and STZ, respectively).

Effect of ICSS on DBN levels in STZ-injected rats

DBN levels were not altered in STZ-injected rats with respect to VEH in any of the regions

analysed by immunohistochemistry, neither in temporal-parietal regions, including rhinal

cortices, hippocampus and retrosplenial cortex, nor in frontal regions, including prelimbic

cortex (Fig. 69,70). Similarly, results from Western blot did not identify any statistical

difference between STZ and VEH in DBN levels, neither in medial prefrontal cortex nor in

anterior DG extracts (Fig. 73,74). DBN levels were also not found to be correlated with the

affected behavioural variables in STZ group.

ICSS treatment caused an increase in DBN levels, both in VEH and STZ rats, in different

layers of rhinal cortices. In VEH rats, ICSS effect is more extended, involving layer I of

lateral entorhinal cortex (p=.053 and p=.028 for layers Ia and Ib, respectively), layers I and

II of perirhinal cortex (p=.009, p=.013 and p=.036, for layers Ia, Ib and II respectively) and

layers I to V of ectorhinal cortex (p=.003, p=.023, p=.053, p=.028, p=.055 for layers Ia, Ib,

II, III and Va respectively). Still, ICSS administered to STZ rats is able to increase levels of

DBN in layer Ia of lateral entorhinal cortex (p=.028), and layer V of ectorhinal cortex

(p=.045) (Fig. 69,70A). In the other analysed regions, including hippocampus, retrosplenial

cortex and prelimbic cortex, no significant increase of DBN levels because of ICSS treatment

were found, according both immunohistochemistry and Western blot results (Fig. 69, 70B-

D and 73).
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Fig. 69| Effects of STZ injection and

ICSS treatment on DBN levels.

Representative photomicrographs of

DBN immunolabelling in rhinal cortices,

hippocampus, retrosplenial cortex and

prelimbic cortex, for VEH, STZ, ICSS

and STZ+ICSS groups (scale bar=500

μm).
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Fig. 70| Effects of STZ injection and ICSS treatment on DBN levels (see figure on the previous page).

DBN levels in A. rhinal cortices, B. hippocampus, C. retrosplenial cortex and D. prelimbic cortex, for VEH,

STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS groups, resulting from labelling intensity quantification after DBN

immunohistochemistry. Data are presented as mean±SD; n=11, 10, 5 and 5 rats/group (VEH, STZ, ICSS and

STZ+ICSS, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH; #p<.05 vs STZ; a p≤.07 vs VEH. Abbreviations: DG: dentate

gyrus; Ect: ectorhinal cortex; hil: hilus; IP: infrapyramidale; L: layer; LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; PRh:

perirhinal cortex; PrL: prelimbic cortex; RSA: retrosplenial agranular cortex; RSG: retrosplenial granular cortex;

SLM: stratum lacunosum moleculare; SO: stratum oriens; SP: suprapyramidale; SR: stratum radiatum.

Effect of ICSS on tau and ptau levels in STZ-injected rats

According to immunohistochemistry analysis, levels of tau protein phosphorylated at

Ser202/ Thr205 sites were found significantly increased in STZ with respect to VEH group

in CA3 hippocampal subregion, both at more distal parts and proximal parts (p=.027, p=.002

and p=.033 for CA3_1, CA3_2 and CA3_hilus, respectively), and presented a tendency in

proximal CA1 (p=.07 for CA1_4). In retrosplenial cortex, a significant increase in ptau was

found in agranular part layer V (p=.049 and p=.067 for layer Va and Vb, respectively) (Fig.

71, 72). Moreover, levels of ptau in different hippocampal subfields positively correlate with

altered latencies in second acquisition session for STZ group (Table 16). Regarding frontal

lobe, ptau Ser202/Thr205 alteration in STZ group seem to go in the opposite direction in

prelimbic cortex, showing a significant decrease in ptau (p=.045) in layer III, according to

immunohistochemical analyses (Fig. 71, 72).

Generally speaking, levels of ptau Ser202/Thr205 seemed to be reduced because of ICSS

treatment, both in VEH and STZ rats. On the one hand, ICSS treatment administered to

VEH rats tended to reduce ptau levels in layer II-III prelimbic cortex (p=.006, p=.060,

p=.056 for layer IIa, IIb and III, respectively) and layer II granular retrosplenial cortex

(p=.066). On the other hand, STZ+ICSS presented significant decreased levels of ptau

Ser202/Thr205 in perirhinal cortex (p=.055 and p=.045 for layer II and global, respectively)

and a tendency in layer IIb of prelimbic cortex (p=.064), with respect to STZ. Moreover, in

CA3, where ptau was found increased in STZ rats, STZ+ICSS presented no differences from

VEH group (Fig. 71, 72).
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Fig. 71| Effects of STZ injection and

ICSS treatment on ptau levels.

Representative photomicrographs of ptau

immunolabelling in rhinal cortices,

hippocampus, retrosplenial cortex and

prelimbic cortex, for VEH, STZ, ICSS

and STZ+ICSS groups (scale bar=500

μm).
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Fig. 72| Effects of STZ injection and ICSS treatment on ptau levels (see figure on the previous page).

Ptau levels in A. rhinal cortices, B. hippocampus, C. retrosplenial cortex and D. prelimbic cortex, for VEH,

STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS groups, resulting from labelling intensity quantification after ptau Ser202/Thr205

immunohistochemistry. Data are presented as mean±SD; n=11, 10, 5 and 5 rats/group (VEH, STZ, ICSS and

STZ+ICSS, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH; #p<.05 vs STZ; a p≤.07 vs VEH. Abbreviations: DG: dentate

gyrus; Ect: ectorhinal cortex; hil: hilus; IP: infrapyramidale; L: layer; LEnt: lateral entorhinal cortex; PRh:

perirhinal cortex; PrL: prelimbic cortex; RSA: retrosplenial agranular cortex; RSG: retrosplenial granular cortex.

Table 16| Correlation analyses between ptau Ser202/Thr205 levels in hippocampal regions and

latency in 2nd acquisition session in the MWM. Table includes the correlations found significant for STZ

group, according to Spearman’s correlation test (p<.05, highlighted in the table).

Latency in 2nd acquisition session
VEH STZ ICSS STZ+ICSS

pt
au

 in
te

ns
ity

 le
ve

ls

CA1_3 ρ=-.318
p=.340

ρ=.805
p=.016

ρ=.667
p=.219

ρ=.707
p=.182

CA1_4 ρ=-.273
p=.417

ρ=.732
p=.039

ρ=.667
p=.219

ρ=.707
p=.182

CA3_1 ρ=-.009
p=.979

ρ=.708
p=.050

ρ=.718
p=.172

ρ=.707
p=.182

DG_SP ρ=-.227
p=.502

ρ=.756
p=.030

ρ=.359
p=.553

ρ=.707
p=.182

DG_IP ρ=-.100
p=.770

ρ=.732
p=.039

ρ=.667
p=.219

ρ=.707
p=.182

ρ = Spearman’s correlation coeficient; n = 11 and 8 rats/group (VEH and STZ, respectively).

Further Western blot analyses were performed to assess phosphorylation ratio relative to

total tau levels, aiming to contrast immunohistochemistry results at Ser202/Thr205 site, and

adding Ser396 site. A significant increase of tau phosphorylation ratio at Ser202/Thr205

(p=.014), accompanied by total tau decrease (p=.029), was detected in DG extracts of STZ

rats with respect to VEH (Fig. 73). In STZ+ICSS group a tendency of reduction and recovery

of VEH phosphorylation ratio at Ser202/Thr205 was noted (p=.076 vs STZ). In contrast,

alteration of phosphorylation at Ser396 site was not perceived in DG of STZ rats (Fig. 73),

although this site was affected by ICSS treatment alone (p=.011 ICSS vs VEH). In medial

prefrontal cortex extracts, no significant difference in tau phosphorylation ratio between

STZ and VEH groups was detected, neither in Ser202/Thr205 nor in Ser396 site (Fig. 74).
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Fig. 73| Effects of STZ injection and ICSS treatment on DBN, SIRT1, APP, ptau and tau levels in DG

extracts (see figure on the previous page). A. Representative Western blots for DBN, SIRT1, APP, ptau

S202/T205, ptau S396 and tau proteins, together with total protein band patterns, in VEH, STZ, ICSS and

STZ+ICSS groups. B. Resulting relative protein quantification using total protein as endogenous normalizer,

and VEH group as reference, in VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS groups. Data are presented as mean±SD;

n=11, 10, 5 and 5 rats/group (VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS, respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH; #p<.05 vs

STZ; c p≤.07 vs ICSS.

Fig. 74| Effects of STZ injection on DBN, SIRT1, APP, ptau and tau levels in mPFC extracts. A.

Representative Western blots for DBN, SIRT1, APP, ptau S202/T205, ptau S396 and tau proteins, together

with total protein band patterns, in VEH and STZ groups. B. Resulting relative protein quantification using

total protein as endogenous normalizer, and VEH group as reference, in VEH and STZ groups. Data are

presented as mean±SD; n=8 and 6 rats/group (VEH and STZ, respectively). No statistical significant

differences were found between groups.
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Effect of ICSS on APP levels in STZ-injected rats

Results from Western blot analyses revealed that, while no differences in full-length APP

levels between STZ and VEH-injected animals were found in mPFC extracts, a significant

increase was found in in DG extracts of STZ rats (p=.016)(Fig. 73, 74). Moreover, altered

levels of APP in DG were found to be significantly correlated with altered behavioural

variables, including latencies in 2nd and 4th acquisition sessions and both time spent in the

target quadrant and mean distance to target area during the probe test (Fig. 75). In VEH

group, although relations between these variables do not reach statistical significance,

tendencies of correlation showed inverse relation with respect to STZ (Fig. 75).

ICSS treatment administered to STZ rats caused a decrease in full-length APP levels (p=.029

STZ+ICSS vs STZ), recovering normal levels, which is not detected when ICSS is

administered to VEH rats (Fig. 73).
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Fig. 75| Correlation between APP levels in DG and behavioural variables, after STZ injection (see

figure on the previous page). A-D. Scatter plots showing the relation between APP levels according to Western

blot analysis and altered behavioural variables, including latencies in 2nd (A) and 4th (B) acquisition sessions,

percentage of time spent in the target quadrant (C) and mean distance to target area (D) during the probe test,

for VEH and STZ groups. Each dot represents a single rat. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine

significance (p<.05). ρ = Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n=11 and 10 rats/group (VEH and STZ,

respectively).

3.3. STZ and ICSS effect on molecular regulators of AD hallmarks in DG

hippocampal subfield and in serum

miRNA endogenous normalizers in DG and serum after STZ injection and ICSS treatment

Stability values for the bibliographic-based selected endogenous normalizer candidates,

including miR-16, miR-124, let-7a and let-7b, are shown in Table 17 and 18, for DG and

serum samples from STZ, VEH, ICSS and STZ+ICSS groups. miR-124 was not included in

the serum analysis as it was not detected in most of the serum samples. Stability ranking

order was maintained both in DG and serum if only STZ and VEH samples were included

in the analyses (data not shown). Thus, according to both NormFinder and GeNorm

algorithm, miR-16 and let-7a were confirmed to be the most stable miRNAs in DG subfield

and serum, respectively, both regarding AD model condition and ICSS condition.

Table 17| Stability values for miRNA endogenous candidates in DG after STZ and ICSS. Samples from

VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS rats were used in the analysis (n=5-13 samples/group).

NormFinder stability value GeNorm score

miR-16-5p 0.066 1.196

let-7a-5p 0.085 1.319

let-7b-5p 0.120 2.113

miR-124-3p 0.146 2.041

Table 18| Stability values for miRNA endogenous candidates in serum after STZ and ICSS. Samples

from VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS rats (n=5-13 samples/group).

NormFinder stability value GeNorm score

let-7a-5p 0.068 0.679

let-7b-5p 0.110 0.733

miR-16-5p 0.307 1.16
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miRNA changes in DG after STZ injection and ICSS treatment

Six ICSS-regulated miRNA candidates selected from Study 1 results, including miR-196a,

miR-495, miR-132, miR-134, miR-146a and miR-181c, were analysed in both VEH and STZ-

injected rats, receiving ICSS or sham treatment. No significant differences were found in any

of the analysed candidate miRNAs between STZ and VEH group in DG subfield. However,

STZ+ICSS and ICSS groups, which were subjected to lower variability, present some

detectable differences that revealed an underlying STZ effect. miR-495 is significantly lower

expressed (p=.018), while miR-146a presents a tendency to be overexpressed (p=.064) in

STZ+ICSS group with respect to ICSS group (Fig. 76).

Regarding ICSS effect, miR-146a also displayed a statistical tendency of reduction in

STZ+ICSS group in relation to STZ (p=.068), which seem to be similar in VEH group,

although far from significance (Fig. 76).

Fig. 76| Effects of STZ injection and ICSS treatment on miRNAs in DG. Relative expression of miRNA

candidates detected by qRT-PCR in DG, for VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS groups, calculated as 2-ΔΔCt,

using miR-16 as endogenous normalizer, and VEH group mean as the reference sample. Data are presented as

mean±SD, n=5-11 rats/group. $p<.05 vs ICSS; b p≤.07 vs STZ; c p≤.07 vs ICSS.

miRNA changes in serum after STZ injection and ICSS treatment

In serum, although levels of miR-134 were under the detection limit for more than 75% of

the samples belonging to indistinct groups, miR-196a, miR-495, miR-132, miR-181c and

miR-146a were detected in more than 80% of serum samples (Table 19). For these miRNAs,

analysis using detected samples revealed no significant differences or tendencies regarding

STZ or ICSS effect in any of the analysed candidate miRNAs (Fig. 77).
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Table 19| Detection frequencies of candidate miRNAs in serum samples. Percentage of samples which

presented a detectable Ct is shown for each target miRNA in each group (VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS)

and in the whole sample set.

miR-196a-3p miR-495-3p miR-132-3p miR-134-5p miR-146a-5p miR-181c-5p
VEH 100 81.82 100 18.18 100 100
STZ 100 70.00 100 20.00 100 100

ICSS 100 100 100 60.00 100 80.00
STZ+ICSS 100 100 80.00 0 100 100

TOGETHER 100 83.87 96.77 22.58 100 96.77

Fig. 77| Effects of STZ injection and ICSS treatment on miRNAs in serum. Relative expression of

miRNA candidates detected by qRT-PCR in DG, for VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS groups, calculated as

2-ΔΔCt, using let-7a as endogenous normalizer, and VEH group mean as the reference sample. Data are presented

as mean±SD, n=5-11 rats/group. No statistical significant differences or tendencies were found between

groups.

SIRT1 levels in DG and serum after STZ injection and ICSS treatment

SIRT1 levels in DG extracts seem to be increased because of STZ injection (p=.078 STZ vs

VEH and p=.058 STZ+ICSS vs ICSS) (Fig. 73), while any significant change was observed

in mPFC extracts (Fig. 74). SIRT1 levels in tissue were not found to be significantly

correlated with any behavioural variable.

In serum, SIRT1 levels were found significantly reduced in STZ rats (p=.045) (Fig. 78). ICSS

treatment caused a significant increase, both when administered to VEH rats (p=.017 ICSS

vs VEH) and also to STZ rats (p=.001 STZ+ICSS vs STZ), which not only recovered normal

levels but increased with respect to VEH group (p=.005 STZ+ICSS vs VEH). Moreover,

SIRT1 levels in serum were found positively correlated with DG neuronal density in STZ-

injected rats, with those receiving ICSS treatment occupying the zone in the top of the
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correlation (Fig. 79). In STZ group, but not in others, SIRT1 serum levels also correlate with

other histopathological hallmarks, such as DBN and ptau levels in different regions,

especially involving DG and retrosplenial granular cortex (Table 20).

Fig. 78| Effects of STZ injection and ICSS treatment on SIRT1 levels in serum. Each single dot

represents a single rat from groups VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS groups, respectively. Each dot represents

a single rat, and group mean±SD is depicted; n=11, 10, 5 and 5 rats/group (VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS,

respectively). *p<.05 vs VEH; #p<.05 vs STZ.

Fig. 79| Correlation between SIRT1 concentration in serum and neuronal density in DG after STZ

injection. Spearman’s correlation test was used to determine significance (p<.05). Each dot represents a single

rat. ρ = Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n=10 and 5 rats/group (STZ and STZ+ICSS, respectively).
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Table 20| Correlation analyses between SIRT1 serum levels and histopathological hallmarks. Table

includes all the correlations found significant for STZ group, according to Spearman’s correlation test (p<.05,

highlighted in the table).

SIRT1 levels in serum
VEH STZ ICSS STZ+ICSS

DBN
DG_IP

ρ=.236
p=.511

ρ=-.762
p=.028

ρ=.600
p=.285

ρ=.300
p=.624

DBN
RSG_LI

ρ=-.176
p=.627

ρ=-.745
p=.013

ρ=-.100
p=.873

ρ=.900
p=.037

DBN
RSG LII-IV

ρ=.006
p=.987

ρ=-.770
p=.009

ρ=.800
p=.104

ρ=.700
p=.188

DBN
RSG LVI

ρ=.036
p=.915

ρ=-.770
p=.009

ρ=.600
p=.285

ρ=.600
p=.285

DBN
PRL_LIb

ρ=.286
p=.535

ρ=-.786
p=.021

ρ=-.200
p=.800

ρ=.300
p=.624

DBN
DG extract

ρ=-.309
p=.355

ρ=-.745
p=.013

ρ=-.300
p=.624

ρ=.400
p=.505

ptau S202/T205
DG_CREST

ρ=-.073
p=.832

ρ=-.857
p=.007

ρ=.600
p=.285

ρ=.100
p=.873

ptau S202/T205
DG_IP

ρ=.282
p=.401

ρ=-.810
p=.015

ρ=.600
p=.285

ρ=.300
p=.624

ptau S202/T205
RSG_LII

ρ=-.430
p=.214

ρ=-.721
p=.019

ρ=.800
p=.200

ρ=.300
p=.624

ptau S202/T205
RSG_LIII

ρ=-.152
p=.676

ρ=-.648
p=.043

ρ=.800
p=.200

ρ=.400
p=.505

ptau S202/T205
RSG_LVa

ρ=-.164
p=.651

ρ=-.685
p=.029

ρ=.800
p=.200

ρ=.300
p=.624

ptau S202/T205
PRL_LIIa

ρ=.143
p=.760

ρ=-.683
p=.042

ρ=.200
p=.800

ρ=.300
p=.624

ptau S396
DG extract

ρ=-.455
p=.160

ρ=-.782
p=.008

ρ=.200
p=.747

ρ=.100
p=.873

ρ = Spearman’s correlation coeficient; n=11, 10, 5 and 5 rats/group (VEH, STZ, ICSS and STZ+ICSS,

respectively). Abbreviations: DG: dentate gyrus; IP: infrapyramidale; L: layer; PrL: prelimbic cortex; RSG:

retrosplenial granular cortex.
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3.4. Summary

Table 21 shows a summary of the main results of this study, regarding both affectations

displayed by STZ model in relation to the studied AD hallmarks, as well as the effect of ICSS

administered in this condition.

Table 21| Summary of the main results in Study 3. Table includes the effects of STZ injection, as well as

of ICSS treatment on STZ-injected rats, on the studied behavioural and cell/molecular AD hallmarks.

STZ EFFECT ICSS EFFECT ON STZ RATS

Behaviour

MWM acquisition: ↑ latencies sessions 2, 3

and 4

MWM retention: target quadrant

and annulus, ↑ distance to target

MWM acquisition: ↓latency

session 3

MWM retention: disappear

differences in time in target

quadrant

Temporal-parietal

regions
Frontal regions

Temporal-

parietal regions

Frontal

regions

Neurodegeneration
↓ neuronal density in

CA1 and DG

↑ %

neurodegeneration

DTT

↑ neuronal

density in CA1

and DG

No effect

detected

DBN No effect detected No effect detected
↑ LEnt_LI,

Ect_LV

No effect

detected

ptau

Ser202/Thr205

↑ HP subregions,

RSA_LV
↓ PrL_LIII

↓ PRh,

tendency to

recover in HP

subfields

No effect

detected

ptau Ser396 No effect detected No effect detected
No effect

detected
-

APP ↑ DG No effect detected ↓ DG -

brain tissue serum brain tissue serum

miRNAs

↓ miR-495, tendency

↑ miR-146a in DG

(when comparing

groups receiving ICSS)

No effect detected
tendency ↓

miR-146a in DG

No effect

detected

SIRT1 No effect detected ↓
No effect

detected
↑
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3.5. Discussion

This study confirms that icv injection of STZ is able to recapitulate extensive behavioural

and neuropathological distinctive features of AD 40 days after, including overexpression of

phosphorylated tau and APP in hippocampal formation. In this sense, icv injection of STZ

is proposed as a suitable model to study effects of ICSS treatment. Although with some

limitations, this study is the first to report ICSS effects in rescuing histopathological alteration

in a sAD model, while also providing an insight into its molecular mechanisms including

miRNAs and SIRT1.

Methodological considerations regarding STZ injection to model AD

Based on the hypothesis that glucose hypometabolism is an upstream cause in the AD

cascade, icv-administration of the diabetogenic toxin STZ is being increasingly used to mimic

sporadic AD in rats, administering a typical dose of 3 mg/kg (Grieb, 2016) solved in saline

or citrate buffer.

Different methodological concerns were optimised for the development of this study. On

the one hand, citrate buffer at a controlled pH of 4.4-4.5 was determined to be preferred in

front of saline, as the latest resulted in an impracticable effervescent solution. This

phenomenon, already reported by others (Wang-Fischer and Garyantes, 2018), could be due

to pH instability in commercial saline solution (Reddi, 2013), leading to more rapid

decomposition of STZ, resulting in nitric oxide release.

On the other hand, initial pilot experiment using 3 mg/kg resulted in 75% mortality and

severe irritability in surviving animals (data not shown). Reduction of the dosage to 2 mg/kg,

accompanied with attentive post-surgical cares, led to mortality reduction (to 10.5%) and

easy-going manipulation of animals. A possible explanation to the high mortality

experimented in our lab could be that, when using heavy animals (around 400 g), 3 mg/kg

could result in an excessive amount of STZ to tolerate at once. Thus, it is insinuated that

linear dosage scaling in relation to body weight, which seems to come from historical

intraperitoneal administration of STZ to cause systemic diabetes, could be put into debate.

Moreira-Silva et al. also used 2 mg/kg in similar weighted Wistar rats (Moreira-Silva et al.,

2018), and sustained that this is the most optimum dose to model sporadic AD (Moreira-

Silva et al., 2019). While lower doses (≤1 mg/kg) resulted in a very slow neurodegenerative

process (Kraska et al., 2012), which some report to be reversible (Mehla et al., 2013), higher
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doses (≥3 mg/kg) produce aggressive neurotoxicity (Kraska et al., 2012) accompanied by

alteration in locomotor activity (Dehghan-Shasaltaneh et al., 2016), differing from the

neurodegenerative process observed in sAD.

In the present study, injection of 2 mg/kg resulted in a complete model integrating both

behavioural and histopathological hallmarks of sAD, which appeared accompanied by

physiological alterations including body weight loss and increased reactivity. Based on its

consistency, this study suggest that presence of these physiological affectations can be used

as a marker of STZ-injection success. Body weight loss after icv STZ injection has been

coherently reported. It is hypothetically attributed to STZ effect when reaching the

hypothalamus from the third ventricle (Shoham et al., 2003; Poddar et al., 2020), disturbing

its role in controlling feeding behaviour, thermoregulation and glucose homeostasis in

peripheral organs (Elizondo‐Vega et al., 2015; Thorens, 2015). Poddar et al. also suggested

that loss of body weight is an important indicator to distinguish vulnerability to STZ, in this

case in relation to mitochondrial dysfunction (Poddar et al., 2020). Reactivity could be

associated with septohippocampal cholinergic alteration (Morris et al., 1982; Smith, 1988), a

sign also found in the model (data not shown). Moreover, reactivity detection in the model

matches the association between cognitive dysfunction and agitation/hyperactivity in AD

patients (Asada et al., 2000). Thus, presence of these physiological effects are signs of correct

STZ circulation in the ventricular system and expected effect in vulnerable areas, upholding

the model. According to the presence of this signs, success of model generation was

estimated to be 89.5%.

Long-lasting behavioural, histomorphological and molecular AD-like characteristics uphold the use

of STZ-injected model for long-term treatment assessment in early AD

Behavioural characterization of this model, assessed from day 33 to day 40 after STZ

injection, included both impaired spatial learning and memory as well as signs of emotional

deficit. In this sense, increased latencies in acquisition phase of the MWM and altered mean

distance to target area and time spent in the target quadrant in the probe test are reported.

An anxiety marker such as thigmotaxis in the MWM (Treit and Fundytus, 1988) was also

found altered in the model, agreeing with symptoms reported for AD patients (Ferretti et al.,

2001).

Morphologically, STZ brains were distinguished by tissue softening together with evident

enlarging of brain ventricles and atrophy of paraventricular structures, such as corpus
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callosum and hippocampus. These signs, already reported by other authors after icv injection

of STZ (Shoham et al., 2003; Kraska et al., 2012; Knezovic et al., 2015; Voronkov et al.,

2019), are also characteristic of human AD brains (Luxenberg et al., 1987; Smith, 2002;

DeTure and Dickson, 2019). Loss of neural tissue was also noticed in Nissl staining analysis,

which revealed decreased neuronal density in CA1 and DG hippocampal subfields. Particular

affectation of neuronal loss in CA1 against CA3 match results from AD patients (Padurariu

et al., 2012). At a level of frontal lobe, no neuronal loss was found in superficial layers of

prelimbic cortex, but notable neurodegeneration was distinguished in dorsal tenia tecta

structure, correlating with neuronal density in affected hippocampal subfields. This structure

is considered both part of the hippocampal continuation with a role in associative learning

and attention (Maddux and Holland, 2011), as well as part of the olfactory cortex, receiving

inputs from both the prefrontal cortex and the olfactory bulb. Thus, this observation, which

was not reported before, is especially interesting taking into account that early stages of AD

disease are characterized by olfactory deficits, being the central olfactory system one of the

first subcortical areas to present neurofibrillary tangles (Zou et al., 2016).

At a molecular level, the model was characterized by alteration of the defining hallmarks of

AD, including APP and ptau, in the hippocampus, correlating with altered performance in

spatial learning.

Specifically, expression of APP is found increased in DG extracts, negatively correlating with

both acquisition and retention performance, but not in medial prefrontal cortex extracts.

Regarding taupathology, the present work agrees with other studies describing increased

phosphorylation in Ser202/Thr205 after 1 month of STZ injection at 3 mg/kg (Knezovic et

al., 2015), and demonstrates that the lower dose of 2 mg/kg was sufficient to trigger this

hallmark. Moreover, this study presents the first accurate characterization of regional

affectation of phosphorylated tau at site Ser202/Thr205 in STZ-injected model. By targeting

the same epitope as Braak et al. in their studies in AD human brains, this screening enables

to infer the hypothetical Braak stage in the model. Although no alteration was distinguished

in entorhinal cortex, increased ptau levels localized in the hippocampus, especially in CA1

and CA3 subfields, and in layer V in retrosplenial cortex, but not in frontal areas resemble

distribution found in AD Braak stages II-III (Braak et al., 2006a).

Tau phosphorylation alteration was further contrasted by Western blot. This methodology,

although does not allow sublayer discrimination, enables to obtain the phosphorylation ratio
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by normalization by total tau levels. This methodological distinctions could explain

discrepancies between Western blot and immunohistochemical results. In this sense,

Western blot results showed that STZ rats presented increased phosphorylation of tau at site

Ser202/Thr205 together with a reduction in total tau levels in DG subfield extracts, where

no significant alteration was perceived in immunohistochemistry results. Although reduction

in total tau levels is not a characteristic feature described for AD, it was already reported long

after STZ injection (Osmanovic Barilar et al., 2015), and seem to be present also after 24h

exposition to STZ in SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cell line (data from starting

preliminary experiments in our lab, not shown in this thesis). Anyhow, Western blot results

confirm the presence of taupathology in the hippocampus, but not in the mPFC.

Moreover, Western blot also allowed a rapid screening of other phosphorylation sites.

Regional and temporal profile throughout AD pathology of different tau phosphorylation

sites seem to be similar to that of Ser202/Thr205 in human brains (Neddens et al., 2018).

However, Ser396 has been described to show only weak and late phosphorylation and minor

progression (Su et al., 1994; Neddens et al., 2018). Despite the fact that STZ rat model was

reported to present increased tau phosphorylation in Ser396 one month after STZ injection

at 3 mg/kg (Xu et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2018), in our study, DG extracts of STZ rats showed

no alteration in this site. Thus, present results, in accordance with Moreira-Silva et al. results

using 2 mg/kg (Moreira-Silva et al., 2018), suggest that alteration in Ser396 site could be

dosage dependent, as already noticed by Zappa Villar et al. (Zappa Villar et al., 2018). In this

sense, a dose of 2 mg/kg seems again to mimic a more realistic model of early AD.

Altogether, regional distribution of molecular alteration focused in the hippocampus,

together with behavioural and histological abnormalities after STZ injection seem to

converge to model early sporadic AD condition. Moreover, these effects are proved to be

durable at least 40 days after STZ injection. Salkovic-Petrisic group, one of the greatest

experts in the use of STZ model, define a biphasic response pattern after STZ injection (3

mg/kg), especially regarding the insulin receptor signalling cascade but correlating also with

cognitive deficits: an acute phase (≤ 1 month) is followed by partial attenuation of some

hallmarks (1 to 3-6 months), which decline again in a phase ending to be chronic (from 6

months on) (Osmanovic Barilar et al., 2015). Although the extent and dynamics of affectation

following icv-STZ injection is known to depend on the amount of toxin injected (Kraska et

al., 2012), pilot experiments in our lab indicate that behavioural and morphological

alterations are sustained at least 8 months after STZ injection at 2 mg/kg (data not shown).
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Alteration of molecular pathology, including the levels of the postsynaptic marker DBN

which was not perceived in the present study, lacks to be assessed at this later time point.

Anyhow, STZ injection in the reported conditions seems to be a suitable strategy to inspect

both immediate as well as long-term effects of ICSS treatment on a sAD model.

ICSS treatment affects AD-like molecular hallmarks in STZ-injected model

Slight differences in the behavioural variables affected by STZ were perceived in rats

receiving ICSS treatment, suggesting that ICSS would be exerting a memory improving effect

also in AD-like pathological conditions. Based on this suggestion and according to the main

aim of this study, this work approaches for the first time the effect of a DBS therapy on the

early AD-like cell and molecular alterations found in a sAD model, obtained by icv-STZ.

Five post-training sessions of ICSS were found capable to induce an increase in neuronal

density in the hippocampus of STZ-injected rats, but not in control rats. Specifically, a

tendency was found in CA1 and a significant increase was detected in DG of STZ rats

subjected to ICSS treatment. These results are in line with the findings of Leplus et al., who

found reduced neuronal death in the DG of AD transgenic rats (TgF344-AD) after 5 weeks

of forniceal DBS, but not in wild type rats (Leplus et al., 2019). They suggested that this

neuroprotective effect could be linked with reduced microglia activation and

neuroinflammation (Leplus et al., 2019). However, it could be also related with neurogenesis-

related pathways reported after ICSS in DG (Huguet et al., 2009, 2020; Takahashi et al.,

2009), which could be strengthen in pathological condition. In this regard, Mann at al.

demonstrated increased neurogenesis in the DG of AD triple transgenic mice (mutated

transgenes for APP and tau on a PS1 knock-in background) after 25 days of bilateral

entorhinal cortex high frequency DBS (Mann et al., 2018).

ICSS treatment also reduced the levels of full-length APP in DG extracts of STZ rats,

demonstrating again similar effects to longer treatments of forniceal or entorhinal cortex

DBS in transgenic AD animals, which reported a reduction of APP and/or amyloid burden

in the hippocampus (Mann et al., 2018; Leplus et al., 2019). Moreover, ICSS treatment also

caused a tendency of reduction in ptau Ser202/Thr205 levels in DG extracts of STZ-injected

rats, which, to our knowledge, has not been reported before in AD transgenic models. Tau

phosphorylated at Ser396, instead, is only reduced in control rats receiving ICSS, but not in

STZ-injected ones, evidencing once more the different dynamics of the two phosphorylation

sites.
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Nevertheless, no consistent correlations were found between the molecular changes and

behavioural performance of STZ rats subjected to ICSS treatment, hindered by a limited

dispersion in the values and a small sample size. In this sense, both tendencies in molecular

hallmarks as well as behavioural effects should be further assessed with an increased sample

size. Still, DBN levels in rhinal cortices, which were revealed significantly increased after

ICSS treatment in the contralateral hemisphere in immunohistochemical analysis, positively

correlate with mean distance to target area in the probe test in STZ+ICSS group. Thus, while

DBN did not seem to be affected by STZ at the studied time point, it seems to have a role

in neural plasticity enhancement that would support memory improvements found after

ICSS.

ICSS treatment affects molecular regulators of AD pathology in STZ-injected model: SIRT1 emerges

as a promising serum biomarker for both AD-like pathology and ICSS treatment in STZ rat model

Finally, this work also addresses for the first time the implication of gene expression

regulatory molecules, including miRNAs and SIRT1, in both AD-like STZ effects and

recovery effects of 5 post-training ICSS sessions evaluated 72 hours after the last session.

Regarding miRNA analysis, miR-16 and let-7a suitability as endogenous normalizers for

tissue and serum samples, respectively, suggested in Study 1, was confirmed in STZ

conditions. Moreover, STZ and ICSS effects on different ICSS-regulated miRNA candidates

selected according to Study 1 results, including miR-196a, miR-495, miR-132, miR-134, miR-

181c and miR-146a, were assessed in both DG and serum, with only slight changes observed

in DG. On the one hand, miR-495 expression was found to be reduced in STZ+ICSS group

with respect to ICSS, indicating an underlying effect of STZ unable to be compensated by

ICSS. As discussed in Study 1, where it was reported to be increased 90 minutes after ICSS

session, miR-495 has been reported to be downregulated in AD (Wang et al., 2011) and

seems to be related with activity-dependent remodelling of synaptic plasticity (Wang et al.,

2012). Thus, although miR-495 is not a well-known miRNA, results from these studies

encourage its study in the context of sAD. On the other hand, miR-146a emerged as a

modulated miRNA candidate in this condition. Although an increase in this miRNA could

not be statistically proven in STZ rats, because of a high variability in this group, a tendency

of decrease in miR-146a was perceived in the STZ+ICSS group respect to the untreated

STZ. miR-146a is broadly reported to be selectively upregulated in AD affected regions and

to have a role in mediating neuroinflammatory response in AD, through a NF-κB and

complement factor H-dependent pathway (Lukiw et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2013; Samson et al.,
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2017). In transgenic AD models, miR-146a is found to correlate with senile plaque density

and synaptic pathology (Yang et al., 2015). Altogether, present results points that miR-146a

could be an interesting target to be further studied to unravel mechanisms mediating ICSS

neuroprotective effects, especially regarding results from Leplus et al., who reported

decreased neuroinflammation in TgF344-AD rats after forniceal DBS (Leplus et al., 2019).

Regarding SIRT1 levels, although no significant alteration was perceived in tissue, interesting

changes were found in serum. A decrease in SIRT1 levels was reported for the first time in

STZ-injected rats’ serum, accurately resembling results described for AD patients where it

has been described as a biomarker of early AD pathology (Kumar et al., 2013b). In STZ

group, SIRT1 serum levels were found significantly associated with both DBN and ptau

Ser202/Thr205 levels in different areas, especially in DG hippocampal subfield and granular

retrosplenial cortex, as well as with DG neuronal density. Interestingly, ICSS treatment

caused a significant increase in SIRT1 serum levels in STZ rats, not only recovering but

overcoming control levels, motivating the use of SIRT1 also as a treatment biomarker.

Conclusions

Overall, although limited by a small sample size, the present study shows for the first time

the effects of 5 post-training ICSS sessions in an integrated and durable sporadic AD rat

model, obtained by icv injection of intermediate-dose STZ. In summary, ICSS treatment is

able to recover neurodegeneration deficits, APP and ptau alterations, and provide improved

plasticity conditions evidenced by increased DBN levels in temporal-parietal regions

associated with memory function. Although significant changes cannot be detected in

miRNAs, slight tendencies in DG levels, highlighting miR-146a, suggest that these regulatory

molecules are modulated by ICSS treatment in a pathological AD-like context and, thus, they

could have a role in mediating ICSS recovery effects on AD deficits triggered by STZ. Thus,

it is worth to persist on further studying the potential role of serum levels of some of these

miRNAs as treatment biomarkers in AD condition. However, in this regard, the most

meaningful contribution of this work is the assertiveness of SIRT1 as a promising ICSS

treatment biomarker, in addition to the already suggested use as AD pathology biomarker,

in the STZ-injected model.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION | 

Development of drugs to treat Alzheimer’s disease is defined by a devastating long story of 

clinical trial failures, which ends in no available current therapies to prevent, arrest, or cure 

this disease. In this scenario, neuromodulatory approaches, including electrical stimulation 

of deep brain areas, have growth in interest as novel therapeutic options for AD. Although 

the underlying molecular mechanisms are not clearly understood, DBS aimed at different 

brain regions has been suggested to alleviate AD cognitive symptoms. 

To this aim, the election of the brain target is still in debate. Clinical trials targeting either the 

fornix or the nucleus basalis of Meynert together with preclinical studies exploring DBS of 

different areas sustaining or modulating memory circuits have shown promising early data 

for memory improvement in AD (Laxton and Lozano, 2013; Aldehri et al., 2018). However, 

it remains uncertain which of these targets is most effective and if their therapeutic 

mechanisms are similar or unique for each target. 

Our group has a long tradition studying the effects of MFB stimulation by means of ICSS in 

rodents, showing that it is able to physiologically activate both cognitive-related areas as well 

as systems related to emotional domain (Huguet et al., 2009; Kádár et al., 2011, 2013, 2016, 

2018). Its memory improving effects are extensively reported in physiological conditions 

both in young (Segura-Torres et al., 1988; Redolar-Ripoll et al., 2002; Hermer-Vazquez et al., 

2005; Soriano-Mas et al., 2005; Ruiz-Medina et al., 2008; Aldavert-Vera et al., 2013; 

Chamorro-López et al., 2015; García-Brito et al., 2017) and aged rats (Aldavert-Vera et al., 

1997), and also in rats with specific brain lesions (Redolar-Ripoll et al., 2003; Segura-Torres 

et al., 2009; Kádár et al., 2014). These behavioural improvements, together with molecular 

plasticity events triggered by ICSS (Huguet et al., 2009, 2020; Kádár et al., 2011, 2013, 2016, 

2018; Aldavert-Vera et al., 2013; Chamorro-López et al., 2015), suggest that MFB stimulation 

could be also effective in AD context. However, its effects had never been assessed in AD 

context nor in relation to molecular correlates of AD pathology. This thesis approaches for 
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the first time this situation, aiming to assess the potential use of rewarding stimulation at the 

MFB as a treatment for AD in a preclinical rodent model, focusing on its molecular effects.  

 

About the suitability of animal AD models to study ICSS treatment effect 

In order not to be led to false conclusions, the election of the model for the specific purpose 

and the accurate knowledge of the displayed pathology in relation with human AD is essential 

(Drummond and Wisniewski, 2016). To be used in this work, three requirements are 

demanded for an AD rat model. Fist, a sporadic model is preferred over transgenic-

engineered models, in order to ensure the highest transnationality to the prevailing type of 

AD (Zhang et al., 2019). Second, the model needs to mimic the main neuropathological 

hallmarks of early AD pathology, which will be interrogated for ICSS effects, and concurring 

behavioural deficits. Third, AD-like alterations are required to be durable along time in order 

to reliably use this model in future inspection of long-term ICSS treatment effects. In this 

way, further studies could address the limitation of the lack of works evaluating sustained 

effects long after a DBS procedure.  

Attending to the requirements, two different models obtained by single bilateral icv injection 

of Aβ peptide or STZ toxin were evaluated in Study 2 and Study 3, respectively. Both 

chemicals were suggested to trigger AD-like neuropathological hallmarks by interceding at 

different levels of AD hypothetical pathological cascade (Hoyer et al., 1994; Selkoe, 2008; 

Grieb, 2016), and are being extensively used as sporadic AD models in preclinical research. 

In this work, characterization of AD-like pathology in the models was mainly based on the 

study of a. neurodegeneration, b. hyperphosphorylated tau pathology at Ser202/Thr205, as 

used to define AD Braak stages in human brain (Braak et al., 2006a), c. synaptic deficits 

evidenced by altered DBN levels reported in early AD (Counts et al., 2006, 2012), as synapse 

loss was suggested to be more correlated with cognitive impairment than plaques and tangles 

(Terry et al., 1991), and d. spatial learning and memory alteration, as sign of episodic memory 

deficit symbolic of early AD. Presence of amyloid plaques was not assessed in these models 

as rodent amyloid-β is not able to aggregate in plaques (Marksteiner and Humpel, 2008; Ueno 

et al., 2014). Neuropathology was assessed in parietal-temporal regions, including entorhinal 

cortex, hippocampus, where AD pathology is first initiated, and retrosplenial cortex, as well 

as in frontal medial regions, including prelimbic cortex, where it is thought to progress 
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according to the disconnection hypothesis (Braak and Braak, 1991a; Reid and Evans, 2013; 

Migliaccio et al., 2015). 

Neuropathology accompanied with memory deficits was displayed in both models. However, 

distinctions related to similarity to AD pathology stage and progression can be made. In Aβ 

model, two stages of distinct neuropathology were inspected. In a first stage, assessed 15-22 

days after Aβ injection, memory affectation was evident and neuropathological affectation 

found at sacrifice is mainly concentrated in frontal regions. Although phosphorylated tau 

pathology was also present in the hippocampus, regional preference for frontal 

neurodegeneration did not match any expected stage in early AD. In a later stage at 33 days 

after Aβ injection, temporal affectation is preferred, with tau pathology restricted to 

superficial layers of entorhinal cortex, highly resembling initial stages described for AD Braak 

stage I-II (Braak et al., 2006a), but only marginal memory deficits were found when evaluated 

at 26-33 days. Thus, although molecular affectation at this stage resembles very early AD, 

general evolution for this model inverted the posterior-to-anterior progression expected for 

sAD pathology (Migliaccio et al., 2015). Moreover, and in accordance to other reported 

results (Sigurdsson et al., 1997; Cleary et al., 2005; Wong et al., 2016; Karthick et al., 2019), 

Aβ model displayed signs of transiency. Altogether, under the conditions used in this study, 

Aβ model failed in featuring AD progression and thus, the use of this model was 

discontinued for the impossibility to assess long-term effects of ICSS treatment.  

In STZ model, both neurodegeneration and tau pathology were selectively affected in the 

parietal-temporal lobe, especially hippocampus, resembling Braak stages II-III (Braak et al., 

2006a). Moreover, concurring extensive behavioural deficits, including both memory-related 

and emotional deficits, were presented. However, DBN levels, which seemed to be strongly 

related with behavioural characterization in Aβ model, was not found affected in STZ model 

40 days after injection, although other synaptic proteins such as synaptophysin or syntaxin 

have been reported altered in this model (Moreira-Silva et al., 2018). Additional extensive 

affectations resembling early AD were found in STZ model, including morphological 

alterations in lateral ventricles and periventricular structures, APP increased levels in 

hippocampus and decreased SIRT1 serum levels. Furthermore, in favour of the use of STZ 

model, both pilot studies in our group together with other studies suggest that this model 

presents sustained long-term progression (Osmanovic Barilar et al., 2015).  

Altogether, both Aβ and STZ models here reported have been found to mimic different 

aspects of early AD molecular pathology, if used at 33 and 40 days after injection, 
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respectively. However, STZ model, presenting enduring regional-selective alteration related 

to the main AD hallmarks (APP and tau phosphorylation) accompanied with behavioural 

affectation, presents the advantageous possibility of testing long-term treatment effects over 

the transient Aβ model.  

 

About the ability of ICSS to fight cell and molecular AD hallmarks 

The main evidence supporting the use of DBS for AD treatment is based on cognitive 

improving effects suggested in both clinical studies with AD patients (Laxton et al., 2010; 

Smith et al., 2012; Fontaine et al., 2013; Sankar et al., 2015; Kuhn et al., 2015; Lozano et al., 

2016; Hardenacke et al., 2016) and preclinical studies using transgenic rodent AD models 

(Xia et al., 2017; Koulousakis et al., 2020). Although the present work also contributes to this 

bulk by presenting evidence of behavioural improvement after rewarding DBS aimed at the 

MFB in a sAD rodent model, the main focus was set on the cell and molecular effects. In 

this sense, until so far, only few studies have intended to understand the underlying biological 

cell/molecular effects of DBS in rodent AD models (Mann et al., 2018; Leplus et al., 2019). 

To our knowledge, the present work is the first of this type aiming to do so in a sporadic AD 

model and, of course, the first targeting the MFB.  

Present results suggest that post-training administration of five MFB-ICSS sessions were 

enough to avoid the appearance of neuropathological signs underlying behavioural deficits, 

in both Aβ and STZ-injected rats. Focusing on the STZ-induced model, ICSS treatment is 

able to increase neuronal density and decrease APP and ptau levels in the hippocampus, 

recovering control levels, according to results from Study 3. These effects were not evidenced 

when DBS was administered in physiological conditions, as reported in Study 1 and studies 

performed by other authors (Gondard et al., 2015). However, they resemble those described 

after longer DBS treatments targeting fornix or entorhinal cortex in transgenic AD models 

(Mann et al., 2018; Leplus et al., 2019).  

Overall, these results suggest that molecular mechanisms underlying ICSS are able to 

intercede at the level of altered AD neuropathological hallmarks when administered in AD-

like pathological conditions.  
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About the implication of AD-related gene expression regulators in ICSS facilitating 

effect: emergence of potential non-invasive treatment biomarkers 

In the way to shed more light upon the mechanisms underlying DBS effects in alleviating 

AD, this study reports for the first time the implication of gene expression key regulators, 

like microRNAs and SIRT1, in the demonstrated ICSS facilitating effect, both in 

physiological and AD pathological conditions. These findings not only contribute to 

comprehend the bases of treatment efficacy and be able to optimize it, but also to uncover 

novel therapeutic and diagnostic molecular targets that can serve as potential treatment 

biomarkers.  

In addition to come up with a list of ICSS-regulated miRNA candidates accessible to be 

further studied, results from Study 1 demonstrated the upregulation of miR-132, miR-181c 

and miR-495, as well as SIRT1 protein in hippocampal subfields short after ICSS session 

administration. However, among them, only miR-495 seem to retain an increasing tendency 

when evaluated in pathological conditions in Study 3 seventy-two hours after ICSS in a five-

days regimen, when miR-146a also emerges as another ICSS-regulated miRNA. In this 

regard, whether ICSS effect on these molecules is stable or instead it is part of an acute 

transient action mediating plasticity events through the already discussed mechanisms is put 

into debate. Indeed, it was already suggested that transient overexpression of miR-132 is 

induced with activity and mediates memory formation (Wang et al., 2013), while permanent 

excessive transgenic overexpression result in damaged cognition and spatial memory in 

healthy mice (Hansen et al., 2010, 2013). However, variations between individual miRNAs 

could respond, in part, to reported differential regulation of their stability (Bail et al., 2010; 

Gantier et al., 2011). Thus, further investigations are needed, but the present results suggest 

that, even with distinct time and condition-dependent dynamics, different miRNAs and 

SIRT1 could be implied in triggering changes in plasticity and AD-related protein expression 

reported after ICSS effects both physiological and AD-like pathological conditions.  

Caution needs to be taken when extrapolating these results, as it is unclear if the processes 

enabled by DBS are similar or unique for each brain target. However, involvement of these 

AD-related molecular regulators on DBS mechanism opens new lines of investigation 

regarding its applicability in AD treatment, such as the use of these molecules as DBS 

treatment biomarkers. On this subject, this work especially highlights the study of miR-132 

and SIRT1 to this purpose, being already proposed as AD treatment biomarkers (Kumar et 
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al., 2013b; Xie et al., 2018) While miR-132 serum levels seem to mirror the acute increase 

found in tissue, SIRT1 is insinuated to hold a more prolonged rise which relates to 

neuropathological signs in AD-like condition. Anyhow, both molecules have been proved to 

be detectable in rat serum and susceptible to ICSS treatment.  

 

Concluding remarks and future directions 

According to the main aim of this work, molecular effects reported after ICSS sustain the 

promising potential of rewarding stimulation of the MFB for the treatment of AD. In 

essence, ICSS treatment has been proven able to intercede the neuropathological signs of 

AD in a well-characterized sporadic AD model, contributing to the behavioural 

improvement in this pathological context. Key regulators of AD neuropathology like specific 

miRNAs and the deacetylase SIRT1 have been demonstrated to take part in the underlying 

molecular mechanisms. Moreover, evidences for the use of these molecules as promising 

treatment biomarkers in serum have been presented. 

All things considered, an evident field of investigation is suggested intending to reach the 

evaluation of MFB as a DBS target in AD patients. Moreover, ICSS success sets interest in 

novel treatments for AD with rewarding approaches. In this sense, over other DBS targets, 

reward-upholding brain areas, and especially the MFB, emerge as promising potential targets 

of DBS for integrative treatment of AD cognitive and neuropsychiatric symptoms.  

In addition, the results presented in this thesis set some cues that open the door to multiple 

research lines. In this sense, the characterization of sporadic AD models could serve as the 

basis for their use in similar preclinical research, including evaluation of long-term treatment 

effects. Moreover, the presentation of ICSS-regulated miRNA candidates can develop into 

further interesting experimental studies, both questioning their unknown cellular role as well 

as their ignored alteration in AD. Similarly, evaluation of the suggested biomarkers in the 

context of approved DBS treatments could be also considered.  
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CONCLUSIONS | 

In relation to the first aim of this thesis, regarding the effects of intracranial self-stimulation 

to the medial forebrain bundle (ICSS) administered in physiological conditions on molecular 

markers of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology: 

1. ICSS administered in physiological conditions presents overlapping 

regulatory mechanisms with AD. Specifically, ICSS treatment upregulates miR-

132, miR-181c, miR-495 and SIRT1 protein, all of them related to synaptic plasticity 

and altered in AD, in specific hippocampal subfields. In contrast, ICSS treatment in 

these conditions do not seem to importantly affect DG levels of other proteins 

related to main AD hallmarks, including APP, ptau/tau and DBN. 

2. MiR-132 and SIRT1 protein are suggested as potential DBS treatment 

biomarkers in serum. Particularly, serum miR-132 is upregulated after ICSS 

treatment, negatively correlating with its levels in DG. Serum SIRT1, despite not 

being directly affected by ICSS, positively correlates with miR-132 serum levels.  

3. At a methodological level, miR-16 and let-7a emerge as suitable endogenous 

normalizers to test miRNA changes in hippocampal tissue and serum, respectively, 

after ICSS treatment. 

In relation to the second aim of this thesis, regarding the molecular effects of ICSS treatment 

on early AD neuropathological hallmarks in a sporadic AD rat model obtained by Aβ icv 

injection: 

4. Aβ model displays signs of early pathology but fails in reproducing AD 

progression. At 15-22 days time window after Aβ injection, spatial memory 

disturbances are evident, but neurodegeneration, decreased DBN levels and 

increased ptau levels are focused on prelimbic cortex. Instead, at 26-33 days time 

window memory alterations are marginal, but neurodegeneration and altered DBN 

and ptau levels are concentrated on temporal-parietal structures. Thus, acute bilateral 

icv injection of low-dose well-characterized Aβ1-42 aggregates results in transient 
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AD-like memory deficits and inverted anterior-to-posterior transition of regional 

neuropathological signs. 

5. ICSS treatment alleviates early AD hallmarks in Aβ model. In detail, five post-

training ICSS sessions administered on days 26-30 after Aβ injection were able to 

avoid ptau increase and DBN decrease in entorhinal cortex and hippocampus found 

at day 33 and rescues the slight memory alterations.  

In relation to the third aim of this thesis, regarding the molecular effects of ICSS treatment 

on early AD neuropathological hallmarks in a sporadic AD rat model obtained by STZ icv 

injection: 

6. STZ model displays long-lasting coexistence of behavioural and 

neuropathological affectation. In particular, acute bilateral icv injection of medium 

dose STZ results in neurodegeneration, increased phosphorylated tau pathology and 

APP levels in the hippocampus evaluated after 40 days, together with spatial memory 

deficit and alteration of some emotional response evaluated at days 33-40.  

7. ICSS treatment recovers neuropathological hallmarks of AD in STZ model. 

Notably, five post-training ICSS sessions administered on days 33-37 after STZ 

injection increased neuronal density and reduced the levels of APP and ptau in 

hippocampal subfields. Additionally, ICSS increases the levels of synaptic protein 

DBN in specific layers of rhinal cortices.  

8. SIRT1 is reaffirmed as a promising DBS treatment biomarker in serum in AD-

like conditions. ICSS treatment increases SIRT1 serum levels, which are reduced in 

STZ model correlating with AD hallmarks.  
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